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Preface 

 

We are extremely pleased to present the pre-conference proceedings of 
HWID2012. The conference is a working conference held under the auspices 
of IFIP TC 13 on Human-Computer Interaction.  

1 Technical Committee TC13 on Human–Computer Interaction.  

The committees under IFIP include the Technical Committee TC13 on Human 
– Computer Interaction within which the work of this volume has been con-
ducted. TC 13 on Human-Computer Interaction has as its aim to encourage 
theoretical and empirical human science research to promote the design and 
evaluation of human-oriented ICT. Within TC 13 there are different Working 
Groups concerned with different aspects of Human-Computer Interaction. 
 
The flagship event of TC13 is the bi-annual international conference called 
INTERACT at which both invited and contributed papers are presented. Con-
tributed papers are rigorously refereed and the rejection rate is high. Publi-
cations arising from these TC13 events are published as conference proceed-
ings such as the INTERACT proceedings or as collections of selected and edit-
ed papers from working conferences and workshops. See 
http://www.ifip.org/ for aims and scopes of TC13 and its associated Working 
Groups. 

2 Working Group 13.6 on Human-Work Interaction Design 

This working group was established in September 2005 as the sixth Working 
Group under the TC13 on Human - Computer Interaction. It focuses on Hu-
man-Work Interaction Design (HWID) and it is called WG13.6. A main objec-
tive of the Working Group is the analysis of and design for a variety of com-
plex work and life contexts found in different business and application do-
mains. For this purpose it is important to establish relationships between 
extensive empirical work-domain studies and HCI design. The scope of the 
Working Group is to provide the basis for an improved cross-disciplinary co-
operation and mutual inspiration among researchers from the many disci-
plines that by nature are involved in a deep analysis of a work domain. Com-
plexity is hence a key notion in the activities of this working group, but it is 
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not a priori defined or limited to any particular domains. The aim of this 
Working Group on Human-Work Interaction Design (HWID) is to initiate new 
research initiatives and developments, as well as an increased awareness of 
HWID in existing and future HCI educations. See http://hwid.cbs.dk/ 
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Cognitive work analysis (CWA) originated in the late 1970’s and 1980’s 
through the work of Jens Rasmussen, being collected and built into an effec-
tive methodology through the 1990’s work of Kim Vicente, and culminating 
in his book Cognitive Work Analysis (1999).  Arising out of the challenges of 
trying to help people cope with the complex technical systems of nuclear 
power, CWA stood out as a method that acknowledged the complexity of 
systems and aimed to provide a formative rather than a descriptive approach 
to the design of support in these work environments.  Furthermore, CWA 
offered a multi-faceted approach to understanding cognitive work, using 
several different types of models to build a rich picture.  Since that time, 
CWA, and in particular its derivative design approach Ecological Interface 
Design (EID), has been widely applied in a vast range of complex, control-
oriented systems.  Since the 1990’s however, there has been an explosion of 
a new type of system – networked and distributed systems.  These systems 
are characterized by their highly social dimension, resulting in new challeng-
es in team problem-solving, community building, and trust allocation across 
distributed teams.  Our recent work in CWA has focused on adapting CWA to 
face these new challenges and provide a solution that fits a truly social tech-
nical system.  I will review our recent work in two areas: the development of 
specific team analyses to support CWA and the use of CWA for community 
building and social networking.  Traditional CWA provides a solid base to 
move forward into these new dimensions.  Overall, CWA should be treated 
as a living and adaptable approach to understanding cognitive work, ground-
ed in a deep respect for the complexity of work environments and the exper-
tise of the people who must work in them. 
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Workshop on: 

The Details Behind the Work: Using CWA in Design 

Catherine Burns, PhD, PEng 
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Director, Advanced Interface Design Lab 

Professor, Systems Design Engineering, Univ of Waterloo 

200 University Ave West Waterloo ON N2L 3G1 

519-888-4567 x33903 

catherine.burns@uwaterloo.ca 

 
This workshop will concentrate on the extraction of design requirements 
from Cognitive Work Analysis.  We will focus on the first three phases, work 
domain analysis, control task analysis, and strategy analysis.  The fundamen-
tals of the analyses will be explained in reference to past projects.  The focus 
on the discussion will be how to use these analyses for design.  Participants 
will have the opportunity to try out the approaches through guided exercis-
es.  Finally the workshop will conclude with a discussion of what other meth-
ods can be useful when incorporating CWA in interaction design. 
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Applying Cognitive Systems Engineering to  
intelligence analysis  

 
B.L. William Wong 
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United Kingdom 
w.wong@mdx.ac.uk 

 

In this talk, I will discuss how principles from Cognitive Systems Engineering might be used to 
design Visual Analytics systems to support intelligence analysts. In designing systems to 
control processes such as nuclear power generation, CSE has been used to determine and 
model a priori the functional relationships that relate the performance of the processes with 
system outcomes. Visual forms are then created to represent these invariant relationships in 
ecological interface designs. Can cognitive systems engineering be applied to the domain of 
intelligence analysis? And if yes, how might this be? And how should CSE principles be 
applied to the design of visual representations in intelligence analysis to take advantage of 
the benefits we have seen when CSE is applied to causal systems? 

I will describe the intelligence analysis ‘process’ that is to be represented, the challenges it 
presents to representing the equivalent of functional relationships in intelligence analysis, 
and how the design of the visual forms can be guided by CSE principles such that they "... 
help users discover the unexpected—the surprising anomalies, changes, patterns, and 
relationships that are then examined and assessed to develop new insight” (Cook, et al, 
2007). 

Intelligence analysis is the process of transforming data into information that may be acted 
upon. For example, in criminal intelligence analysis, it is about identifying and providing 
“…insight into the relationship between crime data and other potentially relevant data…” 
(www.interpol.int). This is not merely reorganizing data and information into a new format 
(Krizan, 1999), but more importantly, to ‘connect the dots’ and to quickly find the few pieces 
of relevant information from very large datasets of mixed reliability, missing, and out of 
sequence data, and to piece them together in a way so that the conclusion makes sense and 
can be justified.  

This is an intellectual process, rather than causal process governed by the laws of nature. 
Intelligence analysis sorts the “significant from the insignificant, assessing them severally 
and jointly, and arriving at a conclusion by the exercise of judgment: part induction, part 
deduction” (Millward, in Hinsley and Stripp, 1993), and part abduction (Moore, 2011, p3).  
Unfortunately, much of this process is presently very labour intensive and inefficient, and is 
becoming almost impossible as intelligence organisation face increasingly large data sets.  

New software tools are being sought in order to facilitate the analysis of such large datasets. 
One approach to the design of such tools is known as visual analytics. This is the emerging 
“… science of analytical reasoning facilitated by visual interactive interfaces" (Thomas and 
Cook, 2004), “… combining automated analysis techniques with interactive visualisations …” 
(Keim, et al 2011) that are specially designed to support the interactive dynamics (Heer and 
Shneiderman, 2012) to enable real-time analytic interaction with data.  What is needed are 
methods and technology that facilitate the detection and assembly of related and relevant 

http://www.interpol.int/


information in a way that supports human sense-making and the communication of these 
assessments effectively for action (Keim, et al, 2011) 

In intelligence analysis, and unlike nuclear power plants, the underlying information 
structures and relationships cannot be readily determined a priori to design. Meaningful 
interpretations of data to arrive at explanations or stories and narratives are instead 
constructed as the analysts read, analyse and learn about the data. Such information 
structures - the chains of evidence that are connected to tell a story - are formulated during 
the investigative process of intelligence analysis.   

Just as we attempt to model the process as we design systems for controlling a nuclear 
power plant, we also need to model the intellectual processes involved in controlling the 
investigative and reasoning processes. I will therefore discuss visual thinking, sense-making 
and critical thinking in the investigative and reasoning analysis process. I will then draw on 
CSE and EID, and supporting literature in representation design, to address what is it that we 
ought to represent, and a number of human factors based principles of visual design, that 
we can use to deliberately guide our design of interactive visualisations. To close, I will give a 
few examples like how we use the concepts of "blackholes" to represent missing data, 
"brown worms" for deceptive data, and "keyholes" for peering at large data sets through a 
limited view port (Wong and Varga, 2012). 
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On the usage of different work analysis methods for 

collaborative review of large scale 3D CAD models 

Pedro Campos and Hildegardo Noronha 
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Campus Universitário da Penteada, 9000-390 Funchal, Portugal 

pcampos@uma.pt, hildnoronha@gmail.com 

Abstract. Human work interaction design is an emerging discipline that aims to 

encourage empirical studies and conceptualizations of the interaction among 

humans, their variegated social contexts and the technology they use both with-

in and across these contexts. In this paper we describe and elaborate around the 

usage of different work analysis methods in a complex, real world work do-

main: collaborative review of large-scale 3D engineering models. The analysis 

is based on (i) input from experts in the oil platform engineering field, (ii) pre-

vious and related work and (iii) application of different methods considering the 

recent advances in technology. We conclude that hierarchical task analysis was 

not effective in obtaining a clear, common vision about the work domain. Sto-

ryboarding was the most useful technique as it allowed discovering novelty fac-

tors that differentiate the solution and improve the usability of the product, 

thereby supporting the human work at offshore engineering design and review 

sessions. 

1 Introduction 

Human work interaction design [1] is an emerging research field within HCI that is 

focused on the user's experience of tasks (procedures) and the artifact environment 

(constraints in the work domain). That analysis and interpretation of human work is 

eventually manifested in the design of novel, technology-based products, systems and 

applications [1]. In this paper, we report on a seven-month research study around the 

requirements elicitation, scenario design and storyboarding processes for creating a 

new Virtual Reality (VR) distributed application to support a complex work domain: 

the collaborative review of large scale 3D engineering models, in the context of the 

oil and gas industry at a very large organization [2].  

The current way of designing industrial plants relies on the communication among 

experts in several areas of the field, and on tools that allow the specification and 

simulation of the site. VR resources are used to visualize and interact with complex 

3D environments in real time. Several engineering simulations employ VR to foresee 

the results of complex industrial operations.  

In this paper, we analyze the user tasks at stake during collaborative sessions of 3D 

CAD models design and review in the specific context of the oil and gas industry. By 

studying the users’ work and needs, the related existing work and the possibilities that 
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recent advances in multimodal technologies, we expect to shed new light into how an 

integrated environment should be conceived and designed in order to positively influ-

ence the collaboration levels between dispersed teams of engineers that need to re-

view oil platform problems and to design solutions for those problems. 

Our main contribution to the Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) field is the 

comparison of the effectiveness of different work analysis and design methods to-

wards establishing a common vision regarding a new product for the oil and gas in-

dustry engineering models’ review, in a collaborative manner. This is especially im-

portant for gaining new insight about the relative advantages between the different 

methods in a highly complex, real world work domain. 

2 Background and Related Work 

Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) is an emerging approach that promotes a 

better understanding of the relationship between work-domain based empirical studies 

and the iterative design of prototypes and new technologies [1]. HWID’s goal is to 

encourage empirical studies and conceptualizations of the interaction among humans, 

their variegated social contexts and the technology they use both within and across 

these contexts. 

To achieve this, HWID promotes the use of knowledge, concepts, methods and 

techniques that enable user studies to procure a better apprehension of the complex 

interplay between individual, social and organizational contexts and thereby a better 

understanding of how and why people work in the ways they do. Therefore, one of the 

main characteristics of HWID as an interaction design approach is to focus the analy-

sis on the how’s and why’s of people’s work. HWID also tries to promote a better 

understanding of the relationship between work-domain based empirical studies and 

iterative design of prototypes and new technologies [12]. HWID’s roots lie in Cogni-

tive Work Analysis (CWA) [1, 6]. Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) is a multidisci-

plinary framework for the analysis, design, and evaluation of human work developed 

by Rasmussen, and colleagues [7]. Its purpose is to guide the design of technology for 

use in the work place. CWA helps an analyst identify the activities and agents that are 

needed for a system to effectively fulfill its functional purpose. CWA can also be 

regarded as a formative process that focuses on an ever-increasing number of dynam-

ic constraints that systems present nowadays, rather than prescriptive methods of 

working.  

Storyboarding [4] is a common technique in HCI and design for demonstrating sys-

tem interfaces and contexts of use. Despite its recognized benefits, novice designers 

still encounter challenges in the creation of storyboards. Many researchers have stud-

ied the benefits and disadvantages of storyboards, including Truong and colleagues 

[4], who presented two formative studies designed to uncover the important elements 

of storyboards.  

Activity-based analysis [5], in particular activity theory methods, incorporates the 

notions of intentionality, history, mediation, motivation, understanding, culture and 
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community into design. In particular, it provides a framework in which the critical 

issue of context can be taken into account. 

In hierarchical analysis [3], another work analysis method, the instructional de-

signer breaks down a task from top to bottom, thereby, showing a hierarchical rela-

tionship amongst the tasks, and then the instruction is sequenced bottom up. Task 

analysis often results in a hierarchical representation of what steps it takes to perform 

a task for which there is a goal and for which there is some lowest-level “action” that 

is performed [3].  

3 Usage of Different Work Analysis Methods 

In the offshore engineering field, the project of deep-water production systems, in-

cluding oil platforms, ships and all the subsea equipment that plays a part in the pro-

duction process, is currently designed by means of complex computer modeling sys-

tems. The design of a new production unit is a lengthy and expensive process, which 

can last many years and consume hundreds of millions of dollars, depending on the 

complexity of the unit and the maturity of the technology required to make the project 

technically and economically feasible. 

Offshore engineering projects involve not only geographically distributed teams 

but also teams of specialists in different areas using different software tools, both 

commercial and internally developed. While the interoperability of those tools is still 

an issue, it is a mandatory requirement for any collaborative solution. 

One of the objectives we had was to establish a sound requirements document stat-

ing clearly the desired project’s objectives, requirements and specifications, as well as 

outlining scenarios for the solutions proposed and their evaluation procedures. 

We used the resources available at Tecgraf-PUC Rio (the research arm of Brazil’s 

largest oil industry company, Petrobrás) [2] to conduct user observations and informal 

interviews with the engineers involved in collaborative engineering design and review 

activities. The final result we obtain is very important, since it allows us to under-

stand: (i) the application domain, (ii) the problem of designing and reviewing CAD 

models, and (iii) the needs and constraints of the system’s stakeholders. Additionally, 

and perhaps most importantly, we elaborate on the relative advantages and disad-

vantages we faced when applying different work analysis methods: activity-based 

analysis [5], hierarchical analysis [3] and storyboarding as a way to understand the 

value of possible solutions [4]. 

3.1 Activity-based analysis 

Activity 1: Designing and reviewing engineering models. Design review is the 

process of checking the correctness and consistency of an engineering project while 

making the necessary adjustments [2]. In the session, users can manipulate objects, 

highlight and create annotations, do measurements, check the proper ergonomic de-

sign. The ability to move, rotate and scale objects is important for various purposes, 

such as joining models, viewing hidden areas, planning the placement of new devices, 
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and simulating a maintenance or intervention operation in a process plant. Moreover, 

integration with an engineering database from the CAD system is useful to create 

annotations emphasizing critical parts (Figure 1). Comments attached to objects can 

also be used as recommendations for project management. Figure 1 shows a meas-

urement taken for planning the movement of a large tank in a production unit. Users 

create annotations to guide the maintenance procedure and animate the entire opera-

tion. Finally it is possible also to confirm if the space distribution of the engineering 

devices conforms to the ergonomic needs for operation and maintenance. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Annotating and measuring activities involved during design and review. 

 

Fig. 2. The second activity identified: riser analysis. 

Activity 2: Riser analysis workflow. An important step in deep-water oil exploita-

tion is the elevation of the oil from depths over one thousand meters to the surface. 

Oil platforms use ascending pipes, called risers, which are tubular structures that con-

vey oil and/or gas from the wellhead on the sea floor to the platform’s separator sys-

tem tanks [2]. To certificate the operation of the risers for their entire lifecycle (30 
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years or so), simulations of the stress applied to the riser system are conducted based 

on meteo-oceanographic data about wind, tide and water currents. Simulations are 

made under extreme environment conditions to test stress resistance. It is important to 

perform fatigue analysis studies to evaluate the most critical regions of the risers af-

fected by cyclical stress in order to guarantee their integrity during their lifetime. 

Conclusions after the activity analysis. The problem of providing engineering teams 

with effective tools for collaborative work is becoming increasingly important, not 

only because teams are increasingly working distributed throughout the world, but 

also because current tools still lack support for collaborative engineering design and 

review, either in co-located or distributed settings. The oil industry is especially well 

positioned as a potential demonstrator for research developments in this field, since 

it’s one of the largest user bases of high-end hardware and software. 

Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) place the emphasis on providing a 

common virtual space of interaction to distributed teams, a space where they can meet 

as if they were face to face, while sharing and manipulating the relevant work arti-

facts, in real time. In the case of this application domain, the oil industry, there is a 

relevant issue that motivates this project: the working force is aging, and the industry 

is not attracting younger generations of workers. Therefore, the trend of conceiving 

“digital oil fields” capable of being controlled remotely is becoming strategic for oil 

companies. 

The essential scenario for solving this problem is a 3D interactive environment that 

represents the oil platform and associated subsea equipment, in a multi-touch virtual 

control room approach. The oil industry application domain, as referred in the previ-

ous section, fits well into the design and evaluation of novel environments, because of 

several factors. First of all, the very nature of the work performed by the engineers 

themselves, which is often carried out in collaborative, geographically apart settings. 

Secondly, because they can provide real world data in the form of large-scale CAD 

models, thus acting as reliable demonstrators of the project’s results. And finally, 

because there are - to our knowledge - very few research efforts specifically targeted 

at this application domain. 

The final product the team performing this work analysis identified is essentially a 

large-scale virtual environment based on multi-touch and remote collaboration fea-

tures for increased awareness and increased sense of presence among teams of oil 

industry engineers. The final prototype should consist of a set of computer clusters for 

multi-projection environments running the software designed, developed and evaluat-

ed throughout the project. 

The main idea underlying this vision is that if we provide engineers with multi-

touch collaborative tables and walls, we can achieve a state-of-the-art environment 

with an interesting application to the oil industry: a system that finally allows these 

users to find, navigate and visualize their complex CAD models’ data in a much more 

satisfying and effective way. This goal can be measured in two dimensions: the usa-

bility dimension, making use of well-know Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) eval-

uation methods and the collaborative dimension, using traditional measures for de-

termining the levels of remote collaboration between geographically dispersed teams.  
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3.2 Hierarchical task analysis 

In this work analysis, the hierarchical task breakdown was actually the first step the 

team took. The analysis was based on input from experts in the oil platform engineer-

ing field, several brainstorming sessions, semi-structured interviews and other meet-

ings. The result (after many iterations) is shown in Figure 3. One of the positive as-

pects was the fact that the team was able to identify the most important tasks and the 

most intense tasks from a cognitive perspective. The downside was that the team re-

mained without a clear picture about what should be designed and implemented, what 

was more important and what was less relevant. Other methods, as we will see in the 

next section, proved far more efficient in gaining a common vision. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Task case map for our work domain analysis. 

3.3 Storyboard-based analysis 

Since the team had difficulties in synthesizing the work of offshore engineering de-

sign and review teams, we decided to employ storyboards [4] to facilitate the ideation 

process as well as to better explore the possible design concepts. Figure 4 illustrates a 

particular one (textual descriptions omitted for brevity). 

Storyboarding was particularly beneficial to this project’s HCI design. It allowed 

matching the possibilities offered by recent advances in mobile, multitouch technolo-

gies with the cognitive tasks at stake.   
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Fig. 4. A particular part of the storyboards created, illustrating one of the navigation modes. 

After long discussions, the team chose to employ the power of tablets to create dif-

ferent navigation modes in a collaborative prototype where CAD models are simulta-

neously shared and visualized through Wi-Fi, while the user can also videoconference 

with other remotely located engineers. One of the navigation modes is depicted in 

Figure 4. The storyboard illustrates the use of sensors to control the camera’s orienta-

tion. Translations are performed through multi-touch gestures. The user is free to 

work whenever he wishes to, which is a significant step further regarding the current 

system being used by the company (based on traditional desktop-based PCs). There-

fore, we can conclude that storyboarding was an effective technique to identify novel-

ty factors that could enhance the usability of the proposed product. 

3.4 Final Solution 

The system is built upon the concepts of intuitive visualization and cooperation. To 

achieve our objectives while using those concepts we built several test navigation 

modes. Two of them ended up being selected for further improvement. Despite an 

apparent similarity on interaction styles, the two modes are quite different in both the 

technical and user interaction components: The first version uses built-in inertial sen-

sors to position the virtual camera in a first person view manner, just as if the user 

was holding a real video camera and filming around. To allow the user to move 

around, it uses an in-screen touch-based joystick. The second version uses the tablet’s 

camera to track its position and orientation, relative to a tracker. It works as if the user 

was filming the object on top of a table allowing all the natural movements he would 

do. 

The second version can’t use the built-in inertial sensors exclusively as none of 

them gives translation (the position can be doubly integrated from acceleration but the 

errors and drift are too significant to be useful). GPS, another possible alternative, can 

only work outdoors and doesn’t have enough accuracy for this problem. The solution 

is to use the camera to track an object and from that deduce the tablet’s position and 
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orientation. The camera tracking is a suitable solution as it provides a surprisingly 

accurate translation, rotation and, indirectly, zooming without the need of another 

artificial input (like the virtual joystick on the first-person view navigation mode). 

The first-person version can be shared between multiple tablets allowing one user to 

guide or show some feature on the model to the other users. Figure 5 illustrates this. 

The microphones and the front cameras are shared between multiple tablets, creating 

a videoconference that improves the cooperativeness of the system. A minor feature 

(freezing the camera) was also implemented. It allows users to freeze the current view 

and move around the tablet without fearing that the movements performed will 

change the camera’s position and without stressing body positions. This feature can 

be used when showing certain features on the models or even when working on the 

models themselves on future work. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Two engineers engaged in a co-located collaborative design and review session. 

4 Comparison between the different methods 

Hierarchical task analysis was the first method employed in this product’s HCI de-

sign. Perhaps because of that it was the method that required more effort in order to 

produce a reasonable set of artifacts describing the engineers’ work.  

Task analysis taken from a hierarchical perspective had its advantages. First, it al-

lowed the entire team to understand the priorities in the design that should be taken 

into account. It also had the advantage of promoting discussion around a single dia-

gram, which made it easier to reason about human work without losing the “big pic-

ture”. However, this method was the least efficient of all. The team remained without 

a completely clear picture about what should be designed and implemented, what was 

more important and what was less relevant. 
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Secondly, the method for trying out a more efficient work analysis was activity-

based analysis. We tried to write a complete, detailed description of the collaborative 

engineering activities that are performed by offshore engineering teams, working both 

in the oil platform as well as in the central company’s offices.  

The activity-based analysis effort was overall positive. By forcing a detailed de-

scription of the activities at stake, the team spent a lot of time and effort, but at least 

was able to reach a better work analysis. It allowed identifying a final, concrete prod-

uct, essentially a large-scale virtual environment based on multi-touch and remote 

collaboration features for increased awareness and increased sense of presence among 

teams of oil industry engineers. The disadvantage we encountered was the fact that 

activity-based analysis did not allow the identification of novel ideas, and the brain-

storming processes that usually lead to better UI designs was not well undertaken.  

As mentioned before, storyboarding was the most useful technique as it allowed 

discovering novelty factors that differentiate the solution and improve the usability of 

the product, thereby supporting the human work at offshore engineering design and 

review sessions. 

5 Conclusions 

Supporting the needs of offshore engineering teams is an important industrial problem 

that should be addressed taking into account the rapid evolution in user interaction 

styles available. The potential for innovative solutions that is brought by tablet-based 

computing is enormous. In this paper, we described the industrial creation and evalua-

tion experience of a new mobile system for collaboratively navigating and reviewing 

3D engineering models, applied to the oil industry. We highlight that storyboards and 

scenarios were an effective way to elicit requirements together with oil industry ex-

perts, as opposed to high-level task analysis.  

Our main contribution to the Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) field is the 

comparison of the effectiveness of different work analysis and design methods to-

wards establishing a common vision regarding a new product for the oil and gas in-

dustry engineering models’ review, in a collaborative manner. This is especially im-

portant for gaining new insight about the relative advantages between the different 

methods in a highly complex, real world work domain. 
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Abstract. This paper describes an exploration of how children adapt their inter-
actions with different graphical user interfaces (GUIs) in varied task situations. 
The effect of computer exposure, computer knowledge, attitude and motivation 
(computer-friendliness) on childrens’ (age 13-15 years) adaptations and per-
formance was studied. No significant effect of computer-friendliness was found 
influencing their adaptations and task-performance. The participants were ex-
posed to two different known graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The empirical 
data shows that participants performed equally well on both the GUIs by adapt-
ing their interactions. Also it was observed that a GUI which is rich in features 
facilitates user adaptations in coping with differences in task complexities. Thus 
between-task adaptations and adaptivity can emerge as a new usability measure 
for comparing alternate GUI designs, for users of all age group. 

Keywords: Human-Computer-Interaction, User Adaptations, Graphical User 
Interfaces, Task Performance, Children 

1 Introduction 

Coping with different kinds of computing devices has become an essential skill for 
users of all ages including children. It has now become necessary for a child as young 
as 6 years of age to interact with various computing devices and interfaces especially 
in a learning environment. 
 
As new computing and communication devices and software applications replace 
older ones a greater ability to adapt or discard them would be demanded of human 
skills. This study focuses on knowing what, when and how do children adapt to 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). We have explored adaptations in interaction behav-
iour and task performances of children in changing situations.(Adaptation means 
modification in behaviour for improving performance due to change in environment.) 
 
Empirical research work on user adaptations in interaction behaviour has been re-
ported widely as seen in published literature some of which is reviewed below. 
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1.1 Related work.  

Attempts have been made by researchers to capture factors affecting learner’s task 
performance and to find relationships among these factors. Personal goals, computer 
self efficacy,[1][2] motivation,[3] computer usage, anxiety,[4] age, [5] internet effi-
cacy and attitude[6]  have been reported to influence user interactions and satisfaction 
which may affect the success and failure of a task. A user with high computer self-
efficacy or skills may also exhibit poor performance [2].  Inability to adapt to situa-
tions causes such perception-performance difference. A review of research on types, 
causes, effects and adapting ability of users is presented in following paragraphs.   
 
Some researchers have tried to characterize or model these user-adaptations. Gray et 
al. [7] incorporated a new fuzzy based credit assignment scheme to model user’s  
adaptations in strategy selection. Freed et al. [8] proposed a new way of cognitive 
modelling  i.e. modelling adaptations in one’s cognitive architectures in response to 
changing task characteristics  or situations.  
 
In coping with different task demands users adapt their strategies and levels in using 
software features. Heshan Sun [9] investigated the causes of “feature-use adaptations”. 
The observed causes were a new task, other person’s influence, change in working 
environment, discrepancy in system response and self deliberate initiative. Hayama et 
al.[10] found a new way to measure user’s adaptivity to software  feature-use. They 
applied simple compression algorithm (LZW) to the user’s operation log to compute 
compression rate i.e. user’s adaptivity. Thus  a new metric  of measuring  user’s inter-
action adaptivity  was  contributed. Schmitz et al. [11] used task-technology-fit theory 
to explain these adaptations. They segregated task adaptations(operational adaptations) 
from technology adaptations(software adaptations) and additionally found their strong 
relationship with perceived performance.   
 
Smith et al. [12] found a novel mechanism of detecting drop in a search engine’s per-
formance by monitoring  change in user’s adaptations in querying instructions.  They 
proposed that monitoring the querying behaviour of user can be used unobtrusively to 
indicate failure in system and adaptively upgrade the system. 
 
In e-learning domain Merri et al. [13] investigated adaptations in selecting a learning-
task using a shared-control (user+system) mechanism. In the experimental system a 
personalized learning-task list is first presented by the system and later user selects his 
learning-task from this list. The results showed benefit of this mechanism of user-
adaptation and control in enhancing task involvement and motivation. Pieschl et 
al.[14] processed an e-learner’s interaction log and found that they adapt their learn-
ing process(time and interactions) to complexity of learning  task. Between task adap-
tations were computed and summed to get a single score called “adaptation score” for 
each interaction variable. They concluded that adaptations in judged task complex-
ity(JTC), number of accessed nodes (NAN) and  use of hierarchical commands(HC) 
were significantly related in improving learner’s performance. We have used this 
adaptation score (ASX – refer section 2.1) as a measure to find magnitude of adapta-
tions in search, modify and delete operations of users.   
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Grayson et al. [15] recorded eye-movement data to  find  whether unconventional 
interface design layout triggers  an adaptation of visual search behaviour during   
repeated trials. Results of their experiment show influence of design characteristics  
like size, colour , boldness and location on  adaptation  of  visual  search behaviour.  
 
The reviewed work shows no specific research related to adaptations in children using 
computers. Most of the findings were related to adaptations to task characteristics.  
Not much research has been reported about adaptations to system or interface charac-
teristics or user’s personality. The authors of this paper have therefore chosen to re-
search on adaptation phenomena in children. 

2 Research Questions 

This study therefore focuses  on investigating adaptations in children to different 
graphical user interfaces through  tasks. The aim was to establish relationship between 
adaptations and task performance. Children prefer drawing and  gaming activities on 
computers  the most. The authors have investigated childrens’ drawing   skills on  
computers with  different  levels  of  task complexity and using  different  drawing 
tools(GUIs).  
 
Terms relevant in this document are defined as follows by the authors. 

i. Computer-friendliness= (Computer  exposure)+(Computer knowledge)+ 
                                         (Motivation to use computer)+(Attitude towards computer) 
 

ii. Adaptation Score (ASX) of  an operation X  is  

    ASX = (│XT1-XT2│) + (│XT2-XT3│) +.....  + (│XTi-1-XTi│)       ................ [14] 
 
               Where XTi = number of X operations during task Ti assuming tasks T1, T2,  
               T3  ... Ti  are executed in sequence. 

iii. Adaptivity is the ability of adapting as well as achieving an ideal performance 
level within minimum trials in response to change in surrounding environment. 

 
We have investigated following research questions.  
 
RQ1=Does childrens’ computer-friendliness significantly affect their drawing      
performance? 
 
RQ2 = Does task or interface complexity (tool used) significantly affect childrens’ 
drawing performance? 
 
RQ3=Does task or interface complexity (tool used) significantly affect childrens’ 
interaction behaviour or adaptations? 
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3 Method 

3.1 Participants 

Participants  of  this  study  were   40  students  of   two  different English medium 
schools  situated  in Indian  cities of  Pune  and  Guwahati. The participants were 
familiar with Paint and PowerPoint software interfaces. The schools had computer 
education inbuilt in their curriculum. Details of participants are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The participants 

School Number / Sex Age Class Computer 
Experience 

Jnana Prabodhini , Pune 10 Boys+10 Girls 
Mean=13.98 8 + 9 5 yrs 

Kendriya  Vidyalaya IITG 10 Boys+10 Girls 

3.2 Material 

Drawing Tools (Graphical User Interfaces - GUI).The drawing tools used were 
Paint(PNT) and PowerPoint(PPT). Paint was included because of its simplicity and 
familiarity. PowerPoint   was included   because of its   popularity and   ease-of-use. 
During informal group discussions with  participants they were asked to give feed-
back on their  perceptions about the two interfaces. These were counter checked with 
the task evaluator’s opinions. They are summarized qualitatively in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparision of the drawing tools 

Parameter Paint PowerPoint 
Major use Drawing  Slides  
Features Low High  
Complexity Low High 
Ease-of-use High Low  

Computer-friendliness preset questionaries. Two questionnaires were designed for 
scaling computer-friendliness.   
 
Questionnaire (Q1). – Consisted  of  14 objective and  3  subjective items grouped  
into  two  scales  capturing   computer-exposure and  computer-knowledge. Computer 
exposure was measured as usage in hours/week at home and at school. Computer 
knowledge was measured as knowledge of computer hardware, internet and applica-
tions.  
                             
Questionnaire (Q2). – Consisted  of  15 objective and  1  subjective  items grouped  
into  two  scales  capturing   computer-motivation  and  computer attitude. Motivation 
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was measured in terms of motivation for e-learning, computer affinity and posses-
siveness. Computer attitude was measured in form of beliefs and initiatives.  

Target Tasks. Total four drawing tasks  T1,T2,T3,T4 were administered to the child 
subjects  as  shown  in  Table 3. 

Table 3. The drawing tasks 

Task-Performance Evaluation. To remove variability or bias in task evaluation, 
three evaluators evaluated the tasks of each participant. Average age of evaluators 
was 28 with experience of two years in design. Drawings  were  evaluated  on  the  
basis  of how  close  the  final outcome matches with the  master-drawings  D1 and 
D2 in all  aspects. Each drawing task was evaluated using a 10 point scale. Average of 
evaluator’s scores was treated as task-performance score for that task.  

3.3 Procedure  

Twenty boys (20 numbers)  and girls (20 numbers)  from class 8 and 9 of two schools 
(Table 1) were chosen for the experiments. Participants were chosen randomly by the 
class-teacher. They were briefed   about the study and asked to complete two ques-
tionnaires Q1 and Q2. After the questionnaire survey participants were given drawing 
tasks on computers. They were asked to complete four tasks as mentioned in Table 3 
using  appropriate  drawing tools (refer Fig. 1.). Total time consumed for the entire 
experiment was around 1 hour. To judge drawing performance,  drawing outputs  
were evaluated by expert evaluators having design expertise. (Refer Task-
Performance Evaluation paragraph in previous section). 
 

Task Diagram Drawing Tool Time Allotted  

T1 
D1(Simple) 

PowerPoint (PPT) 
5 minutes 

 

T2 
D2(Complex) 

Paint (PNT) 
5 minutes 

 

T3 
D2(Complex) 

PowerPoint (PPT) 
5 minutes 

 

T4 
D1(Simple) 

Paint (PNT) 
5 minutes 
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Fig. 1.  Participants performing tasks 

Semi-structured group interviews in 
two groups, were conducted to under-

stand childrens’ mental model, beliefs 
and perceptions about GUI features. 
 
All drawing tasks were recorded using 
CamStudio Version 2.00 (Copyright 
2001-2003 by RenderSoft). The full-
screen region was recorded with Mi-
crosoft Video-1 compression format, 
square yellow high-lighted cursor 
without audio recording. 

4  Results And Discussions 

Encoded questionnaire data was entered into statistical software (SPSS version-17) 
for analysis. Task performance scores were also computed and entered into SPSS.  
 
The participants’ computer exposure, knowledge, motivation and attitude data was 
normalized to 10. The statistics of this data for the entire sample population  is  sum-
marized  in Fig. 2. and Table 4. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of computer-friendliness constructs of sample population 

Table 4. Computer  friendliness  constructs of sample population 

Statistic Exposure Knowledge Motivation Attitude 
Mean (SD) 7.15 (1.10) 8.50 (1.34) 3.65 (1.63) 6.57 (1.99) 
Range 4.83 4.00 6.83 5.83 
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Results show that students have good knowledge of  computers, high exposure to 
computers and possess positive  attitudes towards  computers.  What  lacks  is  moti-
vation  to learn.  It is posited here that learning programs on computers need to be 
engaging and  motivating for  continuous  learning. 

4.1 Research questions 

Does childrens’ computer-friendliness significantly affect their drawing-
performance (RQ1)?. To answer this question correlation was done between  com-
puter-friendliness constructs and drawing performance scores of each task and aver-
age performance as well. Average task-performance (max=10) was computed as aver-
age of task-scores of T1, T2, T3 and T4. Computer friendliness (max=40) was com-
puted as sum of scores of computer exposure, knowledge, motivation and attitude. 
 
The  results in Table 5 indicates  that   none  of  the  factors  contributing to computer-
friendliness viz. computer exposure,  knowledge,  motivation and  attitude influence  
the  task-performance significantly. To a certain extent when seen in depth computer-
friendliness partially influences complex task performance.  

Table 5.  Correlation Coefficients  (Computer-Friendliness, Performance ,Adaptations) 

 
Figures from Table 5 indicates partial relationship between computer knowledge and 
motivation as well as between motivation and attitudes. Computer-friendliness has no 
direct influence on adaptations to GUIs. Therefore user’s adaptations to GUI may be 
connected with factors like interface design, task complexity, time constrain and  
interest in topic or motivation. This is investigated further in next section of this paper.  
 
RQ1 : Computer-friendliness does not significantly affect  the  task-performance. 
 

NO     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

1  Exposure  1  .207 .288  .217   .515  .138  .128  .353  .179  

2  Knowledge   1  .665* .473   -.288 .086  -.327 -.243  .166  

3  Motivation    1  .707*   -.224 .389  .247  .218  -.105  

4  Attitudes     1   .184  .086  -.126 .060  -.316  

5  Friendliness      1  .055  .205  -.031 .108  -.102  

6  ASSearch       1  -.080  .097   .065  

7  ASModify        1  .679*  .033  

8  ASDelete         1   -.140  
9 Total Adaptations         1  -.024  

10  Task Performance           1  
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Does task or interface complexity (tool used) significantly affect childrens’ draw-
ing performance (RQ2)?. Dependant t-test (paired-samples t-test in SPSS) was con-
ducted  to  see  the  effect  of   task-complexity on the  drawing performance.   For  
Paint  with  two  independent   tasks (simple, complex) the t statistics was tpaint(36) = 
5.561, P < 0.0005 and for PowerPoint it was tpowerpoint(37) = 3.553, P < 0.001.This  
shows   that  user’s  drawing performance  is dependent  on  how  complex  is  the  
drawing task. Which is evident in Fig. 3. Also the influence of task complexity on 
performance is more in Paint than in PowerPoint. This may be accounted to Power-
Point having more features to accommodate ease-of-change during complex tasks. An 
interesting hypothesis arises here: Do more features in a GUI lead to faster adaptation? 
 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of task performances   

The mean task-performance in case of simple task for PPT=4.9297 and PNT=5.3338.  
Similarly mean task-performance in complex task situation for PPT=3.8676 and 
PNT=3.8429. This shows that task-performance is not  influenced much by the GUI. 
A similar t-test was conducted to  see  the  effect  of  interfaces on the drawing per-
formances. For simple-task with two independent  interfaces (Paint, PowerPoint)  the  
t statistics was tsimple(36) = 1.321, P < 0.195 and for complex task it was tcomplex(37)    
= - 0.113, P < 0.911.  This reassures that interface is not influencing the drawing per-
formance to that extend. This is because in difficult task situations, users adapt their 
GUI interactions, and thereby achieve their goal successfully and efficiently. These 
user-adaptations  can  be  at  two levels (a)cognitive level and  (b) interaction  level.  
The second one is explored further in this paper. 
  
RQ2 : The results of this experiment show that children once familiar with a particu-
lar GUI show differences in their performances only because of complexity of task 
executed and not the GUI.  They adjust very well to the complexity of known GUIs in 
keeping performances same. Therefore when exposed to a new interface a child will 
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adapt and perform well (do less errors and take less time) after some trials or learning 
period. In this case what matters is how quickly he can adapt (adaptivity) to an inter-
face. Are these adaptations or adaptivity dependant on interface characteristics or 
does it depend on individual abilities needs investigation. 
  
Semi structured interviews of participants were conducted to investigate their percep-
tions  and  belief   in  this  regards.  These  are  depicted in the  cause-effect  diagram 
(Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Cause-effect diagram for poor drawing performance  

Does task or interface complexity (tool used) significantly affect childrens’ inter-
action behaviour or adaptations (RQ3)?. To monitor interaction behaviour the 
search(S), modify(M) and delete(D) operations during each tasks (T1 .. T4) were 
computed by observing the  Cam Studio video recordings of  these tasks. It was ob-
served that 95% of all operations were mainly search, modify and delete. Adaptation-
Score(AS) [14] for each individual for each of these operations  was computed as 
follows  
 
ASsearch  = (│ST1-ST2│ ) + (│ST2-ST3│) + (│ST3-ST4│) 
ASmodify = (│MT1-MT2│) + (│MT2-MT3│) + (│MT3-MT4│) 
ASdelete  = (│DT1-DT2│) + (│DT2-DT3│) +(│DT3-DT4│) 
 
The statistics obtained for the entire group is shown in Table 6 and Fig. 5. 

Table 6.  Adaptation Scores Statictics 

Statistic  ASSearch ASModify ASDelete 
MEAN  (SD)  11.55 (6.409) 17.36 (7.270) 15.00 (7.253) 
RANGE  17 22 22 
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Fig. 5.  Comparison of Adaptation Scores of interaction variables 

Figure 5. shows high adaptation score for ‘modify’ operations compared to ‘delete’ 
and ‘searches’. It means that a child shows more adaptation in ‘modify’ behaviour 
while drawing. Therefore if a drawing tool gives a good support and flexibility of 
modifying drawing elements, it will prove to be a better interface when adapting to 
different situations. Similarly operations showing more between-task adaptations can 
be identified for e-learning interfaces as inputs to UI designers. 
 
Figures of mean search, modify and delete operations in all tasks (T1..T4) were used 
to draw graphs (Fig. 6.) and analyse the trend in user adaptations across tasks and 
GUIs. The slope of graph reflects magnitude of between-task adaptations. Steep slope 
means large adaptations in behaviour to cope with new exposed task or interface. 
 
                       Simple Tasks                            Complex Tasks  

 
Fig. 6. Adaptation behaviour across tasks  
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Figure 6 shows that magnitude of adaptations (slope of graph) for both (simple and 
complex) tasks is same. But when considering number of operations carried out 
(clicks), Paint is superior during simple tasks while PowerPoint is superior during 
complex tasks. In conclusion an intelligent interface that adjusts the appearance of its 
features by sensing task complexity would be more useful from user’s adaptation 
perspective. 
 
User adaptation behaviour across GUIs (Fig. 7) shows that for feature-rich GUI 
(PowerPoint) adaptations are less than for the feature-poor GUI (Paint). 
 
                        PowerPoint                               Paint  

 
Fig. 7.  Adaptation behaviour across GUIs 

The conclusion we can draw is that, in  situation where complexity of task is high and 
changes frequently a feature-rich GUI proves beneficial from  adaptation perspective. 
While in case where task complexity is low and stable user can adapt to an adaptable 
GUI  and reconfigure UI features depending on task.  This is visualized in Fig. 8. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Task characteristics favourable for adaptations  
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E-learning interfaces should fall in this second category where  learning  tasks  vary  
slowly  in  their  complexity  levels  influenced  by the learner’s strategies and style. 
 
RQ3: The answer to this question emerges that the adaptations shown in handling 
simple or complex tasks are same between interfaces. (Fig. 6). However between-task   
adaptations (from simple to complex) show significant difference among two GUIs   
i.e. Paint and  PowerPoint. (Fig.7). Practical implication of this is that between-task 
adaptation can be used as a usability measure in evaluating usefulness of alternative 
interface designs.  

5 Conclusions And Future Scope  

This study shows that childrens’ drawing performance is neither influenced by their 
computer-friendliness nor by the GUI they use. Task characteristics affect the per-
formance to a large extent. 
 
Results also point to the fact that children show adaptations in their interactions to 
cope up with difficult task situations. Amount of features available in a GUI may 
influence these adaptations and adaptivity to changing task situations. A further study 
can be undertaken on this. 
 
Lastly it was seen that a specific functionality or feature of an interface influences 
ease-of-adaptations like modify feature of a drawing tool. Interface designers there-
fore can make use of user’s adaptation patterns and limits, in building “adaptation-
friendly interfaces”. A  task-sensitive adaptive interface may be more useful in per-
sonalization and can support adaptivity in a better way.   
 
This paper contributes to an idea of using between-task-adaptation score as a usability 
measure in evaluating usefulness of alternate interface designs. Can we also make use 
of user’s adaptation pattern as a tool for cognitive modelling is an interesting question 
that arises.  
 
An investigation into interface characteristics influencing user-adaptivity is   required. 
We need to study whether features available in interface  or information architecture 
of interface or interaction design influences adaptivity. Cognitive adaptivity and inter-
action adaptivity can be two promising directions for future research. 
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Abstract. We observed bathing assistance, night shift operations, and handover 
tasks at a private elderly care home for 8 days. We collected approximately 400 
h of recorded speech, 42,000 transcribed utterances, data from an indoor loca-
tion tracking system, and handwritten notes by human observers. We also ana-
lyzed speech interaction in the bathing assistance task. We found that (1) staff 
members are almost always speaking during tasks, (2) remote communication is 
rare, (3) about 75% of utterances are spoken to the residents, (4) the intended 
recipient of utterances is frequently switched, and (5) about 17% of utterances 
contain personal names. We also attempted clustering utterances into passages, 
and about 33% of passages contained only one person’s name. These results 
should be applicable in semi-automatic long-term care record taking. 

Keywords: cooperative work, speech interaction, care 

1 Introduction 

Japan’s increasingly aging population is an important issue, one urgent aspect of 
which is caring for elderly persons with disabilities. Nowadays, care services are of-
ten provided by the devoted efforts of care staff at long-term care facilities. Care ser-
vices are characterized by what we call “action-oriented intellectual services.” Care 
staff makes many decisions regarding medical care which require specialized 
knowledge. They also assist elderly persons with disabilities in many activities of 
daily living. Care service staff members have many types of professions and special-
ties. Also, care services must operate at all hours, throughout the year, and successful-
ly doing so requires a high degree of information sharing among staff, for example, 
keeping records of care performed. [1] pointed out that medical staff spend much time 
on indirect care, including record keeping and information sharing. Conventional IT 
systems are fundamentally designed for desk work, however, and do not support the 
needs for hands-free and eyes-free operations suited to action-oriented intellectual 
services. 

[2] and [3] proposed a “voice tweet system” to overcome these problems. In that 
system, “voice tweets” spoken by a staff member are tagged with the staff member’s 
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location and motion, spoken keywords, and associations with background knowledge, 
and based on these tags, the tweets are automatically delivered to an appropriate staff-
er. This system provides semi-hands-free and eyes-free communication among medi-
cal and care staff. Such a system requires knowing what kind of speech communica-
tion supports cooperative work in medical and care domains. We therefore performed 
field studies at an elderly care home in Japan to analyze cooperative work and speech 
interaction among care staff. 

We report on a series of field studies and the insights extracted from analysis of the 
collected data. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes previous works. Section 3 describes the field and the tasks examined. Section 
4 describes the study methodology, and Section 5 presents an analysis of the collected 
data. Finally, Section 6 gives our conclusions and proposed areas for future study. 

2 Related Works 

[4] analyzed dynamically formed teams in a hospital emergency room, and identi-
fied three key factors in the design of team communication technology: (1) maintain-
ing awareness within the team, (2) making informative interruptions, and (3) support-
ing role-based calling. However, this study was limited to a few directly connected 
rooms on a single floor. Further investigation of more distributed locations, such as in 
larger hospitals or care facilities with multiple stories, may therefore be necessary. 

 [5], [6], and [7] reported on the use of a commercial voice communication system 
named “Vocera” in actual hospitals. They pointed out (1) that selecting communica-
tion artifacts is necessary, (2) that person-locating features can reduce human move-
ment, and (3) that remote voice communication has positive effects on the prioritiza-
tion and scheduling of tasks. They also described risks and problems associated with 
voice communication devices.  

[8] reported on an analysis of nurse-patient conversations in a Japanese hospital. 
They found that most utterances effective for risk sharing are spoken by nurses who 
are highly skilled at risk recognition and communication. In the “voice tweet system” 
described above, sharing this kind of informative utterances as “voice tweets” can 
have positive educational effects for the whole team. 

3 Study Location 

3.1 Care Facility 

We performed field studies at a Japanese elderly care home over 8 days between 
September 2011 and February 2012. Figure 1 shows an overview of the study loca-
tion. The building has four stories, with 40 private resident rooms, common living and 
dining rooms, 1 care station, 1 bath area, and other rooms and spaces. Corridors, ele-
vators, and stairways connect the rooms.  
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Fig. 1. Overview of the elderly care facility 

3.2 Residents with Disabilities 

About 30 residents were living in this building during our field study. For conven-
ience, we classify residents into the following groups: Residents with slight disabil-
ity are independently mobile with the aid of a device such as a cane or walker. Resi-
dents with moderate disability require a wheelchair and staff assistance to move 
around. Residents with severe disability are bedridden, and can only be moved by 
multiple staff using specially designed devices such as a stretcher. 

3.3 Target Tasks 

We observed and collected data on 3 tasks. The bathing assistance task involves 
bathing residents on the first floor of the building, and is performed by a special day 
shift team. The nighttime staff performs night shift tasks, which involve monitoring 
resident sleep, performing evening and morning care, checking vital signs on a sched-
ule, responding to nurse and sensor calls, and attending to other needs as they arise. 
At scheduled shift changes, leaders of the incoming and outgoing shift personnel per-
form the handover task. 

4 Methodology 

4.1 Speech Data Collection 

We collected over 142 h of “subject sounds” via microphones attached to staff 
members’ clothing. We furthermore collected another 142 h of “intercom sounds” via 
intercom lines, and more than 98 h of “environmental sounds” via microphones set up 
at various locations. We used IC recorders to record environmental sounds in 
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44.1 KHz 16-bit linear PCM stereo, and recorded subject sounds and intercom sounds 
in 44.1 KHz 16-bit linear PCM mono. Figure 2 shows the equipment used. 

 

Fig. 2. Sound data collection equipment 

4.2 Extraction and Transcription of Utterances 

About half of the audio data was selected and automatically split into sound frag-
ments. We set the threshold parameter for length of silence between fragments to 500 
ms, and human transcribers flagged fragments that were human utterances. Finally, 
the human utterances were transcribed with time stamps and speaker identifiers. This 
resulted in more than 42,000 transcribed utterances. 

4.3 Other Collected Data 

We collected more than 64,000 staff location samples using a Bluetooth-based in-
door location tracking system that we developed. Observers also videotaped subjects 
to get precise movement data with timestamps. Human observers traced staff move-
ments onto paper, and investigated their actions. The observers recorded the time, 
place, participants, media, and a brief memo on the content of observed conversations 
involving staffers. 

5 Work and Speech Interaction Analysis 

5.1 Work Analysis of the Bathing Assistance Task 

We chose the bathing assistance task for analyzing work and speech interactions, 
because this was the most complicated collaborative activity among our target tasks. 
The following is an overview of the bathing assistance task. 

1. An “inner support” staff in the dressing room determines the next resident to 
be bathed according to a schedule. Staff performs the bathing task according to the 
disability level of the resident as follows: 

 For residents with slight disability, the inner-support staff calls the resi-
dent’s room via intercom and asks the resident to come to the bath area. 
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 For residents with moderate disability, one or two “outer support” staff 
members go to the resident’s room, check vital signs, and then ask the resi-
dent to come to the bath area by wheelchair with their assistance. If the resi-
dent agrees, then the staff members assist the resident from the bed to the 
wheel chair, and bring the resident to the bath area on the first floor. 

 For residents with severe disability, two or three outer support staff mem-
bers go to the resident’s room with a stretcher designed for bathing bedridden 
residents, and check vital signs. If the resident agrees and conditions are met, 
then the staff members assist the resident from the bed to the stretcher, and 
bring the resident to the bath area on the first floor. 

2. After arriving at the bath area, the resident undresses with inner or outer staff 
assistance, according to need and availability. 

3. Assisting staff also check the resident’s body and apply ointments or medicines 
if necessary. 

4. The inner support staff helps the resident bathe in a specially designed barrier-
free bathroom or a mechanized bathroom, as needed. 

5. After bathing, mainly inner support staff helps the resident get dressed. 

6. Outer support staff assists the resident from the first-floor dressing room to the 
second-floor common living and dining rooms. 

7. In the living and dining room, other staff members provide support by drying 
the resident’s hair, bringing food, or helping the resident rest in the living room. 

8. Finally, staff helps the resident return to his or her room. 

Since multiple residents bathe at the same time, some procedures are performed 
simultaneously. Many factors can force changes in procedure. For example, residents 
may not be in their rooms, or their mental or physical condition may preclude bathing.  

It is worth noting that the tasks of getting dressed and undressed provide residents 
with valuable opportunities to train and maintain their physical and intellectual abili-
ties, so the staffers provide minimal support and focus on safety. The time needed for 
getting dressed and undressed differs from resident to resident and can reach 30 min 
in the longest case, but efficiency is not the primary consideration in providing high-
quality services at elderly care facilities. Flexible collaboration is therefore necessary 
to ensure these tasks are performed smoothly. 

5.2 Utterances Spoken during Bathing Assistance  

We choose one bathing assistance task involving all female residents for our 
speech interaction analysis. The task was performed over one morning, and represents 
about 10% of the speech data described in section 4.1. 
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According to records provided by the elderly care home, 6 staff members had bath-
ing assistance duties that morning. Among them, we focused on two outer support 
staff members, who we refer to as A and B. We selected them because they moved 
throughout the study location and interacted with many residents in many different 
situations at multiple times and places. Table 1 shows a summary of utterances by A 
and B and other staff and residents.  

Table 1. Summary of the extracted utterances 

Speaker Number Persentage Min. Ave. Max. Stdev.

A  2,293  22.7% 0.074 1.683  5.679 1.214
B  1,692  16.8% 0.121 1.724  5.059 1.125

Others  6,110  60.5% 0.055 1.635 18.053 1.441
Total 10,095 100% - - - -

Extracted utterances Length of utterances (s)

Table 1.
Number and length of extracted utterances of staffers A and B of the outer support staff and otehers (other
persons, including other staff and residents).

 
From the data, 10,095 utterances were extracted. The outer support staff spoke rel-

atively more than others, perhaps because of numerous stock phrases used with resi-
dents. The lengths of each utterance were similar for all speakers, perhaps due in part 
to the influence of our automatic splitting process. 

Table 2 shows the spatial conditions of each conversation participant. Almost all 
utterances (99.4%) were face-to-face communications. The proportion of remote 
communication was only 1.0% for staffer A, and 0% for staffer B. Inner support staff 
calls slightly disabled residents in this task, so there is little opportunity for remote 
communication by outer-support staff. Introducing the voice tweet system at this loca-
tion would have a significant effect, because currently outer support staff does not 
have access to remote communication media, which may force unnecessary move-
ment. 

Table 2. Summary of special conditions of each conversation participant 

Speaker Number Persentage Number Persentage Number Persentage

A 2,269  99.0%  24  1.0% 2,293 100.0%
B 1,692 100.0%   0  0.0% 1,692 100.0%

Total 3,961  99.4%  24  0.6% 3,985 100.0%

Face-to-face Total

Table 2.
Spatial conditions of conversational participants in utterances of staffers A and B (outer support  staff).

Remote

 

5.3 Frequency and Intended Recipients of Utterances 

We analyzed utterance frequency and the intended recipients of each utterance to 
know how often and to whom the care staff talks during this task. Figure 3 shows a 
time plot of utterances spoken by outer support staffer A (blue dots) and staffer B 
(green dots) during the 2.5 h of the bathing assistance task. Dots at the upper, middle, 
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and lower positions denote utterances spoken to residents, other staff, and oneself 
(monologues), respectively. Both A and B are almost always speaking during the task, 
and the intended recipients quickly changes. In one instance, the collected data show 
an outer support staff’s simultaneous conversation with a resident and other staff in 
the dressing room. 

 

Fig. 3. Time plot and intended recipients of utterances 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of intended recipients for utterances by staffers A 
and B. For both, about 75% of utterances are spoken to residents, about 17% to other 
staff, and the remaining utterances are monologues. The frequency of utterances to 
residents may be evidence of the importance of direct face-to-face verbal communica-
tion between staff and long-term residents.  

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of intended recipients of utterances of staffers A and B (outer support staff) 
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5.4 Names in Utterances 

Accurate long-term care records are important for maintaining and improving the 
quality of care services. Meaningful long-term care records require several key types 
of information, such as who performed the care task, what kind of care was per-
formed, for whom the care was performed, when the care was performed, and where 
it was performed. Mobile device–based support systems like the voice tweet system 
can automatically record data on who (staff), when (time), and where (location). But 
data about for whom care is performed (resident) may be difficult to acquire, because 
devices such as physical tags attached to residents may be considered dehumanizing. 
We therefore analyzed the appearance of personal names in the utterances spoken by 
outer support staffers A and B. Personal names appeared 703 times, 378 times for 
staffer A and 325 times for staffer B. Table 3 summarizes the distribution of personal 
names in each utterance. About 16.9% of utterances have at least one name that could 
be a clue as to who is providing care or to whom care is being provided. Such infor-
mation could be used by an advanced voice tweet system to semi-automate long-term 
care record maintenance in future care staff support systems. 

Table 3. Distribution of personal names in each utterance 

Speaker Number Persentage Number Persentage Number Persentage Number Persentage

A 1,938  84.5% 335  14.6% 20   0.9% 2,293 100.0%
B 1,377  81.4% 305  18.0% 10   0.6% 1,692 100.0%

Total 3,315  83.2% 640  16.1% 30   0.8% 3,985 100.0%

Total

Table 3.
Distribution of number of presonal names in utterances of A (outer support  staff A) and B (outer support  staff B).

2 or more Only 1No (0)

 

5.5 Clustering Sequences of Utterances into Passages 

To get more information about who provides care and for whom, from utterances 
for a semi-automatic long-term care record system, we attempted to cluster sequences 
of utterances into what we call “passages.” A threshold parameter of the time gap 
between sequential utterances allows merging series of utterances spoken by each 
staffer into passages. Figure 5 shows distributions of passages with specified numbers 
of names, for 13 different settings (from 0.1 to 60 s) of the threshold for the time gap 
between passages.  
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Fig. 5. Relation between the average length of passages (horizontal axis), and the distribution 
of passages with a specified number of personal names (vertical axis), for multiple thresholds 

Given an appropriate parameter value (3 s in this case, at the orange vertical dotted 
arrow in Figure 5.), the percentage of passages with only one name can be dramatical-
ly improved from 16.1% (the unmerged utterances case in Table 3) to 32.6%, and the 
average time length of the passage will be 16.7 s. This rate is sufficiently high and 
this length is sufficiently short to be utilized for precise semi-automatic long-term 
care records in future care staff support systems.  

5.6 Possible Extensions and Applications 

Background knowledge on each person who works or lives in the facility (e.g. name, 
role, gender, shift/work schedule, profession, behavioral preference or tendency, etc.) 
can be utilized to disambiguate the referent of each referring expression (e.g., person-
al names or pronouns) appearing in each utterance or passage. Based on this infor-
mation, together with automatically acquirable information (e.g., who, where, and 
when) from a mobile device-based platform, the future stuff support system can gen-
erate and suggest estimated candidates or outlines of long-term care records to the 
responsible staff member, and ask for confirmation. This mechanism may contribute 
to lower costs and reduced load of care staff for the indirect care, as well as to im-
proved quality of long-term care records. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

We reported on a series of field studies at an elderly care facility. For eight days we 
observed three tasks: bathing assistance, night shift operations, and shift handover. 
We collected approximately 400 h of recorded speech, 42,000 transcriptions, data 
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from a location tracking system, and handwritten notes by human observers. We also 
analyzed speech interaction in a bathing assistance task. We found that (1) staff mem-
bers are almost always speaking during the task, (2) remote communication is rare, 
(3) about 75% of staff utterances are spoken to residents, (4) utterance targets are 
frequently switched, and (5) about 17% of utterances contain at least one personal 
name. We also attempted clustering utterances into passages. The rate of passages 
with only one personal name can be raised to 33%. These results could be utilized in 
semi-automatic long-term care record taking. 

Future targets for study include (1) an integrated analysis of not only the collected 
speech data, but also the location, action, and observed descriptions of staff actions, 
and (2) comparison with data from other hospitals to clarify differences and common 
aspects, helping to create general models applicable to the broader healthcare domain. 
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Abstract. A usability model is a hierarchical structure between the key 
elements encompassing users, user interface and interaction between them. It is 
a generic template which is independent of usability evaluation methods and 
provides flexibility for adaptation in different contexts and domains. In this 
paper, a usability model for medical user interfaces, especially for ventilator 
systems in Intensive Care Unit (ICU), is proposed based on Norman’s action-
based seven-step model to capture a related medical context. A ventilator 
system provides a respiratory support to critically-ill patients. Currently, a 
usability of user interfaces of ventilator systems is evaluated by typical usability 
evaluation methods from software industry. These evaluation methods miss out 
important elements in medical context. Therefore, a need for a specialized 
usability model for medical user interfaces is fulfilled with a proposed usability 
model encompassing vital elements such as medical user, user interface, ICU 
environment and time required. This usability model is validated first, through a 
human work analysis using videos of selected tasks with medical user interfaces 
and then, with an overview of critical factors affecting medical user interfaces 
in ICU. In future, a proposed usability model can be integrated with a suitable 
usability evaluation method for evaluating medical user interfaces to identify 
related medical usability problems more effectively. 

Keywords: Usability Model, Medical User Interface, Human Work Analysis, 
Ventilator System, Intensive Care Unit, Usability Evaluation, Video Analysis. 

1   Introduction 

In Intensive Care Unit (ICU), there are several medical devices such as patient 
monitoring system, ventilator system, electrocardiogram (ECG) machine, syringe 
pump, arterial blood gas machine and defibrillator. Most of the medical devices have 
user interfaces along with related controls and buttons for interaction with medical 
users. Fig. 1 depicts a ventilator system with on-screen user interface. A ventilator 
system provides a respiratory support to critically-ill patients. Its user interface helps 
medical users to input and control multiple and diversified system parameters during 
patient care [18]. The user interface also displays vital information related with 
critically-ill patients. This information includes numeric values, icons, options, 



menus, messages, graphs, tables or alerts [27] and is really important in 
communication with medical users. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Ventilator system with its user interface 

There are various commonly observed usability problems with medical user 
interfaces in ICU such as poor legibility or contrast, right-handed design, lack of 
templates and intelligence, poorly distinguished alarms and alerts, no support in local 
language and poor feedback about device state and behavior [6, 25, 40]. Such 
problems may contribute to medical errors. Too many patients have been injured or 
killed because someone pressed a wrong button, misread a number, misplaced a 
component, skipped a step or overlooked a warning message [39] when using medical 
devices.  In fact, medical error is a leading cause of death along with motor vehicle 
accidents, breast cancer and AIDS [42]. Many physicians, hospitals and even, 
manufacturers of medical devices may have to face medico-legal cases and liability 
claims.  

 
Thus, usability of medical devices such as ventilator systems and their user 

interfaces, is evaluated using several usability evaluation methods such as heuristic 
evaluation, cognitive walk-through, rapid prototyping, field surveys, usability 
inspection, Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules (GOMS) model, usability 
testing, Keystroke-Level Model (KLM), think-aloud method, cluster analysis or 
severity ratings [2, 19, 20]. Most of these usability methods are typical evaluation 
methods from software industry and miss out important elements in medical context. 
Therefore, there is a need for a specialized usability model to bring such missed out 
medical context into usability evaluation of medical user interfaces in ICU. 

 



In this paper, we have specifically considered touch-screen based ventilator 
systems. We have proposed a usability model for ventilator system, which 
encompasses the related medical context along with important elements affecting 
usability of medical user interfaces in ICU. This model can be used along with a 
suitable usability method for usability evaluation of medical user interfaces in ICU. 

2   Related Work 

There are several usability models proposed by researchers. These models are of 
different types and are discussed in this section. 

 
Winter et al. have suggested two-dimensional quality meta-model of usability. It 

describes the user interface (input / output data and states) along with information 
about the situation of use (context and user knowledge) [41]. Abran et al. have 
provided a consolidated usability model with a baseline of ISO 9241-11 standard 
integrated with other relevant usability characteristics from ISO 9126 standard and 
other sources. These characteristics include effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, 
learnability and security [1]. Federici et al. have described integrated model of 
evaluation to measure the distance between the designer’s and the user’s mental 
models [12]. Ford has provided a detailed conceptual model of usability along with 
several classified variables. It has focused on three major types of contexts – user, 
task and environment, and each context is described in terms of classified variables. 
For example, user is identified with characteristics, knowledge and so on [14]. 
Clemmensen has proposed Human Work Interaction (HWID) model, which shows the 
characteristics of human work and the interaction during tasks and decision activities, 
individually or in collaboration. It also highlights impact of theory and environmental 
context on such interaction [10]. A comprehensive study of usability models as briefly 
summarized above, has led to identification of common characteristics of models.  

Table 1.  Comparison among usability models 

Aspect of 
Comparison 

Usability Models considered 
Winter  
et al. 

Ford Federici 
et al. 

Abran  
et al. 

Clemmensen Norman 

Type of Model 
 

Quality  User-
centered 

User-
centered 

Quality Work 
Analysis 

Action-
oriented 

Levels of 
Details 

Detailed Abstract Detailed Abstract Detailed Abstract 

Iterative 
Approach 

No No Partially No No Yes 

Work  
Environment 

No Considered No No Considered No 

Time required 
 

No No No Indirectly No No 

Context 
 

Considered Considered No No Considered No 

 



The usability model provides - 
• broad elemental breakup of the activity. 
• hierarchical structure between the key elements. 
• a generic template which is independent of usability evaluation methods. 
• flexibility for adaptation in different contexts and domains. 

 
Table 1 depicts a comparison table for usability models differentiating among six 

main models studied based on major aspects shown in first column of the table. Other 
columns represent usability models identified by names of authors proposing 
respective models. There are few observations realized during a comparison of 
usability models. The type of usability model is one from the related group - quality 
model, user-centered model, action-oriented model or work analysis model. Most of 
the models are non-iterative models expect Norman’s model. Most of them do not 
consider work environment or time requirement during the analysis. Few of them 
consider a restricted context in terms of task, situation or culture. None of the models 
consider medical context in usability analysis and evaluation. 

 
Thus, though usability models are quite useful for usability analysis and 

evaluation, most of them are general-purpose and definitely miss out medical context. 
These models fail to identify usability problems and medical errors in ICU 
environment. Such failure may lead to patient injury or death [39]. Therefore, it puts 
forward an important research question: 

How to adapt the usability model in medical context? 
 
A user interaction with medical devices through user interfaces, is studied during 

usability evaluation. Such user interaction involves several tasks such as setting up a 
device, changing a device mode or parameters, updating patient record, monitoring 
patient’s condition through alarms and alerts or generating reports [39, 42]. A task-
oriented work analysis involving medical users can provide a better insight about 
usability problems as well as medical errors. This aspect has directed a selection of 
Norman’s action-based model during research work. This model is iterative and 
therefore, it can help in improving prototype design during several iterations. 

 
Norman has proposed a seven-stage action model, which is published in 

Psychological Review [28] and is represented in fig. 2, which was used initially to 
capture major action slips [29]. Norman's model starts with goal formation. The 
aspect of execution contains stages for the formulation of intentions to act, the 
planning of a sequence of actions, and the execution of actions, while the aspect of 
evaluation consists of observation of the result, interpreting it and evaluating it to 
create new goals, if required. Till-date, many researchers have utilized and 
adapted Norman’s action model with diversified perspectives in various domains 
such as Organizational Behavior, Telecommunication, Web Design, Public 
Interfaces, Computer Games, Aeronautics and Medicine [3, 4, 13, 17, 23, 26, 31, 
33, 36, 42].  

 



 

Fig. 2. Norman’s seven-stage action model 

Goldkuhl et al. have presented a general model of social action and have used it to 
characterize information systems as artifacts employed for organizational action [17]. 
This general model of social action is influenced by Norman's model. As part of the 
project AVANTI (AdaptiVe and Adaptable iNteractions for multimedia 
Telecommunication applIcation), the Norman Cognitive Walkthrough (NCW) method 
addresses the particular problem - the presence of design teams in different cities, 
even in different countries [31]. Babu et al. have used Norman's action model to 
conduct online assessments that guides in understanding the complete interaction 
between a blind user and the Web in performing an online task [3]. Finke et al. have 
reported on a series of experiments carried out to determine quantitative and 
qualitative effects on user performance when interaction is split across large public 
and smaller private screens. The experimentation is designed based on Norman's 
action model [13]. Kim et al. have introduced Eye Mouse and user’s Thinking (EMT) 
System that tracks eye and mouse, and records user’s thinking. For applying EMT 
system, EMT tool is developed to help a researcher to do usability test by recording 
the user’s experience and reproducing it visually. For defining perception, 
recognition, and behavior of users’ experience, Norman's action model is used along 
with other two models [23]. Salovaara has presented appropriation understood as 
interpretation process in which user perceives in a tool a new opportunity for action, 
thus acquiring a new mental usage schema that complements the existing uses [33]. 
This model is close to Norman’s action model, but extended for learning during use. 
Barr has discussed implications of analyzing computer game actions using Norman’s 
action model [4]. Sherry et al. have discussed about how pilots form ‘mental models’ 
of the way system behaves and use these models to guide their interaction with the 
system based on Norman’s action model [36].  



Norman’s action model has been also applied in medical domain. Zhang et al. have 
developed a preliminary action-based cognitive taxonomy of errors; both for slips and 
mistakes in the domain of medicine, based on Norman’s action model [42]. Malhotra 
et al. have proposed a cognitive workflow model in critical care environment. The 
representation of medical users draws inspiration from data processing systems and 
Norman’s action model, defining mental and system activities required for task 
completion [26].   

 
Thus, Norman’s action model has been widely accepted model in several studies as 

well as domains. In design of usability model for medical user interface, Norman’s 
action model is selected as it is a sound conceptual action-based model. Also, it is 
possible to accommodate medical context in Norman’s model in terms of necessary 
elements (discussed in next section) in ICU environment. The proposed usability 
model for medical user interface of ventilator system is discussed in the next section.  

 

3   Proposed Usability Model for User Interface of Ventilator 
System 

A usability model for medical user interface of ventilator system is proposed based 
on Norman’s seven-stage action model as shown in fig. 3. In this usability model, all 
seven stages of actions highlighted in Norman’s model are considered along with 
certain alterations and additions as discussed ahead: 

 
• A ‘medical user’ is added and a ‘physical system’ is replaced by ‘user 

interface’. These changes are required as the focus of proposed model is on 
usability, in which interaction among medical users and user interfaces of 
ventilator systems is dealt with. Thus, ‘medical user’ and ‘user interface’ are 
important elements in proposed usability model. 

• Usability model starts and ends with ‘goal’ to complete the loop. The 
interaction with user interface of ventilator system is initiated by medical 
user, responded by user interface and evaluated again by the user for further 
action. 

• A ‘response’ is added next to ‘user interface’ as a response is always 
generated in the form of display of or change in numerical values, messages, 
graphs, alerts and alarms with medical user interfaces [27]. Such response is 
a basis for activities ahead such as perception, interpretation and evaluation 
in usability model. The ‘user interface’ and ‘response’ are device-related 
items and therefore, grouped together as shown in fig. 3.  

• Three important features observed with ‘user interface’ of ventilator systems 
are shown in the model – ‘Combination of physical and onscreen interface’, 
‘High risk’ and ‘Long-distance visibility’ [5, 9, 21]. These features are 
shown connected with ‘user interface’ in the model.   

• Along with elements - ‘medical user’ and ‘user interface’, other two vital 
elements - ‘ICU environment’ and ‘time required’ are also shown in the 



center of the model. These elements should be considered in each iteration of 
usability analysis to capture a related medical context.   
 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed usability model for medical user interface 

The vital elements considered in usability model are discussed in this section in 
details.  

3.1 Medical User 

There are two major users of ventilator systems - physicians and nurses. They are 
primary users as they actually operate the devices during patient care in ICU [6]. 
Physicians and nurses differ from each other in mainly six aspects such as gender, 
language proficiency, education/training, eyesight, average work experience and 
numbers in ICU as shown in initial six rows of table 2. These comparative aspects are 



identified based on field study and profiles collected of 12 medical users including 6 
physicians and 6 nurses working in intensive care units. The numbers indicated in 
brackets in table 2 represent about positive entries for the related aspect. Remaining 
three aspects in table 2 depict roles and responsibilities of medical users identified in 
related literature survey [30, 34]. 

Table 2.  Comparison between medical users – physicians and nurses 

Aspect  of Comparison Physicians Nurses 

Gender  Mostly Male (5/6) Mostly Female (5/6) 

Proficiency of Language  English (6/6) Mostly Hindi /Local Lang. (5/6)  

Education / Training  4-8 years (6/6) 2-4 years (6/6) 

Eyesight Mostly Myopic (4/6) Mostly Normal (5/6) 

Av. Work Experience About 10 Years About 5 Years 

Number in ICU  Lesser (1 per 4 Patients)  More (1 per 2 Patients) 

Responsibility of Care  Greater  Lesser  

Role in Diagnosis  Decision-making  Assistive  

Role in Therapy & Monitoring Planning & Supervision  Execution 

 
It can be observed that physicians and nurses differ significantly in their 

background and approach to patient care, which directly affects the manner in which 
they interact with medical devices in ICU. There is a noteworthy difference in a way 
in which they perform the task. For example, selection of ventilation mode may be 
executed by nurse, but it is generally on the advice of physician. This task is executed 
only by physicians in some intensive care units.  

3.2 User Interface 

The user interface considered in proposed model is for touch-screen based 
ventilator system. Though ventilator system is mainly a therapeutic device, it also 
helps in monitoring of critically-ill patients  [11, 35]. It has a combination of 
onscreen and physical interface [18]. Physical interface includes a control panel with 
knobs, buttons, LEDs and/or indicator light. Being a therapeutic device in ICU, it is 
high-risk device. A long-distance visibility is involved in patient monitoring [9] with 
alarms and alerts of ventilator systems. These features are shown in fig. 4 and they 
should be considered in evaluation of user interfaces of ventilator systems. 



 

Fig. 4. Features of user interface with ventilator system 

3.3 ICU Environment 

In ICU, several environmental factors affect user interaction with medical devices. 
These environmental factors include lighting condition, ICU layout, noise as well as 
interruptions and disruptions [9, 38]. There are three levels of lighting conditions in 
ICU. Low and average lighting conditions are observed at 0-100 lux and 101-500 lux 
respectively whereas extreme lighting condition is observed at higher range. These 
lighting conditions are derived based on light readings obtained from three ICUs 
selected at various times of the day. The consultation with physicians and the 
observations of ICU layouts has led to three commonly observed viewing distances, 
which can be applied in long-distance visibility testing. The first level is 6 feet (1.83 
m), which is the length of the bed. The next level is 13 feet (3.96 m), which is quite 
common monitoring distance in smaller intensive care units [9]. The highest 
monitoring distance suggested is 20 feet (6.10m) which can be observed in some 
bigger intensive care units. The next environment factor is interruptions and 
disruptions, which include asking questions or for assistance, phone calls, exchange 
of information with others, presence of other patients [37] and movements of medical 
staff as well as devices. These environmental factors definitely affect user interaction 
with medical devices such as ventilator systems; especially during patient monitoring 
and can generate medical errors harming patient life. Therefore, such factors are 
included in proposed usability model for medical user interface. 

3.4 Time required 

In ICU, the time is a significant element during performance of tasks. The survival 
rates of patients are higher in hospitals and intensive care units where the emergency 
systems are efficient and quicker. In emergencies, physicians and nurses are required 
to provide a treatment to critically-ill patients in quick time. So, they interact with 
devices through user interfaces hurriedly during patient care. Such rapid and hasty 
execution of tasks during interaction increases the chances of medical errors as well 
as stoppages or delays creating a threat to patients’ life. For example, to set couple of 
ventilation parameters, it takes about 10 seconds with user interface of ventilator 
system; but this task may be delayed if nurse fails to understand that screen is locked 
or there is a delay in related physician’s advice. Therefore, a time required for a task 
is an important element in performance of task and is required to be considered in 
usability evaluation of user interface in medical devices such as ventilator systems. 



4   Validation of Proposed Usability Model through Human Work 
Analysis 

The proposed usability model for medical user interface of ventilator system needs 
to be validated. This validation is performed using two methods - video analysis and 
overview of critical factors in ICU, which are described in this section ahead. 

4.1 Video Analysis 

As this usability model is action-based model, one needs to capture and analyze 
action sequences of selected tasks. Therefore, video analysis method is selected for 
validation of model through work analysis. A video provides a remarkably rich and 
vivid reproduction of an event. It also provides a permanent record of an event and 
supports reviewing and analysis of data at later times. Kaufman et al. have presented 
an approach to usability evaluation of computer-based healthcare systems designed 
for patient use in their homes. This approach includes a video analysis consisting of 
verbal and non-verbal analysis along with micro-level coding [22]. Rogers et al. have 
analyzed a blood glucose meter for its usability using video analysis, in which 
transcription and coding is used [32]. During this research work, selected task 
performances are video-recorded in real-time ICU environment. Such recordings have 
captured interaction of users with medical devices as well as related display screens of 
devices in ICU environment. The names of manufacturers, device models and user 
identities are not disclosed to maintain confidentiality.  Usability professionals also 
need to have basic domain knowledge about medical users and devices such as 
ventilator systems for applying the proposed usability model. This section includes 
necessary steps involved in video analysis.  

4.1.1 Selection of Representative Users 

There are two major types of users of ventilator systems - physicians and nurses in 
ICU. They are primary users and actually operate the ventilator systems during patient 
care. These users differ on range of aspects such as gender, language proficiency, 
education/training, eyesight, average work experience and numbers in ICU [30, 34] as 
seen in table 2. It is not possible to employ a fully representative sample and 
therefore, a convenient sampling method is used [24]. Two ventilator systems are 
studied and related videos are captured. Nurse is involved with videos of first 
ventilator system and physician is involved with videos of other ventilator system.  

4.1.2 Selection of Representative Tasks 

In patient care, several tasks are performed by physicians and nurses with 
ventilator systems in ICU. The list of tasks includes setting a system, pretesting of a 
system, setting a mode, changing parameter values, setting up alarms and alerts, 
patient monitoring, updating patient record and generating a diagnostic report [11, 35, 



39, 42]. It is observed that two tasks - setting up a ventilator system and changing 
parameter values are most frequently employed tasks by medical users with ventilator 
systems. During these tasks, medical users extensively interact with ventilator 
systems though user interface. Such interactions often involve device displays, touch 
screen interaction or use of controls/knobs and may have effect of surrounding ICU 
environment. Therefore, these two tasks are selected for video-recording and related 
two videos are recorded for each ventilator system. 

4.1.3 Conducting a Video-Recording  

Setting ventilator systems and make them operational typically takes about 5-10 
minutes if no other interruptions or distractions happen in ICU environment. Such 
setup is tested before video-recording the user interaction. It is very hectic and tricky 
challenge to get an access to busy intensive care units [8] and to obtain permission for 
video recording there. A problematic spatial layouts and noise in the surrounding also 
create hurdles for video-recording process. The primary focus of video-recording has 
been on tasks performed by medical users through user interaction with ventilator 
systems. Important activities such as hand movements of users, data presented, 
selection of options, responses displayed and delayed device responses are captured in 
video-recording. The camera model used for video-recording is Pentax Optio M20 
with resolution of 7 Megapixels. The file format of the recorded video file is .mov 
and the software used for video-logging is VLC Media Player 1.1.5. The video-
recording is conducted in late afternoon with an average lighting condition. 

4.1.4 Preparation of Observation Table 

For each video recorded, an observation table is prepared. A part of observation 
table related with a video of physician setting up a ventilator system is depicted in fig. 
5. There is an attempt to realistically record the observations about interaction 
between medical users and ventilator system while performing the tasks. Few of the 
field observations and activities in surrounding environment during recording session 
are noted. The observation table shows a chronological sequence of activities 
involved in a particular task. The details of each activity are mapped onto various 
stages and vital elements of proposed usability model. During the mapping, the stages 
and elements are divided into five groups. This grouping can be noted in columns 
represented in the observation table of fig. 5. The grouping is mostly sequential as per 
the stages of the usability model. In the first column of mapping, medical user, goal 
and intention are grouped together as such details are necessary in a preparation 
before execution of task. The related entry in fig. 5 is - ‘Physician is right-handed. 
Physician is setting a ventilator system’. The next column has two stages - Action 
specification (A) and Execution (E) as these are closely associated with execution of 
task. One such action is unlocking the screen. The next column has a group of entities 
related with user interface and related response. For example, on-screen user interface 
shows six options for selection of ventilation mode and selected mode is highlighted 
on the screen as a response.   



 
Fig. 5. Part of observation table related with a video involving physician setting up a ventilator system 



The factors related with ICU environment and time required, are highlighted in 
fourth column. The LEDs for power source can be observed from a distance (max. 6 
feet) during patient monitoring and therefore, are not suitable for long-distance 
visibility of alerts. Time required for an activity during user interaction is facilitated 
by a response provided through a user interface. At times, a physician needs to wait 
for few seconds to get the required response. The last column has a group containing 
stages - perception, interpretation and evaluation as these stages are related with 
evaluation of response provided by user interface. At times, an inquiry or a 
confirmation of details in this column is required and it is achieved through interview 
of user. Physician has confirmed the confusion about how many options to be selected 
for patient configuration. The options displayed in capital letters for patient 
configuration are difficult to read. Also, icons are not used for providing these options 
though well-accepted icons for ‘Paediatric’ and ‘Adult’ [7] are easily available. 

 
Thus, observation tables have several important observations about user 

interactions with ventilator system. These observations are analyzed to capture related 
medical context as discussed in next section. 

4.1.5 Data Analysis 

The details of activities segregated into five groups in observation table are studied 
and analyzed. Many observations in the table highlight some important usability 
problems associated with vital elements. The findings in data analysis are discussed in 
this section. 
 

Medical User: In data analysis, many aspects of medical users are revealed. 
Though nurse is right-handed, she has to operate the user interface using left hand due 
to space constraint. Nurse uses a middle finger; instead of index finger to operate 
touch screen as shown in fig. 6. But, other fingers are more error-prone than index 
finger during touch screen interaction [16]. Nurse has also fumbled during selection 
of ventilation parameters as she failed to understand that screen is locked. 

 
User Interface: In data analysis, many usability problems are identified in user 

interface of ventilator system. The arrangement of multiple options in menu can be 
improved. The three options in the dialogue box for ‘Patient Select’ are quite distant 
from each other and six options arranged in dialogue box - ‘Screen select’ are 
asymmetric as depicted in fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Inappropriate grouping and symmetry of options in menu 



Ventilator system is therapeutic device with important high-risk therapeutic tasks 
such as a selection of ventilator mode and setting up ventilation parameters. A 
confirmation of such tasks or actions is desirable, which is not provided in user 
interface of one of the ventilator systems studied.  

 
ICU Environment:  There are several factors related ICU environment, which are 

highlighted in observation tables. The light reflections are noticed on and around the 
device screen and they obstruct the visibility of data on the screen. This is highlighted 
in the observation – ‘Glossy screen reflects face of the nurse’. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Layout of ICU depicting dimensions and positions 

Another factor highlighted in observations is ICU layout, which affects the 
viewing distance in ICU [9]. One of such ICU layouts, where this study is conducted, 
is provided in fig. 7. This layout is developed to understand the room dimensions and 
positions of doors, monitoring stations, beds as well as medical devices. In ICU 
layout, B stands for Bed position; D stands for Device position; M stands for 
Monitoring station. The lines between monitoring stations (M) and devices (D) show 
the viewing distances in feet. The horizontal and vertical arrows depict the spatial 
dimensions of ICU in feet. A monitoring station is a place in ICU from where nurses 
or physicians monitor conditions of critically-ill patients. It is at minimum of 13 feet 
(3.96m) from devices as seen in fig. 7. From the observation table shown in fig. 5, it 
is clear that the LEDs indicating power source or alarm in ventilator system can be 
observed from a short distance of 6 feet (1.83m) only and are not suitable for a long-
distance visibility (upto 20 feet/ 6.10m). Another environmental factor highlighted in 
observations is interruptions and disruptions. Discussion among medical staff in a 
surrounding contributes to noise in the ICU environment as indicated in fig. 5. 
Multiple and undesirable alarms also generate noise.  

 
Time required: In time-critical environment like ICU, most of the tasks are 

performed hurriedly in minimum time. Physicians and nurses are quite often busy in 
patient care and dealing with emergency. A nurse or physician needs to wait as 
ventilator system takes time to start-up or boot-up. It makes the user little impatient.  



4.1.6 Result 

A data analysis of videos recorded shows that the proposed usability model is able 
to capture more aspects of medical context in ICU environment. Such aspects or 
observations include light reflections, noise, arrangements of options, use of other 
fingers with touch screens, therapeutic actions, long-distance visibility and delays in 
device responses. Thus, a proposed usability model is validated through human work 
analysis using videos and it definitely captures required medical context in ICU. 

4.2 Overview of Critical Factors in ICU 

Table 3.  Critical factors related with distinct elements in ICU 

Vital Element of   
Proposed Usability Model 

Related Critical Factors in ICU 

 
Medical User 

• Physicians with varying levels of critical care training 
• Skills of nurses 
• Familiarity of equipment, procedure or environment 

 

User Interface 

• Therapy applied/ usage 
• Complex work and information flow 
• Design of alerts and alarms 
• Correctness of default thresholds 

 
ICU Environment 

• Interruptions and distractions 
• Lighting condition and noise 
• Room layout 

Time required • Emergency 
• Urgent high-risk decision making 

 
A comprehensive overview of critical factors is taken with a literature survey of 

relevant research publications about ICU. The critical factors, which affect user 
interface design of medical devices such as ventilator systems, are identified. These 
critical factors are categorized with a due consideration to vital elements of proposed 
usability model such as medical user, user interface, ICU environment and time 
required. This categorization of critical factors is depicted table 3. 

 
The categorization of critical factors is discussed in this section. Few critical 

factors are related with medical users and may affect user interaction with medical 
devices. There are various types of physicians such as specialists, ICU physicians, 
resident physicians and interns with varying levels of critical care training. The ‘skills 
of nurses’ is a critical factor, which affects a patient care in ICU. These skills include 
safe medication, patient monitoring, respiratory or orthopedic care, record keeping, 
assistance to physicians and patient or family counseling [30]. Familiarity of 
equipment, procedure or environment of the medical user can affect one’s task 
performance. Such user skills or features as highlighted by critical factors should be 
considered in design, analysis as well as evaluation of medical user interfaces.  

 
 



  
Several critical factors affect the user interfaces of medical devices. Ventilator 

systems provide a respiratory support to critically-ill patients. A manner of usage or 
therapy applied is required to be considered in interface design of ventilator systems. 
A complex work and information flow provides a challenge for interface designers to 
incorporate it into effective user interface. Alert and alarm design demands a special 
attention as they are needed in patient monitoring in ICU. A correctness of default 
thresholds in parameter values is required for efficient patient care in ICU.  

 
Environmental factors in ICU are also important. A major factor is interruptions 

and disruptions, which include questions asked for assistance, phone calls, exchange 
of information among medical staff [37], presence of other patients, noise from 
medical devices and surrounding people. Other environmental factors include lighting 
condition and ICU layout [38], which also affect the long-distance visibility of user 
interfaces in ICU. 

 
Emergency with critically-ill patients puts a constraint on the time provided for 

performing a task by medical users. The tasks such as setting up a ventilator system 
providing respiratory support to patient need to be executed immediately. An ‘urgent 
high-risk decision-making’ is a factor affected by processes like cognitive tunneling, 
which is a tendency of physician to focus on only one hypothesis or solution at a time 
and ignoring other possibilities [15]. Such decisions affect the time required for a 
therapy provided by medical devices such as ventilator systems. 

 
These critical factors in ICU affecting user interface can be categorized as per vital 

elements related with proposed usability model for medical user interface of ventilator 
system as observed in table 3. The consideration of vital elements in a proposed 
usability model can direct usability professionals to many of these critical factors 
affecting user interfaces of ventilator systems and can help in capturing a required 
medical context in ICU. 

5   Conclusion & Future Work 

Usability model for user interface of ventilator system is proposed based on 
Norman’s seven-stage action model. This comprehensive model brings related 
medical context into human work analysis in terms of vital medical elements such as 
medical user, user interface, ICU environment and time required. It captures usability 
aspects like light reflections, noise, arrangements of options, use of fingers with touch 
screens, therapeutic actions, long-distance visibility and delays in device responses. 
This model can be used as a template with medical user interfaces effectively by 
usability professionals for improved results. In future, a proposed usability model for 
ventilator system can be integrated with a suitable usability evaluation method to 
identify related usability problems with medical user interfaces more effectively.  
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Abstract. A questionnaire survey is a necessary method of data analysis for 
investigation and research, but often it has a discouraging effect on the 
respondents because of the impression of being time-consuming and boring. In 
this paper, we describe the use of an interactive online questionnaire to facilitate 
a photovoltaic (PV) application research project led by the University of 
Southern Denmark. The questionnaire is developed by means of participatory 
design that has helped us get a balanced perspective between user needs, market 
viability, and technical feasibility. It makes participants better understand a 
specific technical knowledge that improves the research result. 
 
Keywords: Participatory design, Solar energy, Gasme-like questionnaire 

1 Introduction 

Today, a well-designed solar system will generate considerable power at a 
competitive price. A photovoltaic (PV) system consists of several high technological 
components that should be compatible with each other, adaptive to the installation 
environment, and accordant to specific user’s need. W have needs to build an 
interactive tool for communicating effectively with target user. The development of 
this tool and subsequent usability research is part of the Sunrise-PV project. 
  The Sunrise-PV project is an industry-oriented project led by the Mads Clausen 
Institute (MCI) at the University of Southern Denmark and with the participation of 
Danfoss Solar Inverters A/S (DSI), Sydenergi (SE), Linak A/S, Esbensen Rådg. Ing. 
A/S and ProjectZero A/S. The project is partly funded of the Danish “Region 
Syddanmarks Vækstforum” and the European Regional Development Fund. Two 
large solar plants are party financed by the project, a 28 kW PV-plant on EUCSyd and 
a coming 80 kW plant at Produktionshøjskolen, both in Sønderborg, Denmark.  

2 The research 

2.1 Research issues 
Basically, it is known that PV systems have advantages regarding environmental 
acceptance, as they, unlike wind energy, do not produce shadow effects from wings 
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nor acoustic noise. Furthermore, they only have little visual impact on the landscape. 
Thus, they are fairly easy to integrate into a specific site. However the public does not 
commonly know these advantages. The general focus on utilizing PV-energy is 
orientated on practical factors such as price, payback time, and installation 
requirements. To take PV energy into mass markets, we need to facilitate from two 
sides. One is to hear the perspectives of end users, technicians, government, and 
scientists. The other is to popularize the knowledge and current state of PV systems. 
  The initial focus was aimed at residential buildings. To get practical experience 
from private house owners and professional knowledge from stakeholders, a 
questionnaire survey was selected as method for the investigation. However, 
respondents often consider a questionnaire survey time-consuming and boring, which 
has a discouraging effect and lowers the quality of the end result. Therefore, we 
decided to develop a web-based program in the form of a game-like questionnaire to 
make the respondents enjoy the process of participating. The main questions for 
developing this program were how to choose the content and how to design the game-
like interactions. The participatory design process provided rich materials to solve 
these two issues.  

2.2 Approach for participatory design 

The content of the interactive questionnaire is selected from the range of previous 
solar energy research that was focused on five basic fields. Much discussion has been 
on the balance between some of the following aspects: Economy, Ecology, Art, 
Technology, and Usability [1][4]. Solar energy has no significant predominance over 
wind power or waterpower in terms of economy, ecology, and technology. 
Governments or large companies always plan the construction of wind or waterpower. 
However, to mass market, the owner of a private house is more concerned about art 
and usability. Thus, we put the focus of the questionnaire on Art and Usability.   
  The process of our research was mainly separated into three steps: The 
investigation of the current situation and existing applications, the communication 
with local companies and private homeowners in four important towns, and the 
implementation of the interactive questionnaire. The outcome of each step contributed 
to the next step as design material.  
  Our participants were classified into four groups: end users, demonstration sites 
owners, technical support, and research specialists. Each group plays different roles in 
each step of the process. E.g. the end user group played a complimentary role during 
the investigation step, since the first step is put focus on studying and collecting 
fundamental knowledge about existing state of affairs of PV solar energy. But in the 
second step, the user is the core group to which we introduce the knowledge and send 
questionnaires to. The user’s active feedback is the significant to the research result. 
They list out the priority between each research field, and speak out their own 
experience and story about solar and green energy.   
  The cooperation of the organizations and companies synthesized architectural 
design, user research, marketing investigation, and solar system testing. We have paid 
particular attention to the knowledge and experience of technology development, sun 
tracking, green energy innovation, and building installation. The basic introductions 
and choice questions of each field are integrated in the interactive questionnaire. 
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3 Investigation, Communication, Implementation 

After the investigation of synthesizing data from Internet search, public research 
reports, and library resource, we build communication with experienced owners of 
solar plants. Danish town Skive have been placed several solar energy facilities on 
public buildings. All schools and many institutions currently receive energy from 
solar panels in Skive. According to the calculations, one of the projects, which were 
set up in 2009, is expected to have a payback time of approximately 12 year [2]. The 
experiences from Skive showed us an exemplification of utilizing solar system in the 
Danish geographical condition that it has relatively less sunshine in the world, and 
that daylight is much longer in summer. The top three remarkable aspects of Skive 
government are capacity, cost, and size, for which we particularly created one section 
in the interactive questionnaire to see other participants’ perspective.   
  Our investigation also involved local policy. The Danish government has special 
law that allows a household photovoltaic installation that is smaller than 6 kilowatts to 
use net metering. The configuration of a 6.4 kWp PV system needs 41 square meters, 
and costs in the order of 126,000 DKK in 2012[3]. Building Integration Photovoltaic 
(BIPV) is one of the relevant fields of our research. BIPV is a solution that not only 
generates energy but also protects facades with nice design [1]. As architects have 
right to design and choose materials, we contacted architects who are members of our 
network in Denmark. They indicated their interests are in environment matching, light 
orientation, and energy generation by priority. They also preferred to use pictures to 
show their ideas, which inspired us to insert BIPV pictures in our program. See Fig 1. 

 
Fig. 1. BIPV example in the game-like questionnaire 

  We designed several posters which published on our website 
(http://bit.ly/U1Q2YQ) to share the aforementioned investigation to other participants, 
especially to the end user group, who had outdated information of solar system. To 
get an overview of users’ feedback in Southern Denmark, we held four seminars and 
took turns in Odense, Sønderborg, Esbjerg, and Kolding. SydEnegi, Danfoss Solar 
Invertor (DSI), ProjectZero, and Mads Clausen Institute gave a presentation to 
household owners in their professional perspective, respectively. During these 
seminars, we took chance to interview participants about their perspective of solar 
system, invited them visit our website and try the interactive game (questionnaire), 
and leave emails to keep future tracking survey. We use the words “game” instead of 
“questionnaire” to attract people come and participate the research actively.  
  Based on the investigation in market and communication with end user group, we 
mapped the interest and focus of core developers, external cooperators, and end users 
in terms of what advantage PV can bring to our life, how to choose PV types, and 
how to use PV to help architectural design. The map shows the priority of the interest 
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by the size of text as Fig 2. Consequently, these keywords showed us the most 
important concerns are payback time, why purchase a solar system (purpose), and 
appearance. We designed another section in the program that allowed participants to 
choose their preference in these three aspects. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Keywords of participants' interest    Fig. 3. A game-like questionnaire 

  The program combined information, introduction and collection and gave us 
several different approaches (Fig 2) for interacting with the participants. We called it 
‘game-like’, because the whole process includes a variety of sections and tasks. Since 
questionnaires are generally considered boring, time consuming and long, we decided 
to design the questionnaire as a game in order to attract participants and keep them 
interested in accepting and providing information. It includes multiple choice 
questions, sorting order questions, and open discussion tasks. The test of the online 
program can be found on http://bitly.com/S38Jvq (See Fig 3). The input from the 
respondents is stored in a database. So far, we collected more than 40 answers that 
include all different kinds of respondents and show a balanced interest of design 
concepts. The top choice of the scale of a solar system is in 40-80 square meters in 
size, the price is between 70,000 and 120,000 DKK, and expected payback time is 
less than 10 years. Seventy per cent of the respondents pay attention to the appearance 
of the solar system and most of them looked forward to a feature of knowing 
operational details of the solar system.  
  A web based game-like questionnaire is aiming to provide an enjoyable and 
relaxing experience through participatory design. It clears up and re-organizes the 
mass of information from abundant research to help respondents better understand 
professional information. It does not only provide constructive suggestions but also 
addresses practical issues. This balance between negative and positive feedback will 
generate a new understanding and thus lead to new research and future development.    
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Abstract.  
In this paper we present a case study of early prototyping work performed within a 
Danish advanced technology project. We specifically investigate the problems and 
issues related to throw-away prototypes in sensor-intensive systems. An important 
criterion is to record and perhaps later reproduce the identified contributions of the 
throw-away prototypes, and to this end we use the educational version of Lego 
Mindstorms NXT. To achieve methodological rigor we have used the Design Science 
Framework by Hevner et. al. It allows us to focus on the prototyping effort (called the 
design cycle) without letting go of either the relevance or rigor related to the project. 
We relate the case study to a Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) framework for 
the use of interactive, sensor-intensive prototypes to develop interactive greenhouse 
climate management systems. By applying guidelines suggested in design science to the 
case studied, we identify a number of interactive prototypes that successively address 
core issues in this particular setting. Finally, the problems and issues pertaining to this 
setting is presented and identified. The main contribution of this paper is that it, by 
pointing out problems and issues related throw-away prototyping with sensor-intensive 
systems, extends the design cycle of the original design science framework. This is 
determined to be a necessary step in order to address the inherent multi-disciplinarily of 
sensor-intensive HWID systems. 

 

Keywords: Sensor prototypes, design science, HWID, embedded systems 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we describe the application of the design science framework [3] for the 
use of interactive, sensor-intensive prototypes to develop greenhouse climate 
management systems. Consequently, this study emphasizes possible problems and 
issues when applying design science to indoor greenhouse climate management 
performance through the utilization of sensor network technology.  
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We identify the need for specific design science framework to address the com-
plexities of HWID sensor-intensive systems and we provide a case study, as our con-
tribution, as a way to test this framework.  

In order to contribute to the body of knowledge on environmentally sustainable 
HCI [22] and environmental informatics [1], we propose in this paper to approach 
HWID as a kind of design science. This HWID-as-design-science-approach then 
forms a representation of a design space a new work system that can be used as a 
point of reference for further relevant work. Our research questions are: 

1. What new utility does the interactive climate management system provide? 
2. What kind of sensor-intensive prototypes demonstrates that utility? 
We use these questions for guidance in our case study into interactive greenhouse 

climate management and control, while keeping track of the problems and issues we 
encounter during the execution of the five prototyping rounds. 

2 BACKGROUND 

As the importance of eco-sustainable growth becomes increasingly important, the 
human-computer interaction and micro information systems research communities 
must address environmental sustainability challenges.  This paper has been inspired 
by recent developments in design science research as described by Hevner, March, 
Park and Ram [3]. Design science research (DSR) is an approach for evaluating novel 
artifacts. Therefore, it is different from traditional research that mainly directs 
attention toward observation and analysis. A DSR project creates an artifact that is 
then assessed with regard to its contribution to rigor and to relevance. The researchers 
use scholarly literature to form theories regarding the DSR artifact that is created. The 
ultimate test is the proposed relevance for use with practitioners.  

In line with common DSR principles, we want to design our artifact but doing in a 
way that optimizes end-user relevance and subsequent published contributions to the 
academic knowledgebase. A part of this is to be able to reproduce prototypes and 
user-oriented evaluations of them. We propose to use what we call “throw-away” 
sensor-intensive, interactive prototypes. We suggest that reproducibility in throw-
away sensor-intensive prototypes can be achieved by using re-buildable Lego NXT 
prototypes with instructions in terms of video clips showing how to build the 
prototypes.  

There are examples of DSR within neuroscience [2] and in sustainability research, 
such as Watson et al.’s environmental framework [1] using the design science 
guidelines provided by Hevner et al. in their seminal MIS Quarterly article, “Design 
Science in Information Systems Research” [3]. In this paper, we focuses on the 
Design Cycle of the three cycles belonging to the DSR framework. Thus a deliberate 
limitation of this case study is that we do not consider the rigor and relevance cycles. 
This may be better addressed in future work. 

DSR has been proposed to test the proposition that incorporating user modeling 
and usability modeling in software requirement specifications improves design [4], 
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and more generally, Human Computer Interaction has been suggested as a design 
science discipline [5]. 

2.1 Sensor Intensive Work Systems 

The embedded and sensor context for this paper is greenhouse monitoring systems 
and management of same. Research in this area focuses on sensor-intensive systems 
[6]. On an even wider scale, OECD [7] presents sensor technology as a fundamental 
enabler for addressing global challenges with regard to global warming.  

We conducted this particular evaluation using a design science framework [8-10] 
that shows how it is possible to incorporate the notion of sensor-intensive systems 
into existing frameworks. Our focus here is on rigorous design, as listed by the 5th 
Design Science guideline published by Hevner et al. Our artifact-driven approach in is 
addressed in the first DSR guideline: Design as an artifact. The instantiation is a 
demonstration of the usefulness of the generate/evaluate method. 

We recognize the importance of other disciplines; two such examples are decision 
support systems [11] and embedded networked systems [12]. Design science, as 
discussed in IS [13], guides the design of the artifact and the constructs, models, 
methods, and instantiations that sum up this meta-artifact.  

At that point, the demands and needs for our prototypes are mostly related to size, 
form, and function for the designed artifacts. The design theory nexus is able to cope 
with multiple requirements [14]. It forms a method for a multidisciplinary approach to 
design science studies within HWID systems of this complex nature. We monitor the 
prototyping efforts and then discuss the possible need for this more elaborate design 
science method called the design science nexus.  

In relation to design science, HCI has, for long, been conceived of by some 
researchers as a design science [16]. The iterative cycle of generate and evaluate 
designs of design science is at the core of HCI’s user-centered design [4, 5]. However, 
the importance of combining embedded sensor-intensive systems with consideration 
of users’ interactions with such systems has appeared more recently [17]. Within the 
climate control community (not in the HCI community), Van Straten et al. [18] 
proposed that the interactive use of sensor-intensive information about crop growth 
would allow greenhouse control strategies to become more optimal in an economic 
sense. Both long-term and short-term dynamics of the crop and greenhouse and 
external weather conditions could be considered in such interactive control strategies. 
However, a major challenge in the development of interactive control strategies is the 
lack of reliable crop development models for the wide variety of crops encountered in 
real settings and the consequential need for a sensible allocation of tasks for the 
human grower and automatic control systems. One proposed solution is a two-
systems approach, an interactive sensor-intensive control system for day-to-day 
climate control, and another more decision- support-like system to consider the long-
term effects of climate management on crop production [18]. Within such a grower-
oriented framework, the grower interacts with the system by setting constraints on 
temperature, humidity, and other evapo-transpiration variables over a period of 
interest. The grower is supported by a model-based simulation system that predicts 
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how these settings influence energy consumption, photosynthesis, and condensation 
[18]. 

In the HCI community, related work has been done by Pearce et al. [19, 20], who 
studied interactive gardening. They wanted to use what they called “everyday 
simulations” to allow non-specialists to experiment with and in an interactive way 
learn optimal strategies for watering gardens. In order to develop such a tool, they 
noticed “…the absence of design processes specifically tailored to this type of 
project…” [20], and suggested areas to consider in terms of developing a design 
process for such a tool. Among the identified challenges were how to allow HCI 
designers to develop a necessary level of understanding of the horticultural domain 
and in particular how to do this within a reasonable time period. The solutions 
included letting the domain specialists automate a large number of decisions and 
allowing the end-user to only gradually take part in the decision making as he or she 
becomes more knowledgeable. Secondly, the HCI designers tried to embody material 
constraints in the design, as suggested by work domain analysis [21]. In the end, they 
designed a software tool called SmartGardenWatering, which works as decision 
support for gardeners when defining watering schedules and use. In a study of 20 
gardeners using the tool, the researchers identified issues of trust and confidence in 
the underlying horticultural models and their interactive use. They concluded that the 
outcome of the interaction with the software should not challenge “idiosyncrasies in 
existing practice” [19, p. 224] and that gardeners wanted models with higher 
granularity than those provided by the tested system.  

More generally, the whole idea of designing interactive systems for sustainable 
environments and global climate management has been outlined by leading HCI 
researchers. Dourish [22] took the opportunity to explain how ICTs can be used to 
promote environmental sustainability on the part of IT users, but also warned that 
current HCI research is not sensitive enough in reference to the political and cultural 
contexts of environmental practice. The idea has also found support in the IS 
community, where researchers have proposed that information system design can be a 
catalyst for environmental sustainability as an expression of value-sensitive design 
[23]. Thus, the role of IS design in developing interactive systems for sustainable 
environment is being pressed in both IS and HCI communities. So far, most of this 
work has been on a grand scale of proposals, but the first steps toward meeting the 
new challenge in the  creation of interactive systems, environmental sustainability, 
have been taken, e.g., [24]. However, rather than focusing on the grand global climate 
management challenges,  in this paper, we report from the perspective of a micro-
climate control (greenhouse and plants) research project [25]. 

 
METHOD 
 
We introduced design science in the background section. From this framework, we 

extracted the generate/evaluate activity [3]. The reason for doing so was the need for a 
clear way of capturing the problems and issues related to throwaway prototyping. 
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The separation of generate and evaluate activities is useful because it allows us to 
assume clear roles in each sequential prototyping effort. Moreover, we do not 
necessarily assume the same roles across all sequential prototyping efforts. This is 
later demonstrated to be an important driver of complexity. In the very beginning, the 
HCI researcher may create throw-away prototypes using paper or clay. Later in the 
process, it could be that the HCI researcher is now in the evaluation role, while the 
other researcher generates electronic prototypes using Lego Mindstorms NXT. What 
separates these two activities is that each prototype is evaluated and the feedback is 
used in subsequent prototypes. The HCI evaluation activity covers both an activity 
where the HCI researcher is acting as an end user and, later, the HCI researcher will 
act as part of the design group which is sitting in the generate/evaluate  new box. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Design activity and evaluate activity connected by generate and evaluate processes 

In Figure 1, we describe how evaluate and generate activities are the two processes 
in which we intervene by recording the problems and issues we encounter for each 
prototype we create. That is the subject of the following section. Each of the generate 
processes outputs a prototype which is then evaluated. This process is repeated, and 
the prototype is matured over time.  

3 CASE STUDY WITH THROW-AWAY PROTOTYPES IN 
SENSOR-INTENSIVE HWID SYSTEMS 

For each of the prototypes we note down the problems we encounter for later 
discussion. 

 

                                          Common problems  
and issues 
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3.1 Prototype 1 – proof of concept 

The first prototype was a ”proof of concept” prototype. It was a simple text-output 
prototype that served to show that it was meaningful and technically possible to make 
an interactive sensor-intensive prototype to conduct climate management. The 
prototype was evaluated by internal discussion in the research group using a 
generate/evaluate tool with the aim of conducting a rigorous evaluation. We decided 
to go on with the LEGO due to its ability to connect to the minds of many people with 
little technical knowledge and its flexibility in programming capacity, both of which 
had previously been demonstrated [8, 9]. 

  

 

Fig. 2. IT Grows prototype 1 – demonstrating sensor-based climate management prototyping 
with Lego Mindstorms 

  

 

Fig. 3. Lego Mindstorms NXT as the platform for prototyping 

Lego Mindstorms NXT is the unit that we used to model the sensors and the 
actuators (motors). The unit has four input sensors, which are in the standard kit: 
touch (shown in Figure 3), light, sound, and a distance sensor.  

 
 
Problems encountered: The most predominant problem in this first phase is the 

individual differences between the researchers which created the prototype. It was not 
clear if a researcher was speaking/thinking as an engineer, physiologist, or something 
totally different. 
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Table 1. Generation of prototypes and their evaluation in growers' work domains and 
interaction design evaluation  

 
 

3.2 Prototypes 2 to 6 

We have worked through five more prototypes: Prototype 2 through Prototype 
6, and noted the following problems/issues: 

 Prototype 2 - Model of greenhouse 
o Problem: The model turned out to be too complex for the 

need of the end user, which was a company involved in the 
project. It was stripped of its sensors and control systems.  

 Prototype 3 - Simulated plant table 
o Problem: There was differences between what the domain 

expert thought was possible and what could actually be done 
with the Lego Mindstorms NXT kit 

 Prototype 4 - Sketches of model greenhouse simulation 
o Problem: We lacked some clarity because of the static nature 

of sketches. A dynamic prototype would have been of better 
use. 

 Prototype 5 – Light sensitive resistor 
o Problem: We were not clear here in relation to which aspect of the 

design that was addressed. It was mainly the computer related 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T 
I 
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Work domain and 
task evaluation 

Generation of 
prototypes 

Interaction design 
evaluation 

Field test in 
greenhouse 

prototype 6 - Decision 
support part of system 

Cognitive walkthrough 
by students of HCI 

Review by expert in 
sensor information 

prototype 5 – Light 
sensitive resistor 

 

 
prototype 4 - Sketches 
of model greenhouse 

simulation 

Evaluation of sketches 
by greenhouse consultant 

Group discussion 
with greenhouse grower 

consultant 

prototype 3 - Simulated 
plant table 

 

Presentation of LEGO 
greenhouse climate 

management for industry 

prototype 2 - Model of 
greenhouse 

 

Within project team, 
evaluation of sensor data 
collection by generate/ 

evaluate tool 

prototype 1 - LEGO 
Mindstorm unit 

Within project team, 
evaluation of interaction 

design by 
generate/evaluate tool 
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aspect, and not the interaction part, but that was not clear until af-
afterwards. 

 Prototype 6 - Decision support part of system 
o Problem: A significant change of focus occurred here, and it 

is not completely evident how this fits with the first 
prototypes. A need for “some other way” is now quite clear 
to the researchers. 

 
Each prototype represented a different design task. Prototype 2 was made to 

demonstrate that the prototype was easy to disassemble and reassemble in new 
contexts and that it would allow different users and other stakeholder groups to 
interact with the prototype. The third prototype was aimed at generating relevant 
functions that would allow greenhouse growers to interact with real sensor data. The 
fourth prototype was made in order to interact with a greenhouse grower consultant. 
Prototype 5 was developed with the purpose of simulating the more realistic scenario 
of managing several sensors from several greenhouses. Prototype 6 was a high fidelity 
prototype of a part of the to-be-designed climate management system, with a so-called 
the “side-bar” which gave decision support to the grower based on model simulations 
of the climate. The results of the cognitive walkthrough were sent to the developers, 
who stated that some results – that is, some design suggestions in reference to 
consistency, level of detail, and scalability of graphs  were particularly useful in the 
further development of the system. 

 

4 DISCUSSION 

We have described selected parts of a development flow of a sensor-intensive 
prototype within a DSR generate-evaluate process (Figure 1). For each of the 
prototypes we identified a problem. Table 1 provides an overview.  

The use of LEGO Mindstorm as a sensor-intensive prototyping tool is, we believe, 
the first attempt to make “throw-away” sensor-intensive prototypes that are easy to 
assemble, disassemble, move, and re-assemble. In that way, we were able to 
reproduce the different LEGO Mindstorm sensor-intensive prototypes. Hence the 
evaluation results can potentially be repeated and easily reproduced by other 
researchers.  

The “throw-away” nature of the prototypes, that is, the easy reproducibility of the 
sensor-intensive prototypes, may, among other considerations, provide a solution to 
the problem raised in related HCI research: How to allow HCI designers to develop a 
necessary level of understanding to design relatively simple user interfaces for 
complex work domains [27], such as the horticultural domain, and, in particular, how 
to do this within a reasonable time period [20]. 

Climate management and climate control overlap in our proposed combination of 
micro-IS and HCI approaches to greenhouse climate. Thus, we accommodated the 
proposals [18] to allow growers to use a two-system approach. 
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In operational climate management, the actions taken by the one(s) using the sys-
tems are dependent upon timely readings of temperature, humidity, light intensity, etc. 
Lego Mindstorms provides these readings and, thus, it provides the dynamic picture 
which is a requirement of such systems. Furthermore, Lego Mindstorms can control 
the greenhouse prototypes with its motors. We have used the motors to simulate the 
opening and closing of curtains.   

4.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 

We have demonstrated the usefulness of using a design science research framework 
approach to capture and identify problems when conducting HWID with throw-away 
prototypes.  A special valuable property of our approach is that we are being explicit 
about the roles that are assumed by each type of generate/evaluate activity throughout 
the process. This allows for the creation of a lightweight log book of how a project 
develops over time and the possibility of going back in time to restart the design at a 
given point.  

The design science research framework has provided us with an established 
research knowledge base from which we have focused on the generation of prototypes 
and the subsequent evaluation of same. We have noted who conducted the creation 
and evaluation at each point in time.  

Sensor-intensive prototyping involves electric engineering and computer science in 
addition to HCI and end user involvement. From the set of noted problems we have 
identified an important aspect of the throw-away prototyping effort. This can possibly 
be further researched using the Design Science Nexus by Heje & Baskerville [14]. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The first research question, what new utility the interactive climate management 
system provides, could not answered in full by the research reported here. However, 
the LEGO Mindstorm prototypes identified the utility of the to-be-designed climate 
management system in terms of providing possibilities for allowing growers to 
participate in the dynamic location of sensors out in the greenhouse. This was a 
unique finding related only to the use of LEGO Mindstorm prototypes in the case. 
The second research question, what kind of sensor-intensive prototypes demonstrates 
that utility, was answered by identifying the possible problems and issues when using 
sensor-intensive throw-away prototypes in the design cycle. Thus the application of a 
design science framework for combining micro information systems with human-
computer interaction approaches adds structure to the design process. Furthermore, 
we have been able to point out a multidimensional DSR framework that can be used 
in subsequent research. 

By adhering to a lightweight process that concentrated on the generate/evaluate 
process, we were able to undertake a series of prototyping efforts over a period of 18 
months and keep track of the progress. The relevance of the “interactive, sensor-
intensive prototyping” approach has been confirmed by the exhibition of one 
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prototype at a large agriculture exhibition. The rigor has been described in terms of 
design science, micro information systems, and the ability to reproduce sensor-
intensive prototypes.  
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ABSTRACT 
Although automation has been introduced in all 

areas of public life, what seems to be missing is a 

reflection at the organizational or societal level 

about a policy of automation. By this we intend 

appropriate declarations made at the level of 

rationale, future plans and strategies to achieve 

intended goals and most importantly how those 

achievements will impact on various aspects of 

societal life, from legal responsibilities to moral 

and socio economic issues. In some public 

spheres these issues are becoming quite 

controversial because automation opens up 

possibilities of profound structural re-

organization; however, we lack a discussion 

across and within different work domains to help 

us review methods or even methodological 

principles needed to gather and organize 

knowledge towards the construction of 

automation policies. This paper uses the UK 

service organization for Air Traffic Management 

Domain called NATS – National Air traffic 

Service, as a case study to illustrate an example 

of an organization currently undertaking critical 

self-reflection about automation policy or lack of 

such, along with the illustration of some 

unresolved deep concerns raised by the 

development, introduction, and continued use of 

automation. 

INTRODUCTION 
Although automation has been introduced in all 

areas of public life, from production to tertiary 

sectors, what seems to be missing is a reflection 

at the organizational or societal level about a 

policy of automation. By this we intend a 

declaration of rationale, future plans and 

strategies to achieve intended goals expressed not 

longer at a single mission level such as gate-to-

gate trajectory management, but how those 

achievements will impact on various aspects of 

societal life, from legal responsibilities to moral 

and socio economic issues. While in some public 

spheres these issues are becoming quite 

controversial because automation opens up 

possibilities of profound structural re-

organization, we lack a discussion across and 

within different work domains that help us to 

review methods or even methodological 

principles needed to gather and organize 

knowledge to the construction of such policy. For 

example, current concerns about the deep changes 

to be introduced in the British Public Health 

sector would likely benefit from a more open 

discussion about the relationship between 

automation and higher level societal goals (see 

Rozzi et al., 2010).  

This paper uses NATS—National Air Traffic 

Service, the UK Agency for air traffic 

management as a case study to illustrate an 

example of an organization currently undertaking 

critical self-reflection about automation policy 
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along with the illustration of some unresolved 

deep concerns raised by the development, 

introduction, and continued use of automation. 

Before discussing NATS-specific concerns we 

shall briefly review major issues within the 

cognitive ergonomic literature about the 

relationship between automated processes and 

human control. 

Major pitfalls of the automation process 
Information and computer technologies provide 

an increasing number of opportunities to develop 

new solutions to assist operators/professionals 

across many domains of practice in managing 

complex socio-technical systems.  There are, 

however, a number of concerns highlitghting 

complexities and paradoxes embedded in the 

automation process.  Bainbridge (1986) discussed 

the unexpected consequences of technology-

driven automation which often relies on human 

reliability to be safely operated. One of the 

―ironies‖ is that automated systems are often 

introduced on the ground that humans are less 

reliable than automation because of ―intrinsic‖ 

limitations in their ability to monitor for 

unexpected, unsafe events in a stream of a routine 

flow of events. 

Paradoxes linked to the introduction of expert 

systems have been extensively emphasized 

(Billings, 1991; Norman, 1988; Woods, Cooks & 

Billings, 1995, Sarter & Wood, 1997). 

Inappropriate design choices might result in an 

increase of operators‘ workload, in an excessive 

demand on working memory, in a difficulty to co-

operate with team members, and finally it might 

slow down the development of expertise (Sarter 

& Wood, 1997). Automation is expected to assist 

operators in achieving the overall system goals in 

a more cost-effective way. These expectations 

have, at times, relied on a number of mis-beliefs 

(Mosier, 1996).  In fact, although it might lead to 

―de-skilling‖, automation does not decrease the 

requirements for expertise.  Some have 

nevertheless been led to believe that expert 

systems can replace the need for or even decrease 

the standard of expert operators.   

This claim does not consider that automation has 

to be constantly adapted to its operational context 

to be effective (Vicente, 1999). This is because 

expert systems have a limited scope with respect 

to the variety of objectives characterizing 

activities in complex socio-technical systems.  

This variety reflects the ability of expert operators 

to identify ways to improve the system 

performance in routine situations. The role of 

operators when interacting with complex 

technical system has often been emphasized in 

relation to their ability to manage exceptions. 

While this is true, it should not be neglected the 

finding that operators systematically go beyond 

the prescribed practices to enhance system‘s 

efficiency (Wright & McCarthy, 2003).  An old 

study involving observations of maintenance 

operators, reported that almost one third of the 

times operators have been observed making an 

informal use of available tools (Leport, 1970).  

By informal it is meant that the tool is not used 

for the purposes it was designed but rather with 

the intent of making the corrective action more 

effective.   

This phenomenon has already been well 

documented and studied within the francophone 

ergonomic tradition quite long ago (Cuny, 1979, 

De Keyser, 1991, Leport, 1970).  The informal 

use of tools and procedures reflect often a search 

for an improved efficiency, not just a solution to 

unexpected problems. Similarly, the spontaneous 

generation of linguistic code has been observed in 

different operational settings (Cuny, 1979).  

Notice that deviations from standard 

communication patterns have generated fatal 

misunderstandings such as in the case of air 

traffic controller / aircraft pilot radio 

communications (Mell, 1993, 1994).  In spite of 

these fatal accidents, deviations from standard use 

are often generated with the aim of achieving task 

goals. In this respect, automation should support 

operators in finding the best way to achieve the 

goals while limiting the negative consequences of 

possible misfits between tools adaptations and 

task constraints and goals (Vicente, 1999). As 

part of the integration process operators will 

engage in «finishing the design» of the tool with 
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respect to its original intended use (Rasmussen, 

1986), i.e., improving the fitness between the tool 

and the complexities of the operational 

environment. 

Automation and information processing 
stages 
In an attempt to characterize automation with 

respect to models of information processing, 

Parasuraman, Sheridan & Wickens, (2000) have 

used a simplified model of human decision 

making and problem solving.  The model allows 

the classifying of technological innovations 

according to four stages: 

- (i) information acquisition ;  

- (ii) information analyses ;  

- (iii) decision selection;  

- (iv) action implementation.   

The introduction of new technology might 

interact with cognitive processing in each of these 

stages with differing degrees of automation. The 

allocation of tasks to humans and machines 

depends then on the level of automation chosen.  

While the classification schema does offer a 

means to group technological innovations across 

different domains, guidelines for function 

allocation do not seem straightforward. Criteria 

for deciding how to do task sharing have to be 

based on an understanding of the impact of 

automation on the targeted communities of 

practitioners. Neglecting, for example, the crucial 

role of cooperation or adaptation processes like 

"finishing the design" does not seem a very 

promising start for deciding on task allocation.  

Further, such a simplified model of human 

cognition and of human-computer interaction 

might mislead designers and engineers to believe 

that a fairly simple algorithm can generate the 

desired answer to a very complex and still 

unsettled issue (see also Dekker and Woods, 

2002).  Some examples discussed below will 

illustrate the pitfalls of such naïve assumption. 

For example, automation concerning the (i) 

acquisition and (ii) information analysis stages 

involves the organization of incoming sensory 

data.  A stated purpose is to decrease attentional 

demands of operators by highlighting or cueing 

relevant information while leaving the rest un-

cued but still accessible. Yet, this apparently 

simple solution neglects considering a number of 

issues. The assumption here is that human 

information processing capacity is limited and 

thus the number of items that can be processes at 

anytime cannot exceed that capacity. While this is 

not wrong, this statement neglects considering 

that there is no an obvious way of ―measuring‖ 

that capacity as it is subject to people‘s expertise, 

organization of labor and the development of new 

working practices. In addition filtering ―relevant‖ 

information raises the issue of ―context 

sensitivity‖ (Woods, Patterson, & Roth, 2002). 

What needs to be noticeable depends on the 

situation which includes other related data, the 

―history‖ of the process, the intentions and 

expectations of the observers (Mumaw, Roth, 

Vicente, & Burns, 2000). 

A higher level of automation within the 

information analysis stage implies the temporarily 

or permanently hiding of certain information. For 

example in Air Traffic Control (ATC), certain 

electronic displays of future traffic problems 

―hide‖ or ―reveal‖ information according to the 

role of operator within the team. Or, the available 

data might be automatically organized in terms of 

problems to be dealt with in a given priority 

order. Notice that information filtering, problem 

formulation and priority assignment, all involve 

anticipating how the system under control is 

going to evolve. Automation of some anticipatory 

functions is then involved in the design of 

predictor displays introduced in both the flight 

deck and ATC to assist operators to project future 

courses of flight. 

Automation interacting with the third stage of 

decision making leads to the selection of a course 

or several courses of actions. Automation here 

might assist operators in calculating the best 

option(s) given the constraints of the current 

situation. For example the Flight Management 

System (FMS) in the cockpit can, more 

effectively than pilots, calculate the most cost-
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effective trajectory in terms of gas consumption 

and timing. 

In ATC, decision aids assist controllers by 

offering solutions to traffic problems and in this 

respect several systems have been proposed and 

evaluated (e.g., ERATO, HIPS, URET, IFACTS) 

(Mendoza, 1999).  At this level of automation a 

range of alternatives are proposed, leaving 

operators responsible for making the final choice.  

A more advanced automation would give very 

little or no choice to operators as to what solution 

to implement. This implies automating the 

process of evaluating costs and benefits 

associated with each alternative.  The problem is 

that the criteria used in the automated evaluation 

process are not likely to include all of the factors 

affecting human decision-making.  In fact there 

will always be a number of conditions where the 

proposed solution would need to be adjusted to 

reflect local contingencies. Therefore it seems 

crucial that a high degree of automation at this 

stage of decision-making, leaves open the 

possibility of deciding whether or not to 

implement the course of actions.  For example a 

number of studies on Traffic Collision and 

Avoidance System (TCAS), have shown that 

pilots do not always comply with the advice 

provided by the automation (Amaldi et al., 

submitted; Garfield, & Baldwin, 2004) unless 

they can verify its compatibility with external 

conditions.  Notice that improving an 

understanding of the criteria underlying the 

solution proposed facilitates a complying 

behavior (Lee & Lees, 2007; Pritchett, & 

Hansman 1997). 

Automation intervenes in the last stage of 

decision making through the implementation of 

the course of actions.  For example digital data 

link will allow air traffic controllers to 

automatically uplink a pre-edited clearance into 

the plane‘s FMS.  Notice that the clearance could 

be a computer-selected option to an automatically 

identified traffic problems.  Current proposals to 

uplink ACAS to FMS are another example. 

What is automation for? 
What is then automation? It is a transformation of 

a world state accomplished by an electro 

mechanical device with or without human 

intervention. Our previous discussion aims at 

classifying the level of the involvement with 

humans with respect to cognitive operations 

involved in decision making. 

What is automation for then? It is the means by 

which we extend our cognitive skills; by which 

we aim at increasing the resilience of the 

operational system (by introducing for example, 

back up sub-components); by which we aim at 

increasing productivity by enabling the system 

with new tools that increase the throughput.  

What can be automated? There have been cases, 

in the history of R&D in Air Traffic Management 

when (over) ambitious automation projects have 

been withdrawn. Lack of mature technology or 

too many contingencies that made it impossible to 

proceduralise operational practices. One apparent 

rational was that whatever could be made faster 

and more reliable through the use of automated 

device, it should.  

For a few decades, ATM operations have been 

the object of R&D efforts to make them faster 

and more reliable through the introduction of 

automation. There was a lack of consideration of 

the wider impact of those innovations. For 

example, increasing traffic throughput en route 

was not connected with the need to increase 

airport capacity. Increasing airport capacity, 

however, has been the target of serious 

environmental concerns.  

Starting on the assumption that the complexities 

of current system require automated aids, the 

coupling of computers to air traffic management 

has surely resulted in an increase of safety and 

productivity. Nowadays targeting individual 

human limitations with respect to system control 

is not longer a viable strategy for expanding 

current business. The main challenge seems to 

have shifted from designing interfaces usable or 

trustable (although these are still serious 

concerns) to mapping out the added complexities 

and the profound consequences of the 
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technological innovation process. For example, 

recent debates by environmentalists have 

challenged that Civilian Air Traffic is an 

important contributor to CO2. To what extent, 

then any technical innovation could be planned to 

address the pollution of the atmosphere? The 

main point to be raised is that the human-

computer interaction unit of analysis has to be 

embedded in a larger context to target limitations 

and contradictions of the entire system, rather 

than marginalizing the human as the ‗limiting 

factors‘ to system development.  

Organizational culture in NATS 
This is a study about NATS organizational 

culture. In particular what are the existing views 

and expectations held by the middle layer 

management, toward the increasing dependency 

on digitised information processing systems? By 

doing this investigation we wish to articulate the 

model of cultural analysis suggested by Silbey 

(2009) and a number of researcherss working in 

the area of organizational cultural analyses (e.g., 

Bergström, Dekker, Nyce & Amer-Wåhlin, 

2012). Culture, safety and safety-culture, have 

been treated as ‗components‘ of systems and as 

such discussed as either the source or the cause of 

behavior. Further isolating components prompts 

researchers to treat them as measurable and 

manipul-able to control on their ‗effects‘ on 

system behavior. We are basically seeking to 

advance our understanding of the main claims of 

what a cultural analysis is NOT: (a) culture as 

causal attitude as the engine that pushes 

processes; (b) culture as engineered organization, 

proposing a set of indicators that verify the 

cultural recommendations have worked. Rather, 

we support the view that culture is to be 

understood as in a dialectic relation with practice, 

one cannot be constituted as an object of study 

without the other. Their relationship is not one of 

cause-effect but rather one of mutual dependency. 

In other words, we can‘t study safety culture 

without inquiring into those regular patterns that 

characterize organizational behavior. The safety 

culture literature, on the other hand, hardly makes 

reference to the following features of 

organizations: (i) power, (ii) group interest, (iii) 

conflict or (iv) inequality. 

These features (organisational) are feeding the 

following cultural schema and interpretative 

mechanisms:  

- Normative heterogeneity 

- Competitive and conflicting interests 

- Inequalities in power and authority 

What is missing from a number of account on 

safety culture is a focus on process that produce 

systemic meanings where isolated factors like 

understaffing, excessive workload, lack of 

effective communication are seen as a constituent 

part of a general pattern … Within the 

interpretative schema of a cultural analysis, these 

factors are not caused by a ‗wrong culture‘ but 

they are a constitutive part of it, give and take 

meaning from it. They become ‗dysfunctional‘ 

only when clashing with public images or other 

competing interests. Manipulating these factors as 

though they are independent from the historical-

cultural context that did not simply produce them, 

but from which they derive their intelligibility 

and at the same time ‗feed in‘ a more general 

patterns, is not very promising. Normalizing 

deviance, informational secrecy, credibility gap, 

are examples of mechanisms that constitute 

cultural schema. 

Is NATS enacting a moment of critical self-

reflection to unsettle what is taken for granted 

and make space for innovative practice? 

NATS MAIN CONCERNS WITH AUTOMATION 

NATS is currently reviewing their position and 

their implicit assumptions with respect to 

automation. At this stage NATS is seeking views 

in the face of unexpected side effects linked to 

increasing complexities from all parties involved 

in the design, implementation and use of the 

existing or planned automated systems. Such 

process of critical self-reflection aims at 

enhancing its resilience in the face of increasing 

complexities linked to ongoing technological 

innovation. The notion of organizational 

resilience has become popular in the area of 
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organizational risk management (Hollnagel, 

Woods, et al. 2010). The more an organization 

builds its own resilience, the more is capable of 

adaptively responding to hazardous events. We 

extend the notion to situations where the planning 

of far reaching changes cannot indeed account for 

in advance for all of its major contingencies. 

Given the increased complexity introduced by 

more and more powerful technology, NATS 

attempts to move from a rather patchwork to a 

more holistic approach seems worth reporting. In 

the following we report a two-stage data 

collection aiming to document NATS main 

concerns, suggestions, recommendations to the 

problem of lack of automation policy.  

Method 
The main objective of the data collection was to 

elicit subject matter experts a wide as possible 

range of issues deemed to be associated with past 

practices of automation development and 

introduction into air traffic control management. 

Data collection was divided into two stages. 

First in December 2011 we devised a survey and 

distributed it mainly to NATS officials. Three 

main themes were suggested as guidelines but 

then individuals were encouraged to raise any 

other issue and think about in terms of  

a) What the problem was—the problem 

statement 

b) Why was it a problem 

c) What needs to be done about it 

The guidelines for reflection were centered 

around three main themes: 

i) What is NATS scope and vision for 

automation; 

ii) What is the role and responsibility of the 

human;  

iii) What are the skills that need to be 

developed and maintained. 

Second, we organized a Workshop in April 2012 

attended by approximately 70 people partly from 

NATS and partly from a number of disparate 

industries. Participants were asked to participate 

in 4 activities designed to encourage constructive 

and creative thinking about automation and how 

it should be developed, deployed and utilised
1
. 

For each of these activities the following provides 

a brief definition of their aim and the opening 

question used to initiate the discussion 

Activity 1: Reversal. Aim: elicit 

recommendations for improvements through 

identifying weaknesses. This is done by asking 

the opposite of the question you want to be 

answered, and then by reversing the results as 

appropriate. 

Opening question: What things can we do to 

make the introduction of Automation less likely to 

succeed and less likely to be safe? How could we 

make it worse? 

Activity 2: Reframing Matrix
2
 Aim: Looking at 

problems from different perspectives. The 

proposed perspectives were Pilot; ATCO; SRG 

and NATS although groups were free to select 

their own perspectives. 

Opening question: How should we prepare for the 

introduction of Automation in NATS? 

Activity 3:Brainstorming:  Aim: Participants 

were asked to elicit solution to the following : 

Opening question: What actions should we take 

to ensure Automation is introduced safely and 

avoid the problems we have discussed? 

Activity 4: Force Field Analysis
3
: Aim: 

Understanding the pressures for and against 

change. Participants were asked to select ideas 

from their brainstorms for force-field analysis. 

                                                           

 

2
 Adapted from 

http://www.odi.org.uk/resources/details.asp?id=5221&title

=reframing-matrix 

3
 Adapted from 

http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_06.htm 
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The stated objectives of the 4 activities were: 

 To validate the draft ‗Use of 

automation in NATS operations‘ 

position paper by exposing it to expert 

scrutiny  

 To identify enablers and blockers to 

the delivery of an effective policy on 

automation within NATS 

 To identify problems with introducing 

automation within NATS and create 

potential solutions to these problems 

 To engage experts (from around 

NATS, the UK and the world from 

Aviation, Regulation, Medicine, 

MOD, Academia etc.) to form a 

community of expert resource  

 To identify the risk landscape 

regarding automation and thus provide 

a metric against which safe 

introduction of automation can be 

assessed 

Findings 

Stage One: Generating problem 
statements 

In reply to the survey, NATS has compiled 14 

statements that we grouped into 6 groups.  

Group Statement 1. Lack of definition/vision: 

There is not an agreed set of definitions about the 

scope of automation, i.e., to what extent is mostly 

technology- or problem-driven. This results in 

confusion and lack of clarity in planning and 

communication. Different people have different 

expectations and different requirements regarding 

what automation will deliver. Similarly there is 

not a single agreed vision for automation. The 

scope of automation needs to be defined and 

agreed. Automation affects every aspect of the 

business – it determines how people are selected 

and trained; how many people remain in the 

system and NATS‘ capacity to generate income. 

There is no clear definition of the future levels of 

automation that NATS should be planning for. 

Group Statement 2. Responsibility and role 

allocation.  No single clear picture of how 

automation will affect MOPS
4
 – in particular the 

responsibility of the operational staff for the 

decision making process. The literature 

previously reviewed suggests how automation 

can interact with the problem solving and 

decision making process. The introduction of new 

automated technology will affect the role of the 

human. It is vital that human strengths and 

vulnerabilities are accounted for in the design and 

attribution of roles. Also, it is vital that the 

resulting role is one that can be trained for. 

Assumptions about role allocation are being made 

at the moment and are affecting how NATS plans 

and implements projects but these assumptions 

are not being made explicit.  

The allocation of responsibility between the 

machine and the human needs to be defined 

clearly and explicitly over time and at each key 

milestone of system operation. 

Group Statement 3. The introduction of 

automation will be neither as safe nor as effective 

as it could be. Automation could be used to 

remove risks from the current operation – unless 

this is done in a focused way (aimed at specific 

known risks) the full benefit will not be realized 

and, in fact, automation may add risks. 

Automation needs to be focused upon removing 

key risks from the operation and exploiting the 

different strengths of the human and the machine. 

The operational effectiveness of our systems 

relies heavily upon the close relationship between 

the human and the machine – if this is not 

optimized then maximum effectiveness will not 

be realized. Automation needs to be focused upon 

achieving the most effective balance between 

human & machine. The cost/benefit balance of 

automation needs to be managed. 

Group Statement 4. There is no clarity on how the 

relationship between the human and machine will 

change due to technical failure (or cyber-attack). 

Current assumptions regarding the capacity of the 

human to revert to manual operations are likely to 

                                                           

4
 Minimum Operational Performance Standard 
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prove incorrect after a short while of automated 

operations. If this is the case, we might not have a 

mode to revert to. 

It is difficult to place limits on the extent to which 

automated systems should be implemented in 

order to ensure that they ultimately remain under 

human control. In general, the greater the level of 

automation the further the human is removed 

from the control loop and therefore the harder it is 

for them to recover control. The skills that the 

human will need to exercise in order to 

effectively participate in Human-Automation 

interaction need to be identified and the impacts 

of automation anticipated. 

Group Statement 5. Aspects of human behavior 

indicative of their ability to effectively use future 

automated systems are not receiving the emphasis 

required. We do not yet know the number of 

people and the types of skills/capabilities we will 

need to provide for the future ATM changes. 

These have been planned over the next few years 

and will require current controllers to 

significantly adapt their ways of working. The 

extent to which they will need to be helped to do 

this will depend on NATS ability to effectively 

assess their automation ―competence‖. 

Group Statement 6. There isn‘t yet an agreed and 

validated methodology for assuring the 

performance of the automated system 

(cooperative performance of human and 

automated technical system). Co-ordinative/co-

operative requirements are neglected. As 

automation levels increase, the complexity of the 

emergent system interactions will also increase. 

Traditional methods of analysis and validation are 

unlikely to provide sufficient assurance that the 

system will be stable. It will be necessary to set 

and measure demanding performance standards 

for the total system. 

NATS is planning for levels of automation that 

have not yet matured into operational systems. 

They might not mature. Automation of human-

centered socio-technical systems has far reaching 

consequences that can be framed only at an 

organizational/societal level (see Rasmussen and 

Svendung, 2000)  

Stage Two: Automation Workshop 
There was considerable overlap between the 

statements generated in the two Stages, analysis 

of respective contents and overlap is ongoing. At 

the moment we have compiled a table including 

the frequency at which a number of suggested 

activities have been suggested in order to cope 

with present and future challenges of automation. 

[Note: we have a thirds phase with new data 

coming from another W/shop. Data fully 

transcribed and now under analysis] 

Proposed Activity Votes 

Define the future role of the 
controller 

15 

New aviation system model 13 

Improve training strategy and 
delivery and design for automation  

12 

Proper R&D Phase 11 

Produce NATS led industry 
strategy 

10 

Training adequate and appropriate 9 

Understand system needs, 
requirements and levels of 
automation 

9 

Recruit and employ people with the 
right skills for the new operation 

8 

Table 1. Most commonly elicited activities to cope with 

automation challenges 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
We looked at NATS current critical reflection 

upon automation and its consequences as a case 

study of engineering resilience against 

unexpected and undesirable effects of 

automation. Given the initial stage of the work, 

our conclusion takes the form of a working 

hypothesis to be further confirmed. Given the 

increasing complexities of socio technical 

systems, traditional HCI and human-automation 

interaction issues cannot be handled outside a 

general framework of automation policy. This 

includes a set of goals, values, costs and 

strategies to cope with uncertainties and 

unintended effects of automation.  First, NATS 

needs to address more explicitly what the long 
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term and scope of automation is going to be. This 

goes beyond a piecemeal approach where 

automation innovation would be technology and 

task driven. The latter means that two main 

rationales for introducing automation i.e., 

availability of the technology and a focus on a 

specific (set of) task are inadequate. In fact the 

assumption that interventions on subcomponents 

of the system do not need to consider the long 

term effects on the operations in their ensemble, 

seems under scrutiny. However as we stated, as 

automation level increases, the complexity of the 

emergent system interactions will also increase 

and traditional methods of analysis and validation 

are unlikely to provide an overall assurance of 

system stability. 

Second given a better specification of NATS 

requirements and expectations about automation, 

what will be the range of roles that humans are 

expected to engage with? The history of 

automation both in the cockpit and on the ground 

has shown that humans act as ‗mediators‘ 

(Downer, 2009) between the automation and the 

environmental contingencies and operational 

complexities. Typically operators have to monitor 

for un-expected interactions among apparently 

unconnected subcomponents. Further they need 

to reconcile the need for standardization (like the 

European Sky) with the need to locally tailor 

tools and procedures.  

Third, what sort of competencies will be required; 

how they will affect the selection process; the 

training and the maintenance of them has to be 

informed and guided by a policy of automation. 

This goes beyond the specific characteristics of 

the system in use. For example, a recent study by 

Amaldi & Rozzi (2012) has documented that in 

the case of a National Service Provider, a vision 

of automation has affected decisions about 

changes on a specific interface and thus about 

competencies required in an interim phase. 

Fourth, safety has reached level that can be hardly 

improved through the development of further 

safety nets alone.  Rather the roles played by the 

various agents across the organizational levels of 

control have to be openly discussed, identified 

and defined. 
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Abstract.  

This paper first discusses two cognitive science paradigms and then present 

third approach related to interaction with the world as known as embodied cog-

nition. The focus is to analyze work settings with the help of cognitive work 

analysis and human work interaction design approaches. The case of power 

plant control room is discussed and analyzed in the context of human system in-

teractions, work and task analysis. This approach helps in reducing cognitive 

workload on operator which can result in reduction in errors in managing the 

control room of the power plant. 

Keywords: Cognitive Work Analysis, Embodied cognition, Human Work In-

teraction Design, Power Plant Control Room, Ecological Interface Design  

1 Introduction 

In the year 1956, two different conferences and seminars gave birth to 

two new research areas known as Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive 

Science. They stress that brain functions like a computer that specifies 

symbols can be processed and manipulated and known as cognitivism. 

This view that thought is manipulation of abstract symbols, algorithmic 

computation in the same way as computer does. All meaning arose via 

correspondences between symbols (words, mental representations) and 

things in the external world. The mind was seen as a mirror of nature, 

and human thought as abstract and disembodied. Therefore, in princi-

ple, a computer could replace a brain, and in particular computers can 

do anything that brains can do. But this give rise to symbol grounding 

problem and unable to explain how we get meaning of objects. 
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The two main approaches (symbolic and connectionist) study cognition 

of an individual being but as we live in the world, environment and 

interaction with others play an important role. This thinking leads to 

theories of embodied and situated cognition, where cognition is seen as 

taking place not only in the brain, but also in interaction with the world 

supported by the body [1], [2]. Moreover, this may suggest that neural 

processes not only generate sensory experiences, but also help in ex-

ploratory interaction with the world that guides action or behavior. This 

paradigm finds applications in various research projects notably robot-

ics, autonomous agents, and interactive interfaces [3], [4]. This requires 

awareness of the relationship with the world especially work, physical 

movement, action, and other affective behavior reactions. Everyday 

human activities include all of above states that we can understand 

through work analysis, and embodied cognition – both are prominent 

paradigm in cognitive science. Embodied cognition, CWA, and Cogni-

tive System Engineering (CSE) [5] provide a new framework for Hu-

man Work Interaction Design (HWID) research. A more detailed 

HWID framework is given by [6] (as shown in figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. A Framework of HWID [6] 

To represent organizational settings that describe work processes we 

need to understand role of information and functional demands of the 
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dynamic work environment. Mapping of information to features must 

show underline semantic structure of the work domain. This require 

nesting of information which implies meaning inherit in the work pro-

cesses.  For this, we require knowledge and understanding of objects. 

Objects are those with which we deal in everyday world. How we ac-

quire the meaning and refer to the symbol or sign. Informatics and cog-

nitive science deal with problems representation, semantics of compu-

tation and their application to create technology.  

 

2 HWID Framework for Control Room 

All this depends on perception of objects and conception of object that 

has been embedded in commonsense discourse. Mental phenomena, 

spoken & written language, and systems of signs & codes are inten-

tional. According to Brian Smith, how we represent objects of the 

world and real-world situation in the computer is the vital point in un-

derstanding human functioning. So he says that experience we have 

with constructing computational (intentional) systems may open a win-

dow onto something to which we would not have any access [7]. There-

fore, present research will suggest ways to design and develop systems, 

which are more suitable for varied situations and users.  

 

Above research work is related to field of Man - Machine Interface 

(MMI) / Human - Computer Interaction (HCI), HWID in particular 

with the installation and operation of machines in the power plant. Here 

design of interfaces and interactions with control panel effect working 

of human operators. Through better-designed interfaces we can in-

crease effectiveness, safety, and decision-making. Thus understanding 

the work situations and processes are important for improving design of 

control room and interfaces. It is important that how we could design 

machines so that they help human in every aspect and they will be their 

most efficient and effective assistants.  

 

2.1 Work Study 

To study human interaction with environment for studying power plant 

control room systems we require the understanding of what we mean 
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by ‘information’ and flow of information within particular situation. 

Information is experienced in perception, retained by memory, and ma-

nipulated via symbols. Thus, ‘information’ is central for the exploration 

of technical, social, and aesthetic bases of human interaction with the 

world. This provides the framework for our understanding of the under-

lying patterns of ‘information’ transmission, storage, and retrieval. 

Conceptual knowledge of concepts such as ontologies, usability issues, 

and knowledge management help us to create better systems. Concep-

tual structures based model assist learner in retrieving, evaluating, and 

comprehending information through the use of semantic associations. 

This helps in knowing, how we discover and learn regularities in the 

environment from the consequences of our actions. How information, 

communication and technologies (ICT) can best be used for effective 

and efficient transmission of information to all irrespective of socio-

cultural background and abilities?  The above analysis is based on some 

goals and performance measures and their understanding.  How inter-

face design can be improved through approaches such as ecological 

interface design [8]? What are testing methods & situations that show 

the effectiveness of the interfaces?  

 

Further, this problem is not simply programming but it involves cogni-

tion, our spatio-temporal movements, and our awareness of the envi-

ronment in which we work. Therefore this problem includes representa-

tion of the world, processes involved, and comes under multi-

disciplinary Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) and Human Work Inter-

action Design (HWID) frameworks [6]. The problem requires under-

standing of the relation between human and machines that we can study 

in a complex socio-technical system such as control room of power, oil, 

and gas industries or particularly energy sector. Here our aim is to ana-

lyze the whole system not just human operators or machines in isola-

tion but complete work settings so that individuals can act more effec-

tively and preserve system safety and efficiency. We are analyzing 

work domain of the hydropower plant control room as shown in figure 

2 
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Fig. 2. Control Room Panel of a Hydropower Plant 

3 Human System Interfaces based on Ecological Interface 

Design 

To study work environment and particular situation we are using CWA 

and HWID frameworks and focusing on guidelines related to Human 

System Interfaces (HSI). Embodied view provides a sharp contrast 

from the standard information-processing viewpoint, in which cogni-

tion is seen as a problem of recovering details of the pre-given outer 

world [2]. In this light, the mind is no longer seen as passively reflect-

ing the outside world, but rather as an active constructor of its own real-

ity. The mind thereby becomes a distributed entity, an emergent charac-

teristic of the whole sensory-central-motor neural system, existing in 

the elaborate network of interconnections that extend throughout the 

body. The philosophy of embodiment also stresses temporal, physical, 

and socio-cultural-technical situatedness. And, quite significantly, the 

embodied view in cognitive science allows for direct social and cultural 

interaction, which is crucial for understanding work situations. 

 

In any power plant control room there are two objectives: first is to pre-

sent to the operator components of plant and second is to minimize in-
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formation or Cognitive overload on operator. To exhibit this, traditional 

display is shown in figure 2 and ecological display in figure 3 based on 

ecological interface design (EID) [9]. EID presents intangible abstract 

concepts visible and meaningful to operators [8]. For analyzing work 

situations in control room following questions are important:  

 Objects representation  and their meaning 

 What makes us to acquire knowledge about the objects in the world, 

their specific relations, and properties  

 How we extract information, its meaning  

 Ontology of objects  

 

Fig. 3. A traditional display for the steam system [10] 

 

Fig. 4. An ecological display for the turbine system [10] 
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Ecological display clearly represents reactor pressure, enthalpy, tem-

perature, pressure, and mass flow balance for better decision making. 

Through this work in progress, we would like to improve information 

displays, layout of system information, processes, and alarm system of 

a complex system such as power plant. Besides this study intend to find 

link between electricity distribution and control room status. These are 

larger unit of analysis and involve social-technical and cultural issues. 

 

4 Research Analysis and Discussion 

Hutchins tried to show that the cognitive science approach could be, 

with little modification, applied to a unit of analysis, which is larger 

than an individual. The unit of analysis here is a larger cognitive socio-

technical system, such as an automated industrial setting (electricity 

distribution system [11], [12] power plant control room) [10], [13] and 

airline cockpit [14]. This approach is related to cognitive work analysis 

of studying processes in work environment. In both approaches, the 

question remains the same: what are the structures and processing of 

representations, which are internal to the system? To explain infor-

mation-processing properties of individuals or larger systems, it is dif-

ficult to infer what is inside their mind [15] [16]. But for larger socio-

technical systems, it is possible to directly observe the different repre-

sentations that are inside the system, despite being outside the brain of 

individual. The above objectives can be attained through analyzing the 

various contributions of the environment in which work activities take 

place. Such as representational media (e.g. instruments, displays, man-

uals, navigation charts), the interactions of individuals with each other 

and their interactive use of artifacts (computer systems). Simultaneous-

ly, how information necessary to cooperate is propagated through the 

system by representational states and across machines is analyzed.  

 

CWA is a work-centered conceptual framework developed by Rasmus-

sen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein. Through CWA designing of constraints 

based interfaces is possible and such interfaces support operators in 

dealing with uncertain events and proved to be useful not just usable 

interfaces [17].Through CWA & HWID we analyzes the work people 

do, the tasks they perform, the decisions they make, their information 
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behavior, and the context in which they perform their work [18]. CWA 

is a holistic approach and examines several dimensions: the environ-

mental, organizational, social, activity, and individual. Therefore, we 

require a multi-disciplinary approach to apply concepts of CWA to 

study complex system [5].  

 

In present research, we apply HWID framework for power plant control 

room panel interfaces to design the information system interaction and 

activities. As we live in the world, environment and interaction with 

others plays an important role. Thus both the paradigms find applica-

tions in various research projects and areas notably are studies of work 

domain analysis, robotics, autonomous agents, and interactive interfac-

es.  These research directions will also be central for future develop-

ments of man-machine interaction, studying and enhancing the limits of 

information processing capacities of human and machine. These under-

standings result in better cooperation between human and computer that 

will enhance our capacities as supported by technology. Present re-

search work explores the complex work environment to study cogni-

tion, cognitive tasks, and mental representations that will result in com-

putational model of control room interactions and work setting for in-

formation handling based on CWA [19] & HWID (as in fig. 5). Further 

application is using Abstraction Hierarchy method for the redesigning 

of the Control System Man-Machine Interface (MMI) of the Medium 

Tension Distribution Network of the Public Power Corporation of 

Greece [20].  

 

Fig. 5. Framework for Work – Activity Measure Analysis 
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5 Conclusion 

This research provides understanding of cognition underlying human 

interactions with machines to improve design of both machines and 

work situations. We need interfaces and work situation, which reduces 

error and cognitive overload on human. Thus use of cognitive system 

engineering in the energy sector will helps us to analyze, model, design 

and evaluate effective human integration in complex socio-technical 

systems. The role of human operators in power plant control rooms is 

not only to control plant but also to meet market conditions and goals. 

With the advent of new Information Technology infrastructure we need 

to assess information requirements to manage control room that suits 

both human, machines, and economies. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a system proposal for the development of 

new human-machine interfaces focused on static gestures recognition of 

human hands. The proposed methodology relies on the use of simple 

computational processes and low-cost hardware. Its development in-

volves a comprehensive approach to the problems of computer vision, 

based on the steps of the video image capture, image segmentation, fea-

ture extraction, pattern recognition, trained and interpretation of results. 

The importance of this work relates to the need to build new models of 

interaction that allow, in a natural and intuitive way, the communication 

of people with machines. 
 

Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction, gesture recognition, computer vi-

sion, image processing 

1 Introduction 

When communicating in presence, we make it through the speech and with corporal 

expressions that are complementary. The speech awakes the hearing sensations and 

the corporal expression seats in visual incentives. 

When we intend to transpose the way of communicating, natural to Man, as way of 

communicating with the machine, several difficulties occur. Nowadays, the Man had 

to produce several interaction devices with the machine, as the keyboard and the 

mouse, but none in such intuitive way that is considered natural (to the own Man). On 

the other hand, we know that some people do not have the ability to handle those 

devices, but they possess the enough ability to interact with a system of recognition of 

gestures [1]. 

It becomes evident the need to build models of Human–computer interaction 

through gestures that allow, in a natural and intuitive way, these people's communica-

tion with the machines. 

With the evolution of the image acquisition technologies and image processing, it 

is possible to build a system that able computers understand the sign language. This is 

a consensual subject of great importance to computer vision researchers. 
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However, the construction of this kind of system presupposes the use of highly 

complex algorithms. 

Different types of algorithms for gesture recognition are being studied, but the 

challenge lies in the fact that this interaction becomes independent of devices that 

assist the identification of the human hand, such as gloves or sensors for motion cap-

ture. 

We verified that the development of algorithms for identifying gestures, based on 

low-cost video cameras, is a great incentive to Computer Vision. 

This work’s main objective is the development of a system for static gesture 

recognition with one hand only, located in front of a webcam, in a simple and uniform 

background scenario, without the support of assistive materials and implemented in 

the C++ programming language with the aid of OpenCV library. 

2 Technology 

Recent technological advances in hardware, particularly in video games, have allowed 

the development of alternative interactions. 

The Microsoft Kinect sensor combines a camera for faces and gesture recognition, 

depth sensors that allow identifying the depth range of the objects, and microphones 

that are able to isolate the user’s voice of other sounds. It can transmit the image 

stream, the depth flow and audio stream that are interesting information to work. 

Regarding software, we also noticed a trend, as there are already some libraries de-

voted entirely to this subject.  

The YVision platform includes a set of programming libraries developed for proto-

typing multimedia applications [2]. It allows the development of complex systems 

using pre-built modules, controlled by behavior trees. This architecture is well accept-

ed by the gaming industry, widely used in the development of complex final multi-

media products. 

The OpenCV library is multi-platform, free and open source set of tools for Com-

puter Vision and Image Processing algorithms implementation in real time [3]. 

3 Gestures 

There are many definitions and debates about the definition of gesture. Pavlovic [4] 

presents a definition of hand gesture that combines the development of posture and 

position in time, with the intention to communicate or manipulate. 

As part of Human–computer interaction, gestures imply the use of the hands to in-

struct a machine and its meaning depends on the system that integrates and evaluates 

them. Point or rotate actions are representative actions of this type of gestures. 

We can differentiate the gestures in two types: dynamic and static. 

The dynamic gestures necessarily involve time evolution [5] and require movement 

to transmit the intended message. The gesture to say "goodbye" is an example of a 

dynamic gesture performed with an open hand and is only meaningful if done with 

movement. 
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Furthermore, static gestures do not include movement to transmit the message. The 

same static open hand, with no motion made, forward the information to "stop". 

In Computer Vision, we can state that static gesture is a configuration of the hand 

pose represented as a single image. A dynamic gesture implies movement, represent-

ed by a sequence of images.  

However, in this work, we will limit ourselves to the static symbolic gestures per-

formed by one hand. 

3.1 Static Gesture Recognition 

 

Knowing that static gesture is represented by an image, the recognition is based on 

feature extraction discriminants of the image. We can, for instance, to extract features 

as the directions of the fingers or the contours of the hand.  

The position of the palm of the hand and of the fingers has been widely used for 

gesture recognition [6], [7]. 

We can also treat other information about the hands as the angles [8], roughness 

[9] or sampling points on the boundary region of the hand [10], [11]. 

Another category of resources abundantly used implies the notion of moment. It is 

a weighted average of the pixels intensities of an image, usually chosen to have some 

interpretation. We can find statistical moments [12], Zernike moments [13] and Hu 

moments [14] they used the most. 

Fourier analysis can also be applied for representing the limits of the hand [15]. 

The feature extraction is a complex computational problem because it requires per-

fect background characteristics and high computational resources. Disorganized 

background images with changes in lighting conditions become very difficult to han-

dle. 

Allied to this, the used algorithms require loading the whole image into memory, 

which complicates the management of the computer resources. 

After extracting the features, then we can classify the gestures. The more simplistic 

way of static hand recognition is to count the number of fingers [7]. 

Nevertheless, recognition can be seen as a matching process, applying cluster algo-

rithms [15], [16]. In this case, recognition consists of find the best match between 

images that represent static gestures. We may also do the same correspondence with 

Chamfer distance algorithm [17]. 

In addition, the Neural Networks are widely used in the hand postures detection 

and classification [18], using two or three layers of neurons. 

More recently, techniques of face detection have been applied to this problem. The 

Viola and Jones system that leverages the features Haar [19] is a consensus for sub-

ject researchers.  

4 Methodology 

Based on [20], the proposed method for symbolic gesture recognition follows a  
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logical and complementary tasks sequence in terms of digital image processing. 

 

Fig. 1. Fundamental steps for the proposed work 

The image acquisition is made by a low cost webcam. 

The preprocessing and posprocessing, use image enhancement and noise reduction 

techniques by analyzing environmental lightning conditions and background colors. 

This happens due to difficulties in illumination. 

The image segmentation obtained by Computer Vision algorithms, allows the sepa-

ration of full human hand in a simple and uniform background scenario, without ben-

efit of supporting devices. 

The features extraction performs only in the frames requested by the user. 

The classification step bases on the use of the recognition patterns classifier to train 

and classify the input data. 

4.1 Image Acquisition 

The process starts with the gesture acquisition by the webcam and presented through 

video images. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Captured frame 

4.2 Segmentation 

Segmentation is the main part of the entire process and assumes a sequence of tasks 

(Fig. 3). This stage makes the human hand recognition by skin color detection. 
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Fig. 3. Key steps of segmentation 

The procedure starts with the frames conversion captured for the normalized RGB 

color space, which some authors recognize as advantageous for color segmentation 

[21]. Knowing that the majority of human skin color tends to cluster in the red chan-

nel, we extract this channel (fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4. – a) Normalized RGB image b) Red channel extracted 

After that, we subtract the background of the extracted red channel image. Back-

ground subtraction allows us to obtain a greyscale image with color intensity changes 

between the background and the hand, as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. a) Red channel image b) background c) background subtraction 
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Then, we design the image histogram and compute the optimal thresholding value. To 

do this, we used the Method of the Valley that consists in checking how many regions 

there are (peaks and valleys) in the histogram and use the valley information to set the 

value of the threshold. Fig. 6 shows the histogram and optimal threshold value identi-

fied. 

 

Fig. 6. Image Histogram with optimum threshold identified 

Finally, we use the found threshold value to binarize the image (fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Binary image 

4.3 Feature extraction 

The feature extraction allows obtaining a set of vectors of features, also called de-

scriptors that can distinguish accurately each object. The first thing to do is to normal-

ize the image size. To do this, we define a region of interest (b), and scale it to the 

image size. Fig. 8 clarifies the process. 
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Fig. 8. a) Binary image b) region of interest c) standard size image 

After that, we convert the image data into an array of features and associate them to a 

class. Pattern recognition involves the representation of extracted features in continu-

ous, ranges or discrete values. 

4.4 Classification 

The underlying concept to object classification is quite simple and derives on k-

Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm. This method determines the class where a given 

object belongs by the majority of votes of its neighbors, and is associated to the class 

with more similarities among its closest neighbors [22]. 

 

Fig. 9. Sequence of classification steps 

In pattern recognition, the system requires a prior training to be able to sort the el-

ements. First, it is necessary to define the amount of classes and the respective sam-

ples of each class. Later, with this information, we train the system. It follows the 

model test to gauge the error measurement resulting from the training. Then, we are 

ready to classify the input image. 
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Fig. 10. a) Captured frame b) segmented image c) classification result  

5 Applications 

The recent emphasis given to symbolic gestures based applications relates to its po-

tential use in human-machine interfaces. The gestures can naturally increase the inter-

action between the user and the computer, replacing devices such as the mouse, key-

board, joystick or buttons in machines control. However, a great incitement for ges-

tural interfaces development comes from the growth of applications for virtual envi-

ronments [23], such as surgery simulation. 

In the majority of these applications, the gestures are seen as triggers to virtual ob-

jects control, simulating the 2D, 3D or abstractions of real objects, such as robotic 

arms. 

However, not all of gestures applications are designed with the goal to manipulate 

objects. It has use in message transmission. The practice in communication through 

sign language or teleconferences provides this type of opportunities [4]. 

We could outline other gesture interface applications as the development of foren-

sic identification techniques, young children computer interaction, emotional states of 

patients monitoring or remote control television [24]. 

There is a vast potential in gesture recognition practice. The mentioned applica-

tions are the first steps towards that. The need for development is therefore well clear. 
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6 Conclusions 

It has been shown that it is possible to interact with the computer most naturally and 

intuitively through hand gestures without requiring support material such as gloves or 

markers. This work achievements points to the possibility of developing Computer 

Vision interactive systems based and implemented on conventional computers using 

inexpensive devices, accessible to all. 

Still, we established that the system produces satisfactory results with fixed con-

stant lighting conditions, with a white scenario. The method used for skin segmenta-

tion exposes some flaws, mainly caused due to lighting variations causing glare, re-

flections and shadows. These shortcomings are minimized applying morphological 

filters and smoothing filters.  

Therefore, the proposed system proves to be capable of being used in the develop-

ment of human-machine interfaces in controlled scene conditions. 

However, the systems works with quite different hand gestures, but it shows some 

weakness when using more identical gestures such as sign language. 

In future work, the study of methods that may respond better to lighting variations, 

to different scenarios and how to be more effective in identifying the skin, even from 

other races would be helpful. The gesture recognition through dynamic movement 

analysis can also be a target for further investigation. 

Thus, the development of applications using human hand gestures recognition 

could serve as input interface for running computer programs, without the aid of the 

most common devices such as the mouse or the keyboard. 
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Abstract. The problem of how to implement user-centred design (UCD) is well 
established as a research topic within HCI. Yet there are unresolved issues in 
order for UCD to actually be used in practice. This paper will present a case 
study within the Swedish Defence, concerning the introduction of UCD. The 
overarching goal of the research was to bridge the gap between work practices 
and systems development; focusing the efforts on introducing usability in the 
procurement process. We concluded early on that we needed to develop and 
formulate an approach that is probably common in practice but not described or 
used in research. We call this strategy UCD guerrilla tactics. It is to do the 
unexpected, to introduce UCD through UCD and to choose change projects 
pragmatically. Our main target group was future users and procurers of UCD 
methods. We aimed at introducing UCD to them by demonstrating and 
involving them in the work through user centred activities. It is also a flexible 
approach based on continuous evaluation of what is feasible and potentially 
gives the largest outcome. This paper describes the guerrilla tactics, how it was 
applied in a case study and factors that should be considered when using it. 

Keywords: User-centred design; procurement; usability; organizational change; 
case study; work practice. 

1 Introduction 

User-centred design (UCD) is well established within the HCI research field but it is 
still difficult to make UCD work in practice [1, 2]. There are numerous studies 
presenting cases where UCD has been used or been introduced in organizations [3-5]. 
However, there exists no silver bullet, in the sense of a context free and all 
encompassing way to do the introduction [6]. Several attempts seem to use a subtle 
approach, like Kujala’s Trojan Horse [7] where the field study method was simplified 
and the results presented in a familiar form. 

UCD is by tradition often included when there is a concrete systems development 
project [8]. But there are many activities concerning work practises and requirement 
formulation taking place before the start of a project, which means that UCD 
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activities might come in too late. There is a need to bridge the gap in the procurement 
process (sometimes referred to as acquisition) between work practice, organizational 
development and systems development [9, 10]. However there is a lack of techniques 
and methods supporting procurers to incorporate UCD and usability into their 
processes [11, 12].  

Furthermore, our focus is not only to include UCD in individual projects but to 
establish a user-centred attitude within the organization [13] with the aim of changing 
the overall work processes for procurement and development of IT-systems. But how 
can that be achieved? If the traditional way of introducing UCD is failing, i.e. 
introducing it in the formal system development process, might there be another way? 

User-centred guerrilla tactics is not a concept commonly used within HCI research, 
though the term is frequently used in industry to describe how to introduce usability 
within organizations. There is no clear common definition, more than that it 
comprises using a subtle approach and sneaking usability into the systems 
development process. Perhaps the most cited use of the term is Jacob Nielsen’s text 
where he advocates for gradually introducing usability by “… starting with the bare 
minimum and gradually progressing to a more refined lifecycle approach” [14]. 

Based on the second author’s previous research in the Swedish Defence [15] we 
aimed at developing the early phases of systems development: the procurement 
process. We developed a strategy, which we call UCD guerrilla tactics. It is a 
pragmatic approach focusing on what is feasible and potentially gives the largest 
outcome. This meant for example targeting change projects, key people and being 
open to unconventional activities. Furthermore, it initiates a change by using user 
centred methods for introducing UCD, i.e. treating the respondents as both 
participants and recipients. We did this by involving them in user centred activities 
but also through demonstrations of how usability methods could be used in the 
procurement process.  

To conclude, the purpose of this paper is to present an approach to implement 
UCD. We do this by describing our case study within the Swedish Defence. The 
purpose of this paper is not to describe a detailed work analysis but rather to analyze 
prerequisites for UCD in general where work analysis is a part of the methodology. 
This paper does not elaborate on the result in terms of the degree of UCD actually 
implemented in the organizations. Rather, we reflect on the approach chosen and the 
consequences thereof. 

2 Research settings 

The Swedish Defence is a large enterprise comprising several organizations where 
two of the most prominent are the Swedish Armed Forces (SwAF) and the Swedish 
Defence Materiel Administration (FMV). SwAF is the authority that carries out 
international missions, protects the integrity of Swedish borders and supports the 
society in major crisis. FMV is Sweden’s oldest civil governmental agency and its 
main task has remained the same over time: to strengthen the operational capability of 
the defence system by acquiring materiel (i.e. the equipment and supplies of a military 
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force) in a cost-effective way. In most cases, FMV works as a middleman between the 
armed forces and the system developers.  

SwAF procures IT systems from FMV, which in turn executes the procurements 
through contracts with industry. FMV does not usually do any development on its 
own; its responsibility is to initiate and supervise contracts with industry based on the 
procurements from SwAF. For this work, FMVs tradition is to employ engineers who 
analyse requirements and manage projects. Many formal processes have been defined 
and the procedures for handling procurement and systems development are extensive. 

The individual units within the armed forces are the end-users of the IT systems; 
they inform the people in charge of procurement at SwAF headquarter (HQ) of the 
needs that arise during the evaluation and use of the systems. They are also in close 
contact with FMV as it evaluates both old and new equipment. Finally, during 
implementation FMV often engage them to evaluate the system. The units can also 
have direct contact with industry if they experience problems with an existing system 
and report them to the companies in charge of maintenance and support. 

2.1 Research Method 

The case study presented in this paper was conducted at the Swedish Defence from 
the autumn of 2009 to the spring of 2011. The procurer of the research project was 
FMV. Several other research collaborations with FMV had preceded this project with 
the main aim of understanding usability issues in relation to the procurement process 
[15]. However the focus of this project was somewhat different. The project manager 
at FMV wished that our research should be more aimed at making a change rather 
than just reporting the current state. Thus the over-arching aim of the project was to 
introduce a higher focus on user-centeredness in the early phases of the requirement 
and procurement processes at SwAF. 

The empirical material was collected through semi-structured interviews with the 
procurer, IS strategists, enterprise architects, development personal in units and 
usability experts. We have also collected data through workshops with the same kind 
of participants. All respondents were given information about research ethics such as 
confidentiality and anonymity. The workshops and the interviews were in all cases 
except one audio recorded and transcribed. Furthermore, we have at all times been 
using research diaries, in which we have written down thoughts, conversations etc. as 
well as more structured field notes when doing participant observations. Moreover we 
have reviewed an extensive amount of written documents and presentations from the 
organizations. The overall data analysis has been iterative and we have revisited the 
material many times during the course of the project. 

3 Result: Tactics in Practice 

The core aspect of the strategy is to shift focus from the end-users of IT-systems to 
the users of the UCD methods or the recipients of the result such as procurers, 
strategists, project managers or system developers. Furthermore, it is about using 
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classic participatory methods. The aim is to design a version of UCD that can work in 
a specific organization and to achieve that through collaboration with the people 
affected by the new work practice. Here we will describe how we tried to achieve 
that. 

From the outset we considered action research [16] as a suitable methodology for 
the project. Albeit in the initial discussions, it became clear that this was not possible 
due to politics within the defence organizations (the politics and the organizational 
structures are interesting in this case, see Debriefing and Discussion). However, we 
decided to work as an action research project anyway, but in a guerrilla fashion and 
not openly. We had a dual aim of both solving a problem in practice as well as a 
research problem [17], with the drawback of not being able to collaborate to the 
extent optimal for an action research project. 

At the start of the research project, it was not clear how we were supposed to 
accomplish the change in work practice that the project strived for. SwAF is a large 
organization and aiming for changing it in its entirety was not an option. We decided 
instead to focus on finding on-going developmental projects where we could have an 
impact. We found a project with the aim to implement enterprise architecture (EA) in 
the Swedish Defence (see Pilot Project). Since one of the trends within SwAF was 
modelling methodology and EA, this was considered a way of introducing UCD while 
the organization was changing its work practice anyway. 

We wanted to introduce both classic UCD methods as well as new methods that we 
thought might fit this particular organisation and these particular participants; we 
chose to explore case study [18], personas [19], scenarios [19], conceptual sketching 
[20], coaching [21], and Cynefin inspired methods [22]. Several other activities were 
also conducted. For example, we commented on and proofread several relevant 
documents produced by others. Furthermore, the first author interviewed usability 
professionals within SwAF and FMV. 

Furthermore, in comparison to traditional UCD introduction which in general have 
a set agenda, we continuously reflected on how we could adjust our approach so that 
we could achieve the largest outcome. When we encountered problems we regrouped 
and found new activities that we thought could be more feasible. 

To conclude, we were working on many different levels with UCD: 1) integration 
of UCD in new formal structures; 2) using user centred methods when working with 
the project to define and implement new formal structures (with project members and 
end-users of the formal structures); 3) using UCD methods with end-users of 
technical artefacts related to the new formal structures. 

3.1 Pilot Project 

The pilot project we followed (here named the EA project) was working on future 
rules for how SwAF should be described, a local EA framework, and a methodology 
for using architecture within the procurement process. 

In the beginning the most central project members were interviewed and we 
constructed a plan for UCD activities. We also participated in project meetings and 
analysed existing HCI related work to see if parts could be applied to the EA 
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approach. Moreover, we did presentations of HCI methodology and a workshop with 
the aim of conceptualizing what user-centeredness could be and the expectations of 
the project members. In spending a lot of time at FMV and the EA project, we also 
took part in many informal meetings such as lunches and coffee breaks. The first 
author also performed an interview study with one of the end-user groups of the EA 
methodology; officers working in the early phases of procurement. 

Due to politics we were not allowed to use the word “coaching”, but the 
continuous presence in the EA project led to several informal coaching situations, 
where we were asked to explain issues concerning usability or come with suggestions 
for further work. At one point the EA project were writing a RFI (Request for 
Information), a pre-acquisition document and we were asked to evaluate it. This led to 
usability requirements (both in terms of functional requirements and requirements for 
a user-centred developmental process) were added into the document. 

At the very end of the research initiative, the EA project was given new directions 
aiming primarily to formulate a change plan for SwAF as well as deliver a prototype 
of a technical portal, a system for accessing and working with the architecture 
framework. It was decided that we were to make personas, scenarios of future work 
and conceptual sketches of the prototype. However this work was carried out 
separately from the EA project due to time constraints as well as internal political 
reasons. The work with the personas are described in [23].  

Unfortunately the EA project was terminated prematurely by SwAF, and the 
potential for an introduction was lost. 

3.2 Terminology 

Within the Swedish Defence several terms were used that relates to usability and 
usability work, some examples are Human Factors (HF), Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI), and Human-Machine Interaction (HMI). The usage of this 
terminology was not clear, as in this quote from one of the respondents: “We usually 
say Human Factors, and I don’t know if people honestly know what it means, or if 
people just pretend that they do. […] We use it and people nod and smile but perhaps 
they just don’t understand what we do.” Furthermore, in the previous studies of the 
Swedish Defence [15], the second author had observed that the meaning many 
respondents gave usability differed from the one the HCI community gives. 
Therefore, we decided to start using a somewhat new terminology in this research 
project, primarily Human-centeredness (HC).  

4 Debriefing and Discussion 

We will here reflect on our application of the UCD guerrilla tactics in relation to the 
empirical data. By analyzing and describing the barriers it is possible to get a deeper 
understanding of the problems and the potentials of this strategy but also the 
introduction of UCD in general. 
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4.1 Usability Competence 

FMV had a declining number of usability professionals in the years preceding this 
research project, with a maximum of ten usability professionals among its 1500 
employees. There were also a non-active network of people interested in, and working 
with usability issues. Since the usability professionals were few they could not 
participate in many projects and had little time for policy creation or strategic 
usability work. At SwAF there was a great lack of usability professionals and 
usability competence. In many of our interviews, with stakeholders from both SwAF 
and FMV, the responsibility for including usability in procurement was put on SwAF 
but it was also acknowledged that there is nobody there to take on this responsibility. 
There were some that had training in systems theory where Human Factors had been a 
part, but according to our respondents they were scarce and dispersed and mainly 
working with other things. 

The lack of usability professionals had serious implications for the introduction of 
UCD, as we had no one to collaborate with. Research show that usability practitioners 
are important [24], not only for collaboration, but also for ensuring a sustainable 
change in the organization. Someone have to continue to work with these issues after 
the research project has ended. 

4.2 Changing Context 

Respondents claimed that the organizations were “tired of change”. One reason being 
a career related issue: within the Swedish Defence people were encouraged to change 
positions every three years which in fact had lead to a situation where people changed 
position as often as every one and a half year. Every time a new person came into 
higher management they wanted to make their own impression and therefore 
instigated more or less advanced organizational changes. Another reason was 
reorganizations due to political reasons [25]. One respondent at FMV put it quite 
harshly like this: “[SwAF] does not have the energy to develop themselves, [they take 
the] easy [way out] to handle more acute short term things without methodology.” 

Yet another factor related to change was “falling out of grace”. During our research 
project we saw several projects, concepts or terms that all of a sudden became taboo. 
For us in particular, two terms came to be perceived as negative: coaching and action 
research. In line with our guerrilla tactics we found workarounds for this, where we 
actually tried to use both coaching and action research without using these words. 
Several of our respondents seemed to be used to the situation, as shown in the 
following quote: “We put up the sign that is politically correct for the moment.” 

The changing context was both a possibility and a hindrance for introducing UCD. 
There were several on-going change projects where usability and user-centred issues 
could be addressed. However, the same changing context also put a strain on all the 
involved personnel, leading to a disinterest in yet another thing to learn and 
incorporate in their everyday work practice. 
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4.3 Organizational Structures and Politics 

The division of responsibility was sharply divided between the defence organizations; 
regulated by formal documents from the government and by historical aspects. SwAF 
is the only authority in Sweden engaged in armed combat, but they were not allowed 
to perform any kind of development of artefacts supporting combat. The situation was 
similar for FMV. In general, they were not supposed to develop any artefacts for 
combat themselves; instead they acted as a support organization for SwAF directing 
procurements to industry. The interaction between the organizations were settled in 
collaboration contracts, but also deduced to routines and established practice. Several 
of our respondents expressed that working with user involvement was difficult for 
several reasons. One was the distance between users and the development project. 
When involving users, it was FMV who formally requested resources from HQ. It 
was not possible for the units or HQ to demand user involvement in a development 
project. Instead, if they wished that end-users should be involved they had to ask 
FMV to include it in their offer to SwAF. Sometimes FMV requested user groups and 
user representatives but never more elaborate and efficient ways of UCD. In some 
cases, different stakeholders bypassed the routines and through personal contacts 
made sure that end-users were included in development projects or that personnel 
from FMV were included in the early requirements process. 

SwAF was a very hierarchical organization. For example, the EA project was 
explicitly told not to contact people working at HQ or in the units. Politics was always 
present during the research project. At one time, after most project members had been 
asked to leave from a meeting with the procurer of the EA project, one respondent 
explained: “This is about P-O-W-E-R.” 

Our research interest was to bridge the gap between work practice and systems 
development within the Swedish Defence. Our starting point was in FMV within a 
research project. This made sense in some regard, since FMV did work with 
development and procurement of materiel and there existed at least some usability 
professionals. However, in order to introduce a higher focus on usability in the 
earliest phases of systems development much of our attention should be directed at 
SwAF. With all the organizational and political hindrances mentioned above, this was 
perhaps not the best starting point for this project. Not all research projects start off in 
the right situation, e.g. [24]. It is difficult to see what would have been better with an 
enterprise as big as the Swedish Defence. For us, there was unfortunately no other 
choice at this point in time. As a result, we had to work pragmatically with the 
possibilities given, which was part of our guerrilla tactics. 

4.4 Terminology 

As described above, we explicitly decided to stop using “user centred” in favour of 
“human centred”. We could immediately observe that this label generated more 
relevant discussions within the organizations. It also resulted in the integration of 
human centeredness in the procurer’s project directive for the EA project. 
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4.5 Following a Project 

One of our tactics in this research project was to follow an existing project in order to 
promote our ideas and change the practice. There were several advantages to this; for 
example, one gets an organizational context to work in. However we also got 
associated with this particular project, and when it fell out of grace it was reflected on 
our work. Furthermore in our case we had to balance the needs from the EA project 
with the demands from the research project. The deliverables in the two projects did 
not always overlap, and financially the research project had precedence. Another 
problem with following a project closely is the detachment needed when doing 
research. Responsibility concerning for example confidentiality and anonymity did 
not always match the interests of the project we followed. This is a problem described 
by Walsham [26]: even though you withhold the names of the respondents there is 
always a risk that the receiver of the information makes an informed guess. This was 
accentuated at times when we as researchers got information that would benefit the 
EA project, but due to research ethics could not be shared with them. To what extent 
should a researcher act as a go-between in organizational politics? 

4.6 Methods 

The most successful method we used was the persona method, both in terms of 
engaging end-users in discussions of future work practice and technology use and as a 
communication tool with the strategic group planning the future work. The scenarios 
and conceptual sketches developed were also well received by the strategic group that 
was planning to develop a prototype. 

One interesting event was a breakdown of a workshop held with the strategic group 
in the beginning of the persona activities. In the workshop we used narratives of the 
end-users work situation (inspired by the Cynefin framework [22]). From these 
narratives, the workshop participants were asked to write down characters (someone 
doing something) and activities (what is getting done) on sticky notes. Then they were 
asked to relate these to each other, with the focus of understanding the concrete work 
of the officers in the procurement process. The participants in the workshop protested 
to the open-ended situation and the language we used in the workshop. We usability 
researchers, used the words concrete and details in order to direct the participants to 
describing the actual people doing the work, and the actual work they were doing. 
The participants, who were all focused on EA and strategic planning, used the same 
words, but with the meaning of doing more detailed flow charts and UML diagrams 
on roles and processes which we consider a generalized way of describing work. 

We also used the Cynefin method for alternative history [22]. It was used in the 
beginning of the project in order to gain a better understanding of the participants’ 
views on UCD and their expectations for the project. Several obstacles for introducing 
UCD were visualized and in fact, many of them turned out to be problems during the 
course of the research project. 

The least successful method was a traditional case study with interviews followed 
by a written report of the findings. Even though we could later use the interview data 
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for the work with personas and scenarios, the recipients did not see any use of the 
report. This might be related to the dominating way of communicating findings and 
ideas within SwAF and FMV being presentation slides, which is a less dense format. 

4.7 Multitudes of Levels 

During our research we have been grappling with an elusive meta-level. The supreme 
goal of our research was that the end-users, the soldiers, should have usable technical 
artefacts, but we were not working with the development of these artefacts. Our focus 
was rather the people developing these artefacts and our mission was to develop the 
work practice and the methods for them: the users of our methods. We were trying to 
work in a user-centred manner with these users in focus, to make them work more 
user-centred with their users in focus. This notion is not always easy to convey.  

An example of this was a recurring discussion we had with representatives from 
FMV. They argued that our focus was wrong and wanted us to define what benefit the 
end-users would get from our research. We tried to explain that the end-users would 
get a benefit in the end, but that our research result was a step in the right direction 
rather than contributing to technical artefacts in that particular moment in time. 

Many of the activities we did were directed towards getting research data or 
information for the EA project. But at the same time offering an example for how 
they could work in a user-centred manner. Difficulties arose when trying to report 
back to the EA project. What should we emphasise: the results from the UCD 
activities, i.e. the information the EA project were mostly interested in, or the UCD 
methods themselves which was something we wanted them to include in their visions 
for future systems development?  

5 Conclusion 

We have explored a pragmatic reflexive user centred approach to the introduction of 
UCD, which we call UCD guerrilla tactics. It was used as a way to initiate a change 
process within a large complex organization by the use of very small resources. More 
intuitive versions of this strategy are probably applied in industry on a daily basis but 
it is seldom used (or at least not acknowledged) in research. We wanted to explore it 
in a structured way in order to analyse its potentials. It is also a contribution to those 
who focus on HCI research closely related to practice. 

A successful outcome of a change project such as this, would be to see changes on 
both a macro and micro level [27], that is in the organizational culture and the formal 
documentation and routines, as well as on a level of actual practice. Consequently, 
this case study was not successful since we did not see any changes on macro level 
during the project. This was partly due to the EA project being prematurely ended.  

Our research has confirmed previous research that it is not enough only with 
guerrilla or project activities, you need management support and an organization that 
is involved in the specific activities. But we have also found that the guerrilla 
approach has effect in the small perspective, a noticeable change in sense making was 
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observed in the people we worked closely with, i.e. a change on micro level. We 
therefore argue that UCD guerrilla tactics is a necessary pragmatic contribution. We 
conclude that a successful implementation of UCD requires three things: 1) explicit 
widely communicated support in the organization; 2) a local infrastructure with 
usability competence and well defined UCD methods; 3) guerrilla activities where 
UCD is tried and exemplified in any opportunity given.  

We argue that one important part of guerrilla tactics is adaptability. Due to the 
rapidly changing environment, it is important to at all times be prepared to change 
focus or search for new strategies for UCD work, to do the unexpected (in the sense 
of making pragmatic unconventional choices) in order to survive. In this, a constant 
reflexive process is needed: continuous evaluation of the situation in order to adapt to 
the changing situation. Most of all, to be able to come up with new solutions and be 
prepared to let go of some prestige as we did when we changed our terminology. 

Ultimately, when introducing UCD with UCD we have learnt that it is important to 
not underestimate the difficulties with multitudes of levels: working both with 
methods and processes on a general level and with the result from using them. We 
argue that one cannot be too obvious when it comes to these different levels. Would 
we do the project again, we would be more aware and clearer in our communication 
with the organization on what we mean by introducing UCD with UCD and we would 
try to visualize it in a better way. 
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Abstract. Designing feedback to trainees in a training simulator for complex 
cognitive domains is demanding but has not been given adequate attention. This 
paper aims to understand the importance of early work analysis in a real context 
during the design of such a simulator. More specifically,the aim of this research 
was to learn whether there were differences between the types of feedback giv-
en to the learner in an already planned design and a real life training exercise. 
Therefore, a comparison between feedback given to trainees in a real-life train-
ing exercise and feedback planned for a virtual environment supporting training 
of crisis management was made. The results showed that there were several 
significant differences, and a theory which emerged from the data analysis 
could be useful for designing feedback.  
 
Keywords: Feedback, work analysis, human computer interaction, interaction 
design, virtual environment, training simulator, crisis management training   

1 Introduction 

While training for crisis management in the advent or after an airplane crash is vital, it 
is complex and resource demanding, involving many organisations such as medical, 
police, rescue, airlines and airport operators[1].  The tasks of operational units involve 
field work, such as medical aid, transportation of casualties, triage of wounded, etc. It 
also involves coordination and decision making[1]. Training is carried out regularly in 
comprehensive life exercises, often involving at least a couple of hundred partici-
pants, trainees, instructors and organizers of the exercises. Trainees representing 
emergency personnel engage in activities where fast situation assessment and reaction 
are the main tasks[2]. To keep the cost down, while maintaining the level of training 
requirements, simulators have been developed [3, 4].  

Designing such simulators is a difficult task, since crisis management requires not 
only knowledge domain of managing crises, but also skills that enable workers to 
respond to unexpected and variable events and situations which neither may have 
apparent causes or foreseeable consequences to reactions[1]. Another aspect of design 
of such a simulator is to decide the instructional design. Instructional design is a sys-
tematic practice of analysing learning requirements and based on them, designing a 
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set of instructional specifications [5]. Instructional design models span over the 
lifecycle of an educational artefact through the stages of planning, designing, develop-
ing, implementing and updating where applicable. The instructional design of the 
crisis management simulator included experiential learning, with variable uncertainty 
of events and situational complexity [6].  

 
Crisis management involves teamwork in a safety critical domain requiring actors 

to collaborate and communicate to manage information, make decisions, plan and 
delegate tasks. Teams are formed at different levels, e.g. there are organizational 
teams, e.g. fire fighters, medical personnel and police, and there are actors from these 
organizations which form teams at various posts, e.g. at command centres or at the 
accident site. In crisis management simulation, the activities of trainees are divided 
into two main categories: field and command  [2]. Field activities are carried out by 
trainees representing emergency personnel, who aim towards learning to assess and 
respond to a situation as effectively and quickly as possible. Field activities mainly 
involve rescue, triaging casualties, providing medical aid, transporting resources and 
casualties. Command activities involve the command and coordination staff, who is 
responsible for planning, strategizing, decision making and coordinating on a larger 
scale [2]. Command activities include organizing resources, e.g. people, transporta-
tion, medical aid, hospital resources etc., mitigating risks, assessing situations, re-
sponding to them and planning. A wide range of expertise appears during training and 
operations of crisis management, where responders and commanders include novices 
to experts [7]. Furthermore, to add to the heterogeneity some are professionals but 
others are volunteers from search and rescue organizations, Red Cross etc.   

Not only is it necessary to design a system which simulates work and situations, 
but to design a stimulating and rewarding training environment for trainees. Experi-
ence has shown that during simulator tenders technical issues are prioritised over 
functionalities for supporting training [8]. To encourage better practices, Naikar and 
Sanderson [8] have illustrated how work domain analysis [9] can be extended to de-
fine training needs. They have argued that common techniques such as instructional 
system development (ISD) [10], which has been applied extensively by the air force 
in military training, is inadequate since they do not support work which is character-
ised by cognitive work, adaptive behaviour, random events and unpredictable situa-
tions.   

In addition to identifying training needs, designers of simulators have to decide 
how to deliver training, that is, which methods to use. Much has been written on pro-
fessionals’ reflection in action [11] and practitioners’ ability to self-assess or self-
monitor [12].  Feedback is one of the most powerful techniques to help students learn. 
It provides learners with information on their performance when gaining or applying 
new knowledge and can help them to find the right answers [13, 14]. Feedback can 
either be intrinsic, available in a normal job situation, or extrinsic, which is available 
from an instructor either during or after a training exercise [15]. The latter one is also 
termed explicit feedback [16] which can come from a human tutor, a pedagogical 
agent, disembodied coach or other intelligent tutor [17]. Crisis management is team-
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work to a large extent. Since feedback is one of five components of teamwork [18, 
19],  it becomes even more prevalent than in single learner situations.  

To meet this requirement of learning through feedback, most educational systems 
need to provide information on the assessment of learning to the trainee in some form 
[20], whether it is given by the system, or by a person, e.g. either a teacher/instructor 
or a fellow student. Although a simulator for crisis management training is not a 
game, we expect that knowledge from that field can be adopted. Researching designs 
of learning in games, Liu et al. [21] state that assessing the progress of a player´s 
learning activity is one of the most rewarding interactive behaviour. Such systems 
should provide appropriate feedback in order to assist the player in the learning expe-
rience [22], and it should ensure continuous flow to motivate the player to proceed 
[23].  

Despite the substantial emphasis on including feedback in games or simulators, it 
seems that its design, or methods for its design, has not been given as much room as 
required [24]. Recently, there have been examples of methods to provide in-game 
assessments of objects and actions taken in real time. These assessments correspond 
to logged, time-stamped events that undergo statistical analyses. Following, they are 
displayed in real time or during a review occurring after the game [3]. 

Motivated by this need, the objective of this research is to compare, in terms of 
feedback, a plan for designing a training simulator to data gathered in a real-life train-
ing exercise for responding to an airplane crash. Thus, we hope to learn about the 
kinds of feedback learners receive and to demonstrate the requisite to include real-life 
exercise data analysis as a part of the design of a training simulator.  

2 Research Methodology 

The research method is a work analysis of trainees’ performance during the life exer-
cise of emergency management. The feedback in the life exercise is compared to a 
system master plan of a virtual environment of a crisis management training simulator 
using categories from literature. The life exercise train was conducted at an interna-
tional airport in Europe and included almost 250 participants, with 90 participants 
creating the training scenario and serving as instructors, and the rest training for crisis 
management. The main exercise lasted 4-5 hours and included all organizations in-
volved in a regular response to an aircraft incident. Seven participants of the CRISIS 
project served as observers, taking written notes and photos. The CITE system from 
VSL was used to enter notes during and after the exercise. In total, 548 observations 
were made for four hours at five different locations of the exercise: Emergency Oper-
ations Center (EOC), Casualty Assembly Point (CAP), Rendezvous Point (RVP), On 
Scene Command (OSC), and Accident Site.  In addition, a few observations were 
made by instructors of the exercise, who were using the CITE system as a pilot.    

Spanning well over 300 pages, the system master plan of the CRISIS training 
simulator (CRISIS VE) includes a detailed description of the system design and archi-
tecture, description of key concepts, such as events, variable uncertainties, and the 
CRISIS training cycle. Furthermore, it includes reference scenarios and example sce-
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narios. Finally, it contains a list of roles for each of the scenarios and extensive lists of 
functional requirements for different modules and technologies of the simulator.  The 
system master plan is written after a thorough requirements analysis including site 
visits, interviews, questionnaires and a visit to one real life exercise. Moreover, a 
contextual design [25] analysis was carried out, but only based on the above data, and 
not by gathering data in a real context [4].  

The classification of the feedback data from the real life exercise and its analysis 
was carried out independently by two researchers. Each researcher classified data 
according to different feedback types, which are based on the literature and will be 
presented in section 3.  Afterwards they discussed and merged their results. Altogeth-
er there were 49 feedback observations out of 548 observations noted down by ob-
servers. 

3 Forms of feedback 

Feedback is an essential aspect for any learning environment, as it provides assess-
ment of the learner´s progress and results, motivates the learner, and enhances learn-
ing [26]. Feedback in any learning environment may be categorized [26]. For exam-
ple, feedback may be qualitative or quantitative, e.g. “Good”, or “65 points” [27]. 
Furthermore, feedback may be negative, positive or neutral [24, 28], and it is stated 
that negative feedback is more helpful to the learner [26]. Also, feedback can be ei-
ther corrective and/or motivational, where corrective feedback has the purpose to 
correct the learner, while motivational feedback motivates the learner, based on 
his/her individual preferences [29]. 

Feedback may be in a form of elaboration or verification. Verification feedback re-
fers to the notification of the result of the learner´s answer, i.e. simply whether it is 
correct or not. Elaborative feedback refers to a response that provides an explanation 
of the result of the learner´s answer, and, in some cases, gives a hint to a solution [30, 
31]. 

In a team, the process of providing feedback is not the same as in single person-to-
person communication. As Sonntag [32] points out, in unidirectional teaching envi-
ronment, where feedback is teacher-to-student and vice versa, feedback is a simple 
process, while in multidirectional environment (in a team) feedback becomes a more 
complex process. While Sonntag looks at the integration of aspects within the teach-
ing environment, the issues raised are relevant to the case with a training simulation. 
Sonntag puts emphasis on how teacher should coordinate students, and organize ma-
terials and feedback in a multidirectional environment, in order to pass the right mes-
sage onto students. The main concern is that students may misinterpret, underestimate 
or ignore bits of information [32]. In a similar manner, crisis trainees may misinter-
pret or not respond to information from an operational unit. Or, for example, if a 
trainee receives contradictory information from two other trainees, s/he may be left 
confused unable to proceed in such a case. Thus, unlike unidirectional, multidirec-
tional feedback holds a rather arduous character due to the distributed interaction 
nature of the environment. Therefore, it should be taken into account when designing 
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scenarios, that learning how to deal with wicked problems due to multi-directionalism 
is an important aspect of crisis management training. Unidirectional feedback inci-
dents occur in crisis handling as well, and the two need to be distinguished. 

Above, we have described some types of feedback in the learning context.  We 
now give a few examples of how a software application can provide feedback to a 
trainee. Feedback in a virtual environment can be categorized according to senses, i.e. 
visual, haptic, or sound [21, 22, 33]. There are two types of feedback in virtual envi-
ronments, either immediate (real-time) feedback that can be issued to the player dur-
ing the game or delayed or archival feedback that is issued as a summary upon com-
pletion of a task or a game [26, 34]. Immediate feedback which is automatically gen-
erated by an application can be of any form mentioned above, while delayed feedback 
is usually given in text or graphical, form [21, 24, 26]. For example, action feedback 
is an immediate interactive response in real-time, while text feedback can be both 
immediate and delayed [21]. Immediate feedback may be provided during the execu-
tion of a task, usually when the task is complex, or after task completion if the task is 
relatively straightforward [24]. For example, in a car simulator, the player may get 
immediate haptic feedback in the form of vibration during the execution of a task. 

Liu et al. [21] and Kiili  [22] state that feedback is accepted more seriously by the 
player if it is provided immediately, instead of being issued after the game completion 
in the form of instructional text material. Also, according to Garzotto [35], when an 
action taken by the player is incorrect, it may be necessary and more effective to pro-
vide immediate than delayed feedback, since the player might later forget the inci-
dent, and, hence, not learn from delayed feedback. However, Renaud and Cooper [24] 
argue that archival feedback is also important, and may be presented in the form of 
text and/or graphically. Where appropriate, graphical feedback is more helpful than 
text, as it depicts the information as a whole [24]. Furthermore, feedback may be pro-
vided as an action replay in the form of a video [24].  

4 A Case Study 

We decided to use the development of the CRISIS training simulator as a case study 
to understand how feedback is designed. We have decided to compare the data from 
real-life exercise to a system master plan of an existing training simulator, because we 
hoped to find out if there were any major differences between the two approaches to 
training for crisis management. Real-life training has many drawbacks, e.g. the costs 
of equipment and organization, and menace to environment [1]. However, it remains 
unclear whether the level of feedback delivery in a simulation, an essential part of 
training, may be the same or comparable as in real-life exercise. In the next subsec-
tion, we review the master plan for the CRISIS VE training simulator for feedback 
design aspects. The data from the life exercise were analysed with respect to feed-
back. In the section on Work analysis feedback instances are discussed. 
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4.1 An Analysis of a System Master Plan with Respect to Feedback  

In this section we describe an analysis which we have carried out on the System Mas-
ter Plan [2] for the CRISIS VE with the aim to see what requirements have been spec-
ified for the feedback to be provided to the trainee. CRISIS VE was designed to sup-
port the 4C/ID instructional design model, which is meant to be used for long-period 
training with multiple complex tasks and learning objectives [30]. The 4C/ID instruc-
tional design model focuses on complex learning tasks and comprises four compo-
nents, a) learning tasks, b) supportive information, c) just-in-time information and d) 
part-task practice [5].  

CRISIS VE supports functions to diagnose and to make a full After Action Review 
(AAR) of a trainee’s action, decision and behavior based on data collected throughout 
the simulation game. Thus, the AAR module provides a quantitative summary report 
of the trainee´s overall performance and details of an exercise. Based on this data, the 
instructor submits his/her own qualitative comments on the trainee´s performance. 

CRISIS VE supports immediate visual and action feedbacks. CRISIS VE supports 
immediate visual feedback, e.g. when a trainee places a Casualty Assembly Point 
(CAP) at a location, the system immediately draws a CAP object on the screen.  An 
example of how CRISIS VE supports immediate action feedback is when the system 
prevents the trainee from placing the CAP in an area too close to the site of an acci-
dent, since it would endanger the casualties in case of fire spreading. Thus, the system 
prevents the trainee from making a mistake, but signals him or her implicitly that an 
incorrect action has been carried out. Furthermore, CRISIS VE facilitates, by support-
ing communication with fellow trainees, learning by mistake, which is for trainees, 
according to  Pivec and Dziabenko [36], a primary way to learn, motivating them to 
keep on trying. Trainees will be able to receive life feedback through communication 
devices implemented in the simulator, such as radio or mobile phone, from other 
trainees or instructors. CRISIS VE also supports both unidirectional and multidirec-
tional feedback between all trainees and the instructor. 

CRISIS VE does not support sound as a form of feedback. Although CRISIS VE 
includes sounds to resemble the real-life environment [37], it does not notify the 
trainee of the success or failure of a task completion. While some research is under-
way for using haptic equipment, i.e. for sensing heart beats of casualties, the CRISIS 
VE master plan does not include support for haptic equipment for physical sense 
feedback. 

4.2 Work Analysis 

Using the data from the life exercise, this section describes feedback a trainee gives to 
another trainee or an instructor gives to a trainee or trainees. We have put feedback 
types, either from the literature or our own, in bold. Quotes from the data are present-
ed in quotes and italics.  

All 49 instances of feedback during the live exercise were verbal and qualitative. 
An AAR was presented to trainees verbally at a meeting after the event, but a written 
report was planned as is the case in such exercises. 
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Many feedback instances involved discussions (22 out of 49) and information 
sharing (42), e.g. during regular status meetings when numbers of casualties were 
reported. Many instances triggered reasoning (20) and organization (22) among 
participants of an exercise, e.g. when the commander made decisions and organized 
the other trainees after having concluded “transport capacity is not enough to 
transport all red casualties”.  

More examples of when feedback initiated a discussion were after an issue had 
been raised (11). At the EOC it was observed “NECC (National Emergency Coordi-
nation Center) has complained about not receiving a passenger list”. Raising an is-
sue, also triggering a discussion, was when at the EOC “The radio/computer operator 
informs that NECC has been trying to reach EOC. The EOC commander replies she 
is about to contact them”.  Another example which shows feedback in terms of rais-
ing an issue, at the EOC: “We need transport capabilities from [City excluded for the 
sake of anonymity] - there is nothing on this in the database. This is a problem”. 

In 2 feedback cases the trainee was learning by mistake, e.g. a trainee learned not 
to inform patients of the death incidents as they became “upset when hearing about 
dead patients over a nearby tetra unit”. 

Trainees were not rewarded upon the successful completion of a task. Although 
there were many examples of verification feedback (19), such as when one com-
mander tells the other that they “need better information on weapons”, most instances 
were of elaborative feedback (29) with an explanation of the error or the problem, 
such as when “airline operator discusses with Red Cross commander how to send the 
list” after feedback had been provided on not receiving the list although reportedly it 
was sent. Many of the feedback during the exercise were of a corrective character 
(20): “Wounded still on the scene”, and only a few feedback instances were motiva-
tional in nature (10): “EOC commander concludes that the transport capacity is not 
enough to transport all red casualties. She asks Resource manager for more re-
sources”. 

During the life exercise, trainees were constantly burdened with various hiccups 
that persisted along the way, such as the equipment failure or data loss. For example, 
the “police officer reports a radio problem and asks for assistance for fixing it or 
replacing”. 

Some of the feedback is only unidirectional (13), e.g. in the case of providing an 
assessment of the situation, at the Rendezvous point: “It took too long time for acti-
vating resources from the Rendezvous point to the accident site”, or at the On Scene 
Command post: “[We] need basic information on the status of the triage immediately 
in the beginning”. A further example implies negative feedback when commander 
states “there should be better flow”. Feedback incidents that took place during the 
status meetings were multidirectional with trainees explaining their current state of 
work and problems. Most (39) feedback instances were multidirectional, as they in-
volved different trainees trying to solve one task. For example: “EOC commander 
concludes that the transport capacity is not enough to transport all red casualties. 
She asks the Resource manager for more resources. The radio operator informs that 
OSC has not requested resources, only to move existing resources closer”.  
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In two cases we noted feedback in the form of explicit teaching. OSC realised that 
the rescue coordinator had misunderstood the role of the OSC. In response, they at-
tempted to inform the coordinator of the correct procedures:  

Commander to Planning: “How is the flow?” - Looking at an overview at the dis-
play. Planning to Resources: “Do you want to have the ambulances closer?” Com-
mander says: “Transport coordinator should resolve this” - explains the procedure 
and role of transport coordinator.  

Another example of teaching trainee procedures. A commander at OSC:  
“I want to iterate that EOC should organize transport of casualties out of the scene 

- this is not the responsibility of OSC but an EOC.”  
 Planning personnel at OSC communicating to EOC:  

“You should talk directly to the transport coordinator” - Commander looks at the 
hierarchy with plans and says that according to the hierarchy, the medical coordina-
tor and the transport coordinator should organize the transport among themselves. 

Probing for information was noted as a type of feedback. At the OSC at a start of 
regular status meetings:  

“We don't have confirmation that the scene has been secured. There they come (i.e. 
the rescue team) (Looking through the window). How much of rescue teams did he 
send? Do we have numbers from security coordinator?” 
In rare cases (2 out of 49) the feedback was emphasised with gestures, e.g. an instruc-
tor is pointing to the scene and stating “ambulances should already be on the scene, 
but they are not”. 

4.3 A Comparison between the Planned design and the Real Life Exercise 

In the previous section, we presented how trainees received feedback of different 
types. In this section, we analyse what it implies in terms of learning, i.e. whether 
trainee will gain knowledge as a result of this feedback or get the message that train-
ing needs to be improved in the future. Thus, we hope to present an initial theory 
explaining the relationship between feedback and learning during training crisis man-
agement. First, for assessment of a situation, a fellow trainee pointed out to the trainee 
that the situation was deficient, and that in future situations this would need be avoid-
ed or improved. Second, for raising an issue or probing for information, the feedback 
pointed out to the trainee that a problem had arisen that could be solved now but little 
or no instructions were provided. Third, for explicit teaching, the trainee received 
instructions and guidance on how to accomplish a goal. 

Some of the feedback practices in CRISIS VE contradict with the real life exercise. 
There are differences in the delayed feedback during the real life exercise and in the 
training simulator. The archival feedback provided in the crisis simulator is only 
available in text form, and it is quantitative with the possibility that the instructor may 
provide qualitative comments on the performance. In the real life exercise, the feed-
back which is given to the trainees as an aftermath of their performance is qualitative 
and is presented verbally or as text.  

The immediate feedback in the real life exercise is provided by trainees, usually in 
the form of elaboration, both during the task execution and/or after task completion. 
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In the training simulator, immediate feedback is provided in the form of action by the 
system, and can be received through conversing with other players via communica-
tion devices. The difference here is that the trainee does not get any immediate auto-
matic feedback in the real world, so if s/he makes a mistake, it will have consequenc-
es at the later stage of the training. The system, however, tries to prevent the trainee 
from making a mistake without explanations, and with no further consequences. For 
example, in real life if the trainee breaks something, the other trainees will have to 
continue without it, and maybe use another object instead.  

While CRISIS VE supports some learning by mistake function, it does not provide 
feedback to the trainee on the nature of a mistake. For example, in the case of placing 
a CAP area too close to the accident site, the simulator simply does not allow for the 
CAP to be placed. There is no explanation on why the CAP cannot be placed. Thus, 
the trainee may not be sure whether it is a fault in the software or if the reason is the 
proximity to the accident site. Although in real life a trainee does not get any messag-
es of the sort, in the training environment s/he may become confused if there is no 
message or alert generated when something is happening unexpectedly. Cyboran [26] 
explains that learners do not benefit when the system does not specify its response 
towards learner´s action, particularly when the nature of response may not be clear or 
obvious. It was unclear from the system master plan if incorrect actions or mistakes 
were logged for the AAR report.  

Furthermore, the work analysis revealed that in real life many feedback incidents 
are connected to unexpectedness of situations, particularly the equipment failure. 
However, in the master plan for the CRISIS simulator, there are only some vague 
suggestions of unexpected incidents.  

While the master plan has a general design of feedback and unexpected situations, 
the training exercise showed that in real life there are several typical situations that 
would need specifically designed feedback. 

5 Discussion 

The work analysis has revealed that during the life exercise similar feedback inci-
dents, typical of crisis management training, occurred. Such similar feedback inci-
dents have been classified and grouped, and can be used in the design of a simulator 
for crisis management training. In preparation for the real life exercise, exercise or-
ganisers said they were not expecting a lot of feedback given to trainees by instruc-
tors. The analysis reported in this paper showed that although not extensive, feedback 
was more apparent than expected. In future studies, it would be interesting to contrast 
this result to trainees’ reflection on their own work [11] as professionals or in an after 
action review and see how trainees expertise might determine this reflection vs. feed-
back.  

For this research, we have gathered empirical data to show how work analysis can 
incorporate and shape the design of the feedback incidents through comparison of the 
work analysis and an earlier design plan. In comparison, Narciss and Huth [30] car-
ried out research, based on literature, to derive guidelines on how to design feedback 
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incidents. In their research, they emphasise how the cognitive task analysis plays a 
crucial part in the design of feedback.  

Narciss and Huth [30] proposed three facets of feedback, functions of feedback 
(cognitive, meta-cognitive or motivational), contents of feedback (evaluative or in-
formative towards the knowledge of the result) and presentation of feedback contents 
(timing, schedule, adaptivity). Based on this framework, procedures are detailed on 
how to design feedback. Instruction contexts, such as objectives, tasks and errors 
contributed to the contents of feedback; and individual factors such as learning objec-
tives, prior knowledge and skills and academic motivation contributed to functions of 
feedback. Narciss and Huth [30] viewed the contents of feedback in terms of evalua-
tive and informative components. Comparing their classification to our theory the 
assessment of a situation and raising an issue or probing for information may be 
considered as evaluative components, while explicit teaching falls in the category of 
an informative component.  

According to Gredler [38], simulations may be of two types: symbolic or experien-
tial. Symbolic simulation presents tasks where a participant must often use or improve 
theoretical knowledge to solve a problem, e.g. business manager, physician, or math-
ematician. Experiential simulation presents tasks where a participant is trained to gain 
knowledge of how to operate a device or perform a set of routine tasks, which require 
little to no need for scientific concepts or theorems [38]. Since Narciss and Huth stud-
ied learning environments for a symbolic type of simulator where trainees solve prob-
lems by presenting knowledge of the result, such as subtraction, we do not know if 
their findings can be directly translated to crisis management training, which is an 
experiential simulator.  Nonetheless, it can be valuable to compare the two types to 
see how well the design guidelines can be translated from one type of learning envi-
ronment to another.  

The presentation facet should also be taken into consideration when designing 
feedback for the CRISIS VE training simulator, as it is strongly linked to the devel-
opment of a natural learning environment, which has been often discussed as one of 
the main goals in the System Master Plan for CRISIS VE. Since the System Master 
Plan was focused on describing the presentation of feedback, further research would 
have to be done on the presentation design issues to analyse the adaptivity and fre-
quency of feedback in the training simulators [26, 30]. 

The research has some limitations. One limitation was that the observers may not 
have reported all of the incidents that occurred. Although the data set that we analysed 
was large, it was only from one live exercise. Thus, the feedback incidents retrieved 
are specific to that particular training scenario. 

6 Conclusion 

By comparing data from a real life training exercise to data from a system master plan 
we have shown that it is necessary to pay more attention to learning aspects of a simu-
lator, such as feedback. Since the comparison revealed significant differences be-
tween the system master plan and the real life exercise, the research has shown that 
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while it is vital to carry out analysis of the domain tasks, roles and scenarios, the de-
velopment of a learning system needs to take into account what types of feedback are 
provided in a real-life situation.  

Previous research on feedback seems to be scattered in individual areas ranging 
from communication to learning sciences, onwards to system related areas such as 
HCI, educational technologies and learning games. Moreover, the theory of feedback 
in the context of HCI is weak [28]. Furthermore, what makes it difficult is that feed-
back is of varying abstractions along different dimensions, ranging from low lexical 
level to a high semantic level, from a drill type of training to training more cognitive 
complex tasks  in disperse application domains, ranging from Sports training [39] to 
Medical training [40] onwards to  Pilot training [15].  
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Abstract. Experience-driven design has raised interest in development of con-
sumer products, but has rarely been studied in context of workplace systems. In 
this paper, we discuss some differences that these two contexts introduce to ex-
perience-driven design, such as the number of intermediate parties between the 
manufacturer and the end-user. First, we introduce a simple model, which takes 
into account experiences of intermediate and end-user parties in industrial 
product development. Second, we report a questionnaire study of 57 experi-
enced equipment distributors to understand their views on the role of user expe-
rience in forklift truck design. Results of the questionnaire study indicate that 
distributors are able to appreciate differences in hedonic qualities of industrial 
equipment and that visual appearance is a major factor in indicated product per-
ceptions. However, overall hedonic qualities were perceived as less important 
compared to utilitarian and pragmatic qualities. We also found that distributors 
did not appreciate the three major psychological needs (relatedness, autonomy 
and competence) in the design of a forklift. 
 
Keywords: Experience design, user experience, UX target, industrial context 

Introduction 

As the nature of products, operations and transactions in business-to-business 
(B2B) environment has many differences compared to business-to-consumer (B2C) 
environment, also assessments of product related experiences in these environments 
are rather different. For example, if it can be shown that positive experiences evoked 
by some industrial product result in reduced number of absences, sick-hours and in-
creased end-user stimulation and productivity, the customer party will be probably 
willing to consider paying a higher price for such products. One of the most obvious 
specifics of B2B environment and industrial products is related to the separation of 
ownership and actual use of the product. But what are the potential consequences of 
this separation regarding user experience (UX) in product design?  

In B2B context, the key question might be put as whether UX based design ap-
proach in product development can be formulated in a way that would provide a bet-
ter and more robust link between positive experiences of end-users and economic 
benefits to distributors and customers. This is a relevant question because it tries to 
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account for challenges associated with the lack of actual product use and interaction 
by individuals from customer and distributor parties. In other words, customers are 
often unable to assimilate themselves with product users and appreciate their experi-
ences. In this respect, there are many challenges with various aspects including the 
time needed to acquire long-term experiences from the product use, understanding 
needs of users and potential economic benefit from fulfilling them, getting rid of my-
opic decisions and deriving a holistic picture of how the product fits into overall com-
pany image and brand. It can be argued that improved user experience in industrial 
products benefits the customer and distributor parties whether it is realized by them or 
not. From this point of view, manufacturers should make an effort to make this reali-
zation more visible and measurable for their customers and distributor partners. In 
addition, B2B setting creates a wholly new set of challenges for user experience ap-
proach in product development. For example, one implication for end-users can be 
seen in reduced or no feeling of ownership associated with the industrial product. This 
in turn leads to increased barrier for attachment or expression of care in respect to this 
product. One potential solution for corresponding challenges might be derived from 
customization and personalization qualities of industrial equipment. In their article, 
MUGGE, et al. (2009), show how personalized products can elicit emotional bonding 
and thus contribute to the sense of attachment. Also SCHIFFERSTEIN, et al. (2008), 
elaborate on possible design strategies which might enhance feeling of attachment and 
care for products. Trying to improve feeling of attachment does not aim solely at ben-
efiting end-users but is also reflected in advantages for customer and distributor par-
ties. For instance, the result of eliciting feeling of attachment could be seen in pro-
longed life-cycle of products which are treated with care and repaired instead of being 
discarded or substituted by replacements. In addition, industrial products that are able 
to stimulate users can be associated with improved productivity and efficiency. How-
ever, individuals who are in charge of acquiring new equipment for their facilities, 
such as factories or warehouses, are concerned with product qualities and features but 
often view these qualities from purely utilitarian perspectives such as return on in-
vestment point of view.  

From the viewpoint of UX based design approach, one of the key challenges is re-
lated to “it is just a tool” or similar kind of mentality. It was already pointed out, that 
lack of ownership can reduce the tendency to become attached to industrial products. 
Individual product qualities alone are not necessarily enough to shift this strictly 
pragmatic mindset and somehow automatically elicit positive emotions. One possible 
way for approaching individuals’ attitudes might rest in trying to shift their motiva-
tion from purely extrinsic (e.g. monetary rewards) towards intrinsic motivation (e.g. 
fulfillment of psychological needs). For example, if some product related activities 
are undertaken with pragmatic, utilitarian and purely functional attitude (e.g. “I need 
to attain to this activity because it is part of my work for which I am paid for”), there 
is hardly room for noticing hedonic aspects of the product use even though all the 
necessary experiential product qualities would be in place. On the other hand, a per-
son might well attain to a certain work tasks that bring him simultaneously joy and 
monetary rewards directly or indirectly. An interesting question lies in how the work-
ing environment (in a broad sense) influences work attitudes and what is the impact of 
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individual product features. For example, one way to combine influences of the work-
ing environment and product qualities is linked to enhancing salience of individuals’ 
goals and targets at work as well as providing concrete milestones and paths to attain 
to these goals. A negative side effect of such practices is related to completion driven 
working attitude, which results in a tendency to downgrade intermediate positive 
emotions and experiences in an anticipation of some greater end rewards. The respon-
sibility for creating appropriate working environments and incentives, enabling suffi-
cient training and work practices as well as integrating new equipment into existing 
systems often falls to intermediate parties such as customers and partially also equip-
ment distributors. 

Intermediate parties’ influence on experience-driven design 

A direct sale to the customer is not the most typical channel through which indus-
trial products find their way to end-users. Usually there are many other intermediate 
parties which acquire and distribute these products. These parties might include vari-
ous distributor, dealer, wholesaler or retailer chains, which ensure that manufacturers 
can save in distribution costs and customers are able to get desired products close to 
their location. Although there are undeniable benefits from having various intermedi-
ate actors in the distribution chain, this situation poses another set of complications 
from the perspective of conveying UX in the industrial environment. For instance, if 
the ownership and product use division between customers (individuals who make the 
purchase decision) and end-users (typically employees using the product) creates 
challenges associated with justifying UX to customers, product ownership status of 
retailers is usually merely temporary leaving rental business as an exception. This 
setting is somewhat puzzling in the view of defining clear benefits from experience 
based product design to distributors. One potential advantage might be seen in being 
able to sell the product with less effort if the message from distributors carries a clear 
economic benefit trait from better UX to the customer. However, in practice, this is 
doubtfully a realistic and robust prospect because it inclines that the intended message 
does not get distorted at any stage from the R&D and sales departments to the retailer 
party. One idea, which became apparent from interviews with industry practitioners 
from one of our research partner companies, indicated a possibility to communicate 
the experience design approach benefits directly to the customer surpassing distribu-
tor chains. This could be made possible through the use of IT technology, virtual 
communities and other social media. It was pointed out by several interviewed indi-
viduals that customers become aware of new industrial products via multiple channels 
instead of relying heavily on the message carried out by distributors or retailers. For 
instance, customers might utilize their peers to evaluate and share experiences related 
to required industrial equipment. This direction opens a wholly new perspective on 
how customers receive product information as well as a potential for the experience-
driven design to be communicated with less interferences. On the other hand, if dis-
tributors act as agents in rental business, they might benefit from the same positive 
UX effects e.g. in terms of prolonging the life-span of their rentable industrial equip-
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ment as a result of product attachment elicited by end-users. No matter whether in-
termediate parties such as distributors and customers play a major or a less substantial 
part in influencing what industrial products are acquired for the company, their per-
spective should be taken into account already in the very beginning of product devel-
opment projects. One way to do this is to set customer experience (CX) targets along-
side user experience targets to derive criteria for new product qualities. 

Setting UX and CX targets for industrial product development 

The basis for experience-driven design is a specific UX goal (DESMET and 
SCHIFFERSTEIN, 2011; HASSENZAHL, 2010), also known as experience target. Experi-
ence targets can be derived from basic psychological human needs such as related-
ness, autonomy, competence etc. (e.g. SHELDON, et al., 2001; HASSENZAHL, et al., 
2010). These needs reflect rather abstract and higher level goals which could be set by 
individuals (Be-goals). Again, these can be subdivided into more concrete actions and 
activities (Do-goals) as well as corresponding product qualities (HASSENZAHL, M., 
2003). Although such hierarchical structures might fall subject to varying interpreta-
tions, they are useful in the view of creating basis for common understanding when 
breaking abstract experience targets into specific desired emotional responses from 
product qualities. Introduced model in Figure 1 has three levels of experience hierar-
chy for customers (from the bottom) and users (from the top) separately. The idea of 
having these two distinct parties in the same setting lies in simultaneous processing of 
user and customer needs and following product quality choices. The first hierarchy 
level can be considered as a starting point for determining UX and CX targets for 
product development. For example, one UX target could be derived from the need of 
security and can be broken down into several components, e.g., safe from threats and 
uncertainties. This abstract notion can be formulated further, for example, as a feeling 
of safe product operation or a sense of being able to follow product performance. The 
next hierarchy level considers more concrete activities and product qualities which are 
assumed to contribute to selected UX and CX targets. For instance, such activity as 
“following own work progress and selecting new tasks based on their difficulty” can 
be considered as potentially contributing to a predetermined UX target of compe-
tence. On the other hand, an activity contributing to the CX target of security can be 
seen in “following reports on equipment performance and work progress”. These 
activities can be linked even further to particular product qualities e.g. “the integrated 
software must have easily accessible work progress feature” and “the product must 
include necessary sensors to capture appropriate measures indicating work progress”. 
At the component level the hierarchy chain ends with possible options for concrete 
product details and qualities to be tested and later embedded in the final product. 
When the abovementioned breaking down process is done simultaneously from per-
spectives of customers and users, it should lead to some set of product qualities that 
have the potential to satisfy both customer and user needs by meeting corresponding 
UX and CX targets. However, to get some reassurance that presumed links between 
experience targets and products qualities are actually possible in the real-life situa-
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tions, these links between different levels of hierarchy must be confirmed by means of 
user and customer research already in early stages of the product development pro-
cess.  

 
Perhaps one of the main intended uses for the presented simple model is its poten-

tial to be utilized as working canvas for ideation and generation of experience driven 
product development criteria within R&D departments of industrial companies. In this 
sense, individuals working in product development can take a more holistic view on 
Experience-driven design accounting also for factors associated with resource alloca-
tions, communication channels and material formats required for satisfying both users 
and intermediate parties. Another useful aspect of the model might be seen in its po-
tential to be utilized for generating UX argumentation chains for marketing and sales 
purposes. These argumentation chains might be derived from the model when linking 
UX targets to respective CX targets through concrete product qualities. For instance, 
one argumentation chain might include consequential stream such as: “Feeling of trust 
in the equipment among users due to more stable product platform leads to less mis-
takes in operations. This on the other hand leads to reduced costs from spoiled prod-
ucts and more predictable output. As a consequence, customers feel more reassured 
about realization of their production plans”. Although this example is overly straight-
forward and requires a rather robust empirical study to support it, such principles can 

Fig. 1. Our model of approaching UX and CX targets simultaneously in deriving 
new product qualities. 
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be applied to generate more elaborate and catchy consequential streams for selling 
point implications with experience-driven design in mind.  

 
The abovementioned UX and CX target model tries to highlight that experience 

based design approach in B2B environment must take into consideration potential 
product experiences of several relevant parties and not only end-users. In this respect, 
it makes sense to investigate product preferences of customers and distributors to 
determine how individuals from these groups perceive needs of end-users of industrial 
equipment. 

An example from product perceptions of equipment distributors 

The main data set used for the presented example study was collected during two 
separate distributor events held in April 2012. One of the events was held in Malaga, 
Spain and the other was held in Vantaa, Finland. All of the 57 individuals included in 
this core subject group were distributors of forklift equipment on a managerial level. 
Summary statistics for this subject group are presented in Table 1. The study for this 
group contained a questionnaire set, which included questions on product quality 
perceptions, assessments of importance of psychological needs for industrial product 
development and an AttrakDiff questionnaire. All of the questionnaire sets were pro-
vided in printed format and distributed/collected during these two events. Individuals 
from the first event (Spain) evaluated one product (A counterbalance truck) whereas 
individuals from the second event (Finland) evaluated two products (A counterbal-
ance truck and a reach truck shown in Appendix 1). 

 

When considering the importance of different psychological human needs to be 
taken into account in warehouse equipment development, individuals from the dis-
tributor party had to indicate their perceptions of importance separately for customers 
(Buyers of the product) and for operators (end-users). Results of these importance 

Table 1. Summary statistics for the distributor group involved in the study.  
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estimates are shown in Appendix 2. These results show that importance of “feeling of 
controlled and safe operations”, “feeling of belonging to a community”, “stimulation 
and pleasure at work” and “feeling of being physically fit and healthy” were per-
ceived as more important for operators of the equipment than for customers and these 
differences are statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). At the same time, 
none of the presented human needs was seen as more important to customers with 
statistically significant difference. This finding supports an assumption that human 
needs in product development would be perceived by distributors as less important for 
customers because the link from positive operator experiences to improved economic 
factors is less apparent and hard to measure. Distributors’ perceptions of operators’ 
needs show that “feeling of controlled and safe operations”, “stimulation and pleasure 
at work” and “feeling of being physically fit and healthy” are seen as most important 
ones from the point of view of warehouse equipment development. On the other hand, 
distributors perceived “trust in technology” and “feeling of controlled and safe opera-
tions” as most important needs to account for in equipment development for the cus-
tomer party. Although presented need perceptions are collected from the intermediate 
party which is not directly involved in final product utilization, these indications 
could become relevant when determining CX targets to be emphasized when dealing 
with this party. In addition, UX targets derived from psychological needs of related-
ness (belonging to a community), competence (accomplishing challenging tasks) and 
autonomy (being able to organize own work) were perceived as less important for 
product development despite findings from earlier studies (e.g. SHELDON, et al., 2001) 
showing that these needs are among the most salient ones for individuals. This indica-
tion calls for further investigation to determine whether these needs could be commu-
nicated to distributors in a manner that would provide a more explicit and direct link 
between fulfilling these needs and potential economic benefit.  

Cross-comparison between results from separate questionnaire parts is included to 
identify possible correlations between perceptions of individual product qualities and 
semantic evaluations from AttrakDiff questionnaire. This is done to explore whether 
the four groups (PQ, HQ-I, HQ-S, ATT) of AttrakDiff questionnaire evaluations have 
a link to separate product quality evaluations such as visual appearance, efficiency, 
ergonomics etc. For this purpose we construct a regression model where the depend-
ent variable is one of the four AttrakDiff qualities and independent variables are pre-
sented in the form of weighted satisfaction values of product quality evaluations. Re-
sults from the regression model are presented in Table 2. Findings show that prag-
matic quality (PQ) measure of AttrakDiff is positively related to satisfaction in “usa-
bility” and “understandability” of the product, although statistical significance of 
these effects is only at 0.05-level. The model also indicates that “visual appearance” 
has a strong impact on HQ-I, HQ-S and ATT scores of AttrakDiff (especially on HQ-
S). This effect is significant at 0.001-level. In addition, overall ATT score was posi-
tively influenced by “ergonomics”. Despite encouraging initial results from the study 
questionnaire for intermediate parties, further research will be needed to establish 
more robust understanding and interpretation of preferences and experience based 
design approach perceptions of customers and distributors.  
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Discussion and Conclusion 

B2B context introduces new challenges for experience-driven design, since design-
ing solely for the end-user is not enough. Before we can start to improve employees’ 
satisfaction at the workplace by providing them experiential products to work with, 
we need to convince the intermediate parties, such as distributors and individuals 
doing the purchase decisions. The main goal of this paper was to point out the im-
portance of including intermediate parties in UX based product development when 
dealing with B2B context. A simple model with simultaneous consideration of UX 
and CX targets is proposed as a way to derive experience based criteria for industrial 
products. Results from the questionnaire study indicate that intermediate parties in 
industrial product distribution chain are able to appreciate differences in hedonic qual-
ities of different industrial products but these differences are largely dependent on 
visual appearance perceptions. Another finding shows that our sample of distributors 

Table 2. Regression model results comparing semantic AttrakDiff evaluations 
  (1. Pragmatic quality (PQ): Describes usability of a product and how successful 

users are in completing their goals with the product, 2. Hedonic quality - identity 
(HQ-I): Indicates to what extent the product allows the user to identify with it, 3. 

Hedonic quality - stimulation (HQ-S): Describes how the product stimulates users 
and provides encouragement, novelty, interest and content, 4. Attractiveness (ATT): 
Describes a global value of the product based on the quality perception) of two piec-

es of warehouse equipment to evaluations of 14 separate product qualities of this 
equipment (Evaluation was based on 5-point satisfaction scale). 
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do not value potential benefits from most salient psychological needs (autonomy, 
relatedness and competence) in industrial product development but emphasize the 
importance of needs that are more directly linked to concrete product features (e.g. 
security and physical well-being). In addition to analyzing statistical data from the 
study, the aim was to capture general reception and feedback from the questionnaire 
format and its contents. The questionnaire was distributed and collected from 57 indi-
viduals belonging to equipment dealer party during two separate events in Spain and 
in Finland. Many respondents expressed surprise, because they never thought that 
industrial product qualities could be linked to psychological human needs or de-
scribed as pleasant or attractive. Several individuals from the distributor group asked 
if they could have the same questionnaire for their internal use, which shows that we 
were able to raise their interest in experiential aspects of industrial products.  
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Appendix 1. Evaluated products: A counterbalance truck (Left-hand side) and a reach 
truck (Right-hand side). 
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Appendix 2. Evaluations of psychological need importance in warehouse equip-
ment development as perceived by the distributor party. Values on top represent 
evaluations for operators (End-users) and values below represent evaluations for cus-
tomers (Owners of the product). 
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Abstract. The university library is a large socio-technical system with a vital 

part to play in university life. It has been described as “the social and 

intellectual heart of campus”, with users now able to make use of both the 

digital and physical aspects of their library. Based on case studies in UK 

university libraries, this study aims to find out how and to what extent user 

experience forms part of university library policy, and how it can effectively be 

incorporated into it. Staff interviews and researcher-administered questionnaires 

with library users on campus will show the areas where usability issues occur 

and the gap between users’ experiences and expectations of using libraries. 

These together with analysis of library policies will aim to suggest the factors 

that a user experience policy should cover. 

Keywords: University library, usability, user experience. 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

University libraries will vary greatly in terms of design, layout, location and 

atmosphere meaning that the student experience will differ greatly from institution to 

institution. They are the places that students will go to not only to find and borrow 

materials, but are also places for studying, socialising and even for sleeping [1].There 

are currently some 120 major universities in the UK [2], with approximately 1.8 

million students enrolled as undergraduates in these institutions in 2010 [3]. There are 

also a further 275,000 postgraduates studying at UK universities [4], making a large 

and diverse user population for university libraries. 

The phrase  “the heart of a university” has been used to denote the high regard in 

which university libraries are held [5], and similarly they have been described as “the 

social and intellectual heart of campus” [6]. However more than 20 years ago, a 

study established that students had difficulties using their university library, with 

some experts believing they were “virtually unusable”[7]. Is this still the case in the 

early twenty-first century? 

 University libraries are moving rapidly towards a “self-service” culture. Whereas 

in the past university library staff would assist or actually carry out searches for books 

and literature, as well as helping with other library services, the onus is now on users 

to perform their own searches and find their own material using the interfaces, 

databases and search engines available over the world-wide web. Similarly, they are 
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expected to issue books using self-issue machines, and print their own articles. This 

has arguably simplified library use, while simultaneously bringing in a whole new set 

of problems.  

Usability has been defined as “the appropriateness to a purpose of any particular 

artefact”[8]. It is a term widely used when referring to computer systems and their 

interfaces, but it can equally be applied to a non-computerised (or manual) system, or 

to an article such as a desk or building.  Further to this, the International Standards 

Organization state that "Usability refers to the extent to which a product can be used 

by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use."[9].The concept of usability can be applied 

to both the digital and physical spaces of a library, and it is vital that university library 

systems and interfaces, as well as the library buildings themselves are usable. Every 

university library will have the various systems and interfaces in place to support 

library activities with these systems potentially having thousands of users each with 

differing levels of computer experience, and also library experience. Similarly the 

physical library needs to be a usable space for both experienced and inexperienced 

users.  

In common with other businesses and institutions, university libraries will have 

policies to cover areas such as circulation i.e. loan lengths and fines for exceeding 

these, collection development, user behaviour or conduct, and also computer use. 

There may also be policies which have the implicit aim of improving users’ 

experiences. Policies have been referred to as “...rules or guidelines that express the 

limits within which action should occur”[10]. Rather than stating what should or 

should not be done, policies establish parameters for the decision maker [11].  By 

having a user experience policy, libraries can make a pledge to their users to make 

their systems as usable as possible and to do this on an ongoing and regularly 

reviewed basis, so as to create the best user experience possible. 

It has been argued that there will always be a gap in understanding between 

technology development and its use [12]. Petre et al’s [13] investigation into the total 

customer experience of e-commerce shoppers highlights this when it stresses the 

importance of thinking beyond just the web interfaces of a system to include other 

factors such as the delivery of the products or post-sales support. Customers have 

high expectations in these areas and if disappointed will not return to the website for 

further purchases, however usable it is. There is therefore potentially a gap between 

users’ expectations and those of the e-commerce operator.  

In a study of the usability of London transport systems, Inglesant and Sasse[14] 

emphasise the need for system usability to be considered and made a priority at the 

policy design stage. This research centred on users’ lived experiences of using 

London transport systems such as the Oystercard and Congestion Charge scheme, 

with the researchers’ beliefs that each system is an ecology of interfaces and media 

types, not just websites. In information ecologies, the spotlight is placed not only on 

technology, but also on the human activities that are served by technology. They are 

systems of people, practices, values and technologies in a particular environment[15].  

An example of an information ecology is a doctor’s surgery where doctors, nurses, 

receptionists and patients are the people involved, the practices are medical 

examinations and treatments, the values are to provide high-quality healthcare to 

improve health, and the technologies would include patients’ records systems or 
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accounting systems to track costs [12]. In the transport usability study, users of the 

transport systems were interviewed and asked to reflect on their experiences. 

Observation of users’ activities was also undertaken. This once again highlighted the 

gap between what users and policy makers expect from a system, with the researchers 

concluding that usability must be considered prior to the implementation of a system 

[14].  

The following diagram shows that there are gaps between some of the expectations 

of library users compared with those of the policymakers.  
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Figure 1. The gaps between user and policymaker library expectations. 

 

This builds on the concept of technological frames which identify the goals and 

problems that particular groups have with technology.  Members of each of these two 

distinct groups, users and policymakers, will have similar yet not necessarily identical 

degrees of inclusion in the technological frame [16]. In a library environment users 

interact with both the library systems and the library building and have expectations 

in these areas, while similarly policymakers also have their own expectations. So for 

example users may expect to have a library system that is quick to use whereas 

policymakers hope it will fix the problems associated with the system it is replacing. 

Library users may want an environmentally-friendly building, but policymakers need 

to be aware of costs and may use cheaper materials.  
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2 Aim of the study 

 
The theme of an ecology of interfaces applied to London transport systems can 

equally be applied to university library systems. Library systems can be complex 

especially to new students or those with less library experience, with some students 

even feeling high levels of anxiety when using the university library. They may also 

experience usability issues, and problems with the library environment, but may be 

unaware or unsure of how to report these or who to report them to. Similarly, library 

staff may simply be ignorant of the usability issues that students are facing on a daily 

basis, and also unaware of problems that exist within the library environment. There 

is a potential socio-technical gap between what librarians and technologists can offer 

and what is socially required by users [17]. Having a stated policy regarding usability 

and user experience can make this gap visible and is one way of moving towards a 

resolution of these issues.  

Past research has looked at the library experience in terms of its environmental 

factors [1], and there have also been studies of the usability of the library’s various 

systems such as the website utilising a number of research methods. For example 

Battleson et al [18] investigated the usability of a university library website by asking 

participants to carry out tasks and to “think aloud”, while Thompson [19] remotely 

observed users interacting with a library website.  As previously discussed, 

researchers in systems in other areas such as transport have emphasised the need for a 

policy regarding usability and user experience[14]. Although it is not unusual for 

researchers to study the usability of library systems, past studies have tended to 

concentrate on one particular area such as the library website or catalogue. This study 

is taking a more holistic view and looking at usability in terms of overall user 

experience of the physical and digital libraries. 

The hypothesis for this study is that a university library user experience policy will 

help to close the gap between user expectations and experiences. It is an exploratory 

multiple case study, and aims to find out whether and how user experience can form 

part of university library policy, and where it is absent how it can effectively be 

incorporated into policy. It also looks at the factors that the policy should cover by 

exploring the empirical foundations for such policies. This is investigated from the 

viewpoint of both the library users and the library stakeholders such as managers and 

other staff. The research questions that this study is attempting to answer are: 

 

How can user experience best be incorporated into university library policy? 

 

What type of user experience factors should university library policy cover? 

 

 

3 Method 

 
In order to answer these questions, this study requires data from both library 

stakeholders i.e. managers and staff, and also library users i.e. students, academic 

staff or others. Three university libraries were selected with each being treated as a 

case study. The cases are a range of UK university types with one being a post-1992 
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(or new) institution, which is a university that was formerly a college of higher 

education or a polytechnic, but acquired university status as the result of  a 1992 act 

of Parliament. The second case study is a longer established university which is also a 

member of the 1994 group of research universities, a collection of 13 internationally 

renowned, research-intensive universities with the aim of promoting excellence in 

research and teaching [20]. The third is a specialist institution focused on 

postgraduate study and research. Having these three types should add more range, 

depth and interest than if similar types were investigated.  

Library users at each of the cases were surveyed to reveal their opinions on the 

library’s usability and their own experience of using it. This was done via a 

questionnaire administered personally by the researcher by stopping and asking 

students on campus. This is because questionnaires can have a low response rate 

unless carried out in this way [21], and also because university students are often 

asked to complete either paper-based or web-based questionnaires, and as a result 

some universities are actively trying to limit the number of them being carried out. 

Participants were selected in the library, and although this resulted in a convenience 

sample, it has been noted that convenience samples are very common especially in 

social research [22].  

The questionnaire firstly asks for background information about the student, for 

example age, area of study and gender. There are then questions about library use in 

order to decide whether the participant is a regular or infrequent, experienced or 

inexperienced library user. The next part of the questionnaire is adapted from 

Koohang and Ondracek’s [23] research into users’ views of digital libraries. The 

questionnaire designers state that it is “..a highly valid and reliable instrument”. 

There is a series of Likert scale questions assessing the user’s current views on library 

usability based on 12 properties, followed by more Likert scale questions evaluating 

the user’s perceptions of the importance of each of the 12 properties. This means that 

it is then possible to calculate the gap between the user’s experiences of the usability 

of the library and their expectations of its usability. The participant is asked to think 

about the library building and its systems as a single entity when answering the 

questions. The 12 usability properties include factors such simplicity – whether the 

library is simple and straightforward to use, user control – whether the user feels in 

control of his or her actions in the library and knows what to do, and navigability – 

whether the user can find his or her way around the library and its systems. The other 

nine factors are: 

 

 Comfort – whether the user feels at ease using the library 

 User-friendliness – whether the user believes the library is user-friendly 

 Adequacy – does the user feel the information accessed in the library 

meets their needs? 

 Consistency – are the words, terms and actions used in the library 

consistent? 

 Access time – can the user find what they need in a reasonable time? 

 Readability – is the information accessed readable and uncluttered? 

 Recognition – whether the use recognises the features and functions of 

the library 
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  Visual presentation – is there signage and text to grab the user’s 

attention? 

 Relevancy – is the information accessed in the library relevant to the 

user’s requirements? 

 

Finally the participant is asked for any user experience or usability issues that they 

have encountered. Forty questionnaire responses have been collected at each 

university. Data collected was analysed statistically using the software, Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).  

Key members of staff were interviewed at each library in order to gain information 

about user experience policy. Usability issues are also covered in these interviews, 

with staff asked to discuss any known problems that occur in library and with its 

systems. The questions were open-ended in nature so that interviewees can be asked 

about facts and their opinions [24]. Three interviews are to be carried out at each 

library, ideally with a manager, a frontline member of staff, and an information 

technology or systems staff member. The interviews were recorded, transcribed and 

then analysed via a qualitative content analysis approach which involves searching 

out the underlying themes in the materials being analysed [22].  

Analysis of any policy documents is also to take place at each library to ascertain 

what has been written regarding policy in relation to usability and user experience. 

Additionally a survey of all UK university libraries will be carried out to find out 

what policies are in place across the sector. This will be done by looking at each 

library’s website.  

As a part of each case study, empirical data is required to “set the scene” at each 

library. The researcher observed the day-to-day working of each library to help gather 

background information and to form specific interview questions for staff.  

 

 

 

4 Findings and anticipated results 
 

Currently data has been collected at the three cases. A total of 120 questionnaires 

have been carried out, 40 at each of the three cases. Library A is the new university, 

Library B is the postgraduate specialist institution, and Library C is the member of the 

1994 research group of universities. Staff interviews have been carried out at Library 

B, and the survey of policy documents is underway. 

 

4.1 The libraries 

 

   Library buildings remain central to library services [5], and the allocation of space 

and facilities therein has impacts on how the university library is used. Students now 

expect different zones for individual silent study or group work. They also expect 

personal computers (PCs), printers and even café facilities.  

   Library A is housed in a building attached to other parts of the university. It has four 

floors, with the ground floor containing a careers advice centre for students, along 

with a series of library self-issue machines. The first floor is set aside for silent study 

and also has a number of PCs for student use as well as shelves of books. The library 
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helpdesk is on the second floor along with the bulk of the PCs and printers available 

in the building. Staff offices are also based here. The rest of the space is given over to 

books. The third and fourth floors also contain book shelves PCs and study areas, but 

the fourth has provision for group work with some seminar rooms as well as large 

round tables with screens around to help keep noise to reasonable levels.  

Library B was built in the early 1990s, is a stand-alone building on campus, and 

has three storeys. The ground floor has a number of seminar rooms and an area 

containing food and drink vending machines with a large table. The first and second 

floors are similar in layout, and both have individual workspaces with PCs, seminar 

rooms, and bookstock. Staff are based mainly on the first floor, with helpdesks and 

self-issue machines here too. Quiet study areas are on the second floor.  

Library C is situated centrally on the university campus and has recently had a 

large extension added to increase the number of study spaces, PCs and group study 

rooms available to students. The library is now a mixture of the “old”, more 

traditional library space, and the “new” state-of-the-art space. There are five floors in 

the building with silent study and group work areas. Level one is where the main 

entrance, self-issue machines and staff offices are located, and there is also an area 

containing food and drink vending machines along with seating and tables. Books and 

PCs are distributed across the five levels, with the third floor having a more relaxed 

work area containing sofas and armchairs. 

 

 

4.2 The questionnaire participants 

 

Questionnaire participants fall into three separate age groups with 50% aged 18 to 

24 years, 37% in the 25 to 34 years age group, and 13% aged 35 years or older. Sixty 

per cent of participants were male and 40% were female. The vast majority of 

participants (84%) described themselves as frequent library building users, with only 

6% saying that they hardly use the library building, while 55% were frequent users of 

the library website. 

Fifty-nine per cent of participants were postgraduates, with 31% being 

undergraduates. The other 10% of the sample was made up of research students, staff 

and alumni. The vast majority of participants, 94%, were full-time students, and the 

most popular study subject areas were Engineering (24%), Business(18%), and  

Natural Sciences (12%). 

 

 

4.3 Questionnaire results 

 

The three main uses of the library buildings are: 

 

 Borrowing and returning books 

 Individual study with library materials 

 Accessing computers 

 

While the three main uses of the library website are: 
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 Searching the catalogue for books and materials 

 Searching the library databases and e-journals 

 Browsing electronic books (e-books) 

 

Looking at results in terms of user expectations of library usability, the three areas 

where users have the highest expectations are: 

 

 Relevancy 

 Adequacy 

 Simplicity 

 

This means that participants expect the information in their library to be relevant to 

their needs as well as adequate for their needs. They also expect the library and its 

associated systems to be simple to use. 

 

Lesser expectations are in the following 3 areas: 

 

 Recognition 

 Consistency 

 Visual presentation 

 

Meaning that participants are less concerned that they are able to recognise the 

features and functions of the library, or that the words, terms and actions used in the 

library are consistent. They are also less concerned that there is signage and text to 

grab their attention.  

These results show that participants are concerned about the information they 

access and how they access it, and less concerned about the appearance and 

functionality of the library and its systems. And looking at the three cases separately, 

the lists of user expectations are very similar suggesting that students have the same 

issues and concerns regardless of where or what they are studying. 

The data can also be analysed by looking at the gaps between user expectations and 

experience of using their library. Again the results are similar for the three 

universities with the smallest gaps tending to be as follows: 

 

 Comfort 

 Control 

 User-friendliness 

 

So participants’ expectations and experience are closely matched in terms of 

feeling at ease using the library, feeling in control of what they are doing, and feeling 

that the library is user-friendly. 
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The largest gaps between expectations and experience tend to occur in these three 

areas: 

 

 Access time 

 Adequacy 

 Relevancy 

 

It has already been established that participants have high expectations as far as 

adequacy of information and relevancy of information. However, these results show 

that their high expectations in these two areas are not being met by their actual 

experience thus showing where improvements are likely to be required. The largest 

gap concerns access time. It would seem that it takes participants much longer than 

they would like to find the information they need, and again this is an area where 

improvements are needed. 

 

4.3 Staff views 

 

Interviews with staff at library B have shown that usability testing is carried out 

whenever possible at the library, but that this is often done in an informal way, for 

example by asking students to look at a new interface or system and then asking for 

feedback. Sometimes students volunteer information when a change is made, by 

telling staff their opinions, and a library Facebook page encourages feedback.  

   Generally staff  believe that a stated policy on user experience is beneficial, and that 

formal usability testing via methods such as focus groups is valuable. But they also 

point out that while it is possible to feedback issues to a software supplier, the 

interface of a library software package will not usually be changed to meet the 

concerns of one library alone.  

   Library staff  help and advise students with computerised systems such as the 

library catalogue, and also the manual systems for example the shelving classification 

system. They note that the library can become busy and at times there is a lack of 

workspace for students.  

 

 

 

5 Discussion 
 

Data collection in this study is still ongoing, and as yet it is not possible to fully 

answer the research questions or to make conclusions.  

   It has been seen that library users at the three cases value the adequacy and 

relevancy of the information available in the library, and are less concerned about the 

appearance and functionality of it. Further analysis of the questionnaire data by age, 

gender, area of study etc will add further insights, and interviews with staff will no 

doubt show similarities and contrasts with the students’ opinions.  Opinions of library 

usability are lived experiences in that the students or other users have used the library 

to try to achieve a particular goal. This goal could be as simple as finding a book on a 

particular topic, or as complex as writing a literature review for a Masters dissertation, 
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but it goes beyond their experience of using a computer to include other technological 

and human factors along with their own experience, capabilities and values [14]. 

    If the university library is viewed as an information ecology, it has students, 

academic staff, librarians and other support staff as the people involved. Its practices 

are the provision of information in various formats both physical and digital, while its 

values are to provide this information in such a way that it is easy to access, readable, 

relevant and adequate.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Creating a library user experience policy. 

 

  This study aims to shows that the creation of a library user experience policy begins 

with the identification of the socio-technical gap between experiences and 

expectations. This is when library usability opinions from staff, students and other 

library users are gathered, and analysed in conjunction with the existing library 

policies, and the existing functionality of the library building and systems. The policy 

needs to be a commitment to library users to continuously strive to improve the 

library systems and interfaces, and in order to meet users’ needs its impact must be 

assessed on an ongoing basis. 
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Abstract. The goal of this work-in-progress paper is to consider the utility of 

current theoretical and methodological HCI and work analysis approaches in 

understanding and supporting knowledge workers in their coping with contem-

porary computing ecosystems at work, and pinpoint the limitations of the de-

sign target formulation in current HCI approaches. The new approach discussed 

is to focus the design efforts, instead of technical artifacts, into the observation, 

understanding and development of computing practices. Alternative, emerging 

conceptualizations and methodological options to study and advice the devel-

opment of everyday computing practices in knowledge work is proposed.  
 

Keywords: knowledge work, computing  practices, design, use life-cycle 

 

1 Introduction  

When considering both popular and scholarly discussion related to the most promi-

nent determinants of work wellbeing and performance of contemporary knowledge 

workers, certain themes recur with accelerating frequency. Information overload, 

interruptions, multitasking, always-on availability and the growth of the computing 

ecosystem versatility are characteristics of everyday work potentially challenging the 

knowledge worker’s sense of control in their work. All of the above mentioned chal-

lenging phenomena are more or less related to interaction between the human and the 

computing environment. Computing environment stretch the operational limits of 

human attention, concentration, memory and self-control, be it subjectively experi-

enced or objectively measured. 

The goal of this conceptual work-in-progress paper is to consider the utility of 

current theoretical and methodological HCI and work analysis approaches in under-

standing and supporting knowledge workers in their coping with contemporary com-

puting ecosystems at work. Special focus is to observe how the everyday computing 

practices of the knowledge workers is addressed in the HCI and work analysis litera-

ture. We examine how the target of design is conceptualized in HCI and in certain 

approaches of work analysis, and how the positioning of design target may limit the 

expected results of work practice design and development efforts. After that we pro-
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pose an extension of the design target of HCI that we find relevant when analyzing 

and developing computing practices in knowledge work. To ground the feasibility of 

the proposed approach we discuss rather new data collection methods which serve the 

goals of the extended target of design in HCI. We also acknowledge certain concepts 

from contemporary HCI and work analysis as applicable in the newly framed HCI in 

work settings. The discussion is motivated by our recently started research project 

called “Construction of evaluation and development approach for information ergo-

nomics in knowledge work”, which is funded by Finnish Work Environment Fund.  

2 Computing work practices in HCI and work analysis 

The goal of HCI has been at least traditionally to understand, design, evaluate and 

implement interactive computing systems for human use. In work settings one of the 

more detailed goals has been enabling more productive work practices and processes 

[1]. HCI in work settings seeks to make work (and life) involving computing fit better 

with plethora of human characteristics. The time-scale of design and research ap-

proaches in HCI have lately been extended to cover also stages after the technical 

implementation and adoption of technologies. These stages are conceptualized as 

appropriation, configuring and design-in-use (see e.g. [2-4]). 

The design goal of HCI - more successful interaction and use - however seems to 

be focused or framed in a certain way both in HCI research and practice. When con-

sidering design and development efforts, it seems that while the methods of practical 

HCI design aim to target interaction, most of the efforts of the design materialize as 

modified designs of the technical applications and devices - the computer side of the 

HCI concept dyad. Users and their activities, emotions and even biofeedback are 

shadowed, recorded, analyzed and modeled, but the implications and conclusions 

derived and the practical design recommendations and requirements given typically 

address only the computer or application side, not the human user side. This tendency 

can be observed for example in the literature reporting the application of participatory 

design in real world development projects. It is practically impossible to find a report-

ed participatory design project related to the application of information technology, 

where the development effort would not have been motivated by an organizational, 

predetermined need to plan, develop, purchase or modify the information technologi-

cal solution per se. Projects having as a core design goal to enhance and develop the 

utilization of existing technologies practically does not exist. Even the research inter-

est to study the realization, details and lifecycle of IT use after system deployments in 

organizational contexts is very scarce (the rare exceptions are [5],[6],[7],[8],[9]) 

There’s also strong tendency to try to model how the users will use the technical 

artifact in the future, and to equip the artefact with technical affordances that poten-

tially could fulfill emerging user needs and preferences (e.g. infrastructuring proposed 

by [10]). When considering the quality of long-term HCI from the human side, this is 

somewhat desperate approach: majority of the development efforts stop when the 

application is released and not fundamentally changed any more (customization and 

tailoring functionalities are considered as features of mature application). The com-
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puter side of the relation is left practically untouched after the release of the applica-

tion. After this, there’s only the human side of the relation, which can be influenced.  

One potential reason for the practical non-existence of approaches which seek to 

develop the user behavior in longer term and the human side of the HCI dyad is that 

underlying nearly all examinations of human-computer interaction pitfalls is the un-

expressed assumption, that if the interaction fails, the weak or even evil party in the 

interaction process is the computer, not the user or his/her activities. Characteristics of 

the computing solution do not fit e.g. the work practices of individuals and groups. It 

is the technical solution, which needs to be fixed and which requires changes, not the 

human or the human computing practice. The evolving human computing practice is 

something that is often left to develop on its own. Often even unrealistic “abilities” 

are expected from the technical applications, like alertness to user’s errors and capa-

bilities to steer and advice user while he or she is computing whatever goals or tasks 

at hand. 

Another characteristic of the conventional HCI is that it might be interested in 

studying interaction between human and computer in rich, “wild” computing ecolo-

gies, but typically design implications and recommendations derived from observa-

tions concern only a limited facet of the computing ecosystem the user operates, 

namely certain service, application or feature. The chains of real world computing 

activities, where the computing ecosystem is in versatile ways utilized by the user, are 

not considered as a development target per se. However, we believe that the human 

user can and will do a lot to influence the quality of HCI phenomenon after the de-

ployment, during the life-cycle of interaction with the computing ecosystem, even 

though no iterations or considerable changes to the technical computing ecosystem 

(software and hardware) are deployed anymore. 

3 Unknown practice of knowledge work 

Contemporary knowledge work and knowledge workers are very often characterized 

as creative, boundary less and free. Knowledge work and workers are often pictured 

as contrary to the factory workers whose manual work is highly structured, repetitive, 

without freedom to choose the best method, place and time for the work execution. 

Knowledge work and especially their concrete macro and micro working and compu-

ting methods and practices are most often left untouched and unexplored – both in 

practice and in research. Working methods, habits and practices of knowledge work-

ers seem to be a great black box in the research literature. Thomas Davenport [11-12] 

is one of the rare scholars who have questioned this immunity of the knowledge work 

and knowledge workers’ working methods and practices for research scrutiny. 

It seems that continued, post-deployment IT use and its development per se in work 

contexts is not a prime interest of any HCI approach. The studies of appropriation, 

configuring and design-in-use address the rather long post-deployment period of use 

life-cycle, but the main interest is to understand and advice the design of deployed 

technologies or technical means to enable their technical adaptation. The detailed 

paths of computing activities of a user across different applications and the develop-
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ment potential during the life-cycle of everyday computing practices are considered 

rarely. We propose, that understanding computing micro-practices in detail is central 

when considering the work efficiency and control experiences of end-users, and when 

trying uncover the phenomena like the experience of information overload and inter-

ruption. HCI and work analysis seems to resist or at least hesitate to formulate human 

computing practices as a goal of design per se. 

4 Promising conceptual and methodological approaches for 

more life-cycle aware HCI 

When considering the understanding and the systematic development of computing 

practices at work, the turn to the practice and the turn to the wild [13] in HCI provide 

promising conceptual tools. Detailed ethnographic descriptions of work practices may 

serve appropriate grounding for unfolding of actual computing conventions and 

methods knowledge workers apply. In the studies conducted in the tradition of work-

place studies [14] and distributed cognition [15] have provided vivid accounts how 

users and communities in workplace enact to total work environment and its computa-

tional and representational resources. In the practice tradition there is emerging quest 

for not only analysis but also for systematic development and reforming of social 

practices when applying technology into work [16]. The cognitive work analysis is 

explicitly concerned about how HCI can enable designing for worker adaptation [17]. 

A sample of analytical concepts can also prove powerful when descriptions of 

work to enable systematic development of computing practices in work are pursued. 

The application of the concept of computing habit in IS research has devoted more 

attention to the human side of HCI dyad, even though so far the approaches have 

mainly been explorative and descriptive, not design or development oriented [18]. 

Computing habits are controversial when considering efficiency of human-computer 

interaction. Habits make any activity effortless and fluent, but at the same time they 

are very sticky and conservative, hindering possibilities to learn new, enhanced meth-

ods and practices [19].  

Profiling basic, industry-independent knowledge work processes and knowledge 

work types has been provided scantily, but the account of Davenport makes an excep-

tion [11]. Davenport tries to formulate a set of basic working modes of knowledge 

workers, and presents a typology of knowledge workers. In addition, when trying to 

find a unit of work to serve as analytical basic element for characterizing knowledge 

work practice in meaningful granular level, the concept of ensemble is proposed. En-

sembles are units of work which are concrete enough to be distinguished from thick 

account of work, and conceptually they lay between the unit of action and the unit of 

activity [20].  

Promising conceptual tools for development oriented analysis of knowledge work, 

knowledge work practices and computing practices in work can be found from rather 

unexpected direction. In the context of lean management philosophy and development 

practice, treatment of information as a resource of work process and practices has 

emerged. Powerful categorization of different kinds of wastes in lean management 
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approach is applied to the analysis of work practices which involve manipulation of 

information [21]. Even the long abandoned tradition of taylorism and especially its 

most well-known development method, time-and-motion studies, could be successful-

ly adapted to the study of work processes and practices which comprise of infor-

mation flow manipulation. The profound developmental goal of time-motion studies 

was and is even nowadays to equip workers with better and more convenient working 

methods. 

The application of above mentioned, not very conventional analysis frameworks of 

work and computing practice are becoming feasible because of the emergence of new 

empirical methods of tracking the details of everyday computing practices in work. 

Portable lifelogging devices (e.g. Vicon Revue) and associated analysis software, 

tracking software for capturing, logging and analyzing moment-to-moment screen 

activities, and portable, mini-sized video cameras leaving both hands of the user free 

provide powerful but unobtrusive means to study naturally occurring micro-practices 

of computing in work. They provide rich and objective measure about what happens 

in the concrete level of computing operations. This data, when applied as the source 

material for the analysis of actual computing methods can open up totally unrecog-

nized possibilities to recognize the details of computing habits and micro-practices, 

and to understand the determinants of efficacy of human-computer interaction in the 

service of knowledge work. 

5 Conclusions 

In this conceptual work-in-progress paper we have discussed kind of black spot of 

HCI and work analysis, namely the inability to systematically address the develop-

ment on everyday computing practices of knowledge workers. When considering the 

life-cycle of use of any technology, the post-deployment period is the longest phase of 

the life-cycle of use. During the long post-deployment period, the everyday compu-

ting habits and practices evolve, and often very rapidly freeze – regardless of the af-

fordances designed into the technical artefact potentially enabling a more sophisticat-

ed and efficient use. We have observed that development of computing practices and 

habits of individual users and user communities in work organizations are not central 

design targets of current HCI or work analysis efforts. This is an unfortunate limita-

tion, considering the critical role the actual nature of use plays in the shaping of the 

overall impacts of computing for the qualities of work processes and experiences of 

the knowledge workers [22]. Therefore, we propose that a central new design effort 

focus of HCI and work analysis should be the understanding and development of 

everyday computing practices of knowledge workers in their “as-is” computing envi-

ronments. In addition, we proposed emerging and promising conceptual and methodo-

logical approaches to address the shortage. 
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Abstract.. Mobile probing is a method, which has been developed for learning 

about digital work situations, as an approach to discover new grounds. The 

method can be used when there is a need to know more about users and their 

work with certain tasks, but where users at the same time are distributed (in 

time and space). Mobile probing was inspired by the cultural probe method, and 

was influenced by qualitative interview and inquiry approaches. The method 

has been used in two subsequent projects, involving school children (young 

adults at 15-17 years old) and employees (adults) in a consultancy company. 

Findings point to mobile probing being a flexible method for uncovering the 

unknowns, as a way of getting rich data to the analysis and design phases. On 

the other hand it is difficult to engage users to give in depth explanations, which 

seem easier in synchronous dialogs (whether online or face2face). The devel-

opment of the method, its application to the two projects, and the challenges 

and potentials which were found are discussed in this paper. 

 

Keywords: Human Work Interaction Design, Cultural & mobile probes, online 

empirical data gathering methods, ICT, designs for learning 

1 Introduction - Research Area and Focus 

It is difficult for a designer or researcher to ask questions pertaining to user’s work 

process, task or similar, if the existence of this process or task is not known to the 

designer/researcher.. Similar, for a user, it is difficult to recall aspects, no matter how 

relevant they may be to convey, if these are not touched upon in the dialog.  

     One of the authors had through previous experience from practice (research-based 

design and research-based consultancy) found herself in this paradox of trying to get 

to the “heart of things”. It seems that applying traditional qualitative methodologies to 

a digital and online setting does often not bring about much information besides what 

is being asked about. Moving to more ethnographic approaches as observations and 

task analysis can be difficult to do online, and requires a lot of hours for both collect-

ing and analyzing data. With methods as online interviews and focus groups, it has 

been difficult to bring forward the so called non-knowledge. This does not mean that 

the knowledge is tacit to the users; but simply that when the questions are not asked; 

the issues are just not touched upon in the digital / online interviews, focus groups or 

a “describe your workflow” situation. 
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     The cultural probes method is a more explorative approach, which on previous 

occasions has provided valuable information, in particular when combined with other 

inquiry- and interview-based methods in traditional face2face situations [12]. Conse-

quently, it became relevant to look for a way to transfer these experiences to digital 

and mobile methods. 

Based on the before mentioned difficulties with getting to non-knowledge, the first 

research question was to see if mobile probes can provide an adequate way forward. 

Secondly, to investigate, which adaptations of the method were useful when gathering 

qualitative empirical data from end-users, to be applied to the design process. 

Two projects have been involved in this research so far. In 2010 the method was 

used in a project on mobile learning, where school children from the same school in 

8.grade participated (young adults at 15-17 years old). Here, the objective was to gain 

knowledge from users, in order to inform the design process of a mobile application 

to be used in the educational system. The other and most recent use of the method was 

in 2011, where the participants were employees from a major Danish consultancy 

company. This project had a dual objective: One perspective was to learn about the 

employees’ standpoint (feelings about) and use of the existing knowledge sharing 

platform, in relation to the concept of knowledge sharing (what was understood by 

this term), and their knowledge sharing strategies in practice. The project also wanted 

to discover and map possibilities for mobile support of the practiced concept of 

knowledge sharing in the company.  

A common focus area, on the practical level of these two involved projects, has 

been the need to acquire knowledge directly from the end-users; on their work tasks 

and processes related to knowledge sharing in general and on their use of digital me-

dia, more specifically mobile phones / smart phones.  

     The tasks under investigation were also carried out in a very mobile or flexible 

environment. For example the employees in the consultancy case, worked from dif-

ferent locations, and only sometimes at the office. Similar for the young adults, who 

were in and out of school, at home, with friends and so forth. Both projects wanted 

information about a specific group of people (contextual information) and their cur-

rent use of their smart phones in general and in relation to how future use-situations 

could be. In the situation of the consultancy the employees were even situated in dif-

ferent countries, making the need for a digital empirical gathering tool, even more 

eminent. 

Research findings point to that applying mobile probes in an almost qualitative in-

terview fashion, utilising the users own mobile equipment can be a very rewarding for 

the projects in term of uncovering non-knowledge. However, in some situations the 

mobile probes are seen as intrusive to daily practice (understood as too time consum-

ing for user to deal with).  

In the following, a brief presentation of the concept of non-knowledge and a dis-

cussion of its implications for this paper is given. Afterwards, a presentation and dis-

cussion is given of the literature and history on cultural probes as it relates to the de-

velopment of this mobile probing method. Then the first research design considera-
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tions are outlined in the first use of the method.
1
 Afterwards the second project and its 

methodological use are presented, followed by a general discussion on findings relat-

ed to the mobile probing method.  

2 Non-knowledge 

Non-knowledge is the knowledge that depends on context, social relations and arti-

facts in order to become codified. 

An integral aspect of the mobile probe method is its ability to help gather otherwise 

hard to handle knowledge. This paper does however not offer space nor is it the place 

for a long discussion on the differences between tacit and explicit knowledge, on 

codified and uncodified knowledge and on focal and subsidiarily knowing, to put it in 

Michael Polanyis terms, and the often used quote that “There are things that we know 

but cannot tell. “ [16] We would however, like to establish this frame, that the 

knowledge form, which is addressed here, is often both contextually, socially and 

technologically tied, which means it can be very hard, even impossible, for a partici-

pant to describe; as work processes and tasks of everyday life is tied to complex net-

work of actions and interactions, thus it can be difficult to realize the causalities; 

which relations makes which difference. 

If space permitted, it would make sense to here also discuss and refer to Ed 

Hutchins distributed cognition [17], as well as the larger body of knowledge sharing 

literature, for example Nonaka and Hirotake [18], as the concept of non-knowledge as 

it is used in this paper is closely related to the codifiability of interpersonal 

knowledge. 

 For the work presented in this paper, the postulate is that a part of the code is kept 

outside the person “holding” the studied knowledge. This means that this “outside”, 

whether artifact or human, needs to be documented or brought into play, if a larger 

piece of the sum-knowledge (which is not an a priori definite sum) is to be shared or 

understood in design and design-research. This makes it necessary to identify rela-

tional ties between the studied knowledge and the context and artifact that it is inter-

woven with. Without gathering this data, the state of the knowledge is in danger of 

getting perceived as everything is tacit knowledge, which cannot be made explicit, 

while in fact some is pre-codified and can be “talked about”, when connected to the 

“outside” documented nodes.  

With a somewhat different objective, though not far from, Lotte Darsø in one of 

her earlier papers with the title: Is there a formula for innovation? Defines and de-

scribes non-knowledge as part of her model for innovation. “Non-knowledge deals 

with that which we know, we do not know; that which we do not know, we do not 

know; and finally that which we did not have a clue about, that one could know. The 

problem with non-knowledge is, that is it an uncertain and fear-provoking area to be 

in, and this leads to, that most people prefer to withdraw to safer grounds.. [and she 

continues, when referring to how we can work with non-knowledge] …. This is pri-

                                                           
1  Research on the first project, with a focus on the domain findings: designing for mobile 

learning, is published in [11]. 
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marily done by asking questions – and keeps asking questions.” [19, p.6]. (The term 

non-knowledge as used by Darsø has been developed in collaboration with her then 

ph.d. advisor Henrik Herlau). 

An integral aspect of this view, is that the design-researcher, who is in both an ana-

lytical and design activity of getting to know the users, context and technologies, and 

who is mindful to documentation in-situ; also need to think about: what has not yet 

been written, talked about, taking pictures off, which relations did I not see, what can 

surprise me; and what can I learn now, that I could not predict before? 

3 Methodological Considerations 

The Cultural Probes method was originally introduced to HCI by Gaver, Dunne and 

Pacenti. The method was developed using probes such as maps, postcards and other 

materials that were designed to provoke inspirational responses from elderly people in 

diverse communities [4]. The method provided empirical user generated data, whose 

content could not be predicted and which held valuable information about emotions, 

reasons as well as visual representations. This data collecting process preceded the 

design phase and contributed to the qualitative knowledge-base about users. [4,5]. 

The typical cultural probing process has used a large degree of openness and ano-

nymity. For example the postcard could contain a statement or question, as open as 

“what is a living room to you”, and some would return with a description of their own 

living room, others with a dream scenario, some focus on the layout, others on what 

on activities etc. etc. As the post card would be pre-stamped or handed in to a box, the 

anonymity would be well preserved.  

In the presented projects in this paper, there was a need know something about a 

known and pre-defined user group, within a relatively well defined area, on the other 

hand the cultural probes perspective of openness was also desired. Interviews and 

focus groups would be feasible ways, but could not stand alone. A number of methods 

inspired from ethnography are often too expensive or otherwise resosurce consuming 

to implement in large scale for many smaller research projects or development pro-

jects with research involvement.  

This primarily concerns two aspects: time used to plan, conduct and analyse the da-

ta gathering, and time usage equired  from the participants. The latter was especially 

of concern in the consultancy case and would be in many similar situations. A hybrid 

probing method was thus selected based on both appropriateness, but also scaled to 

the project size. 

Others have used hybrid probing methods, as using them in a game-environment, 

which in the cases listed significantly increased the number of responses [13], and the 

cultural probes have also moved to digital probing materials and in recent years in 

particular to focus on mobile probes using mobile phones [1]. Iversen & Nielsen ap-

plied mobile phones, as they needed to utilise a media which was suitable for children 

[7]. In a Finnish study by Hulkko et al, the aim was to make the probe more accessi-

ble in all contexts. Their research was rooted in a customer survey perspective, inves-

tigating the buying habits and decisions people make when buying clothes (thoughts 
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and visual impressions). Consequently, they too digitized the cultural probes concept, 

handing out mobiles with attached cameras, with the intention of getting empirical 

data gathered in-situ [6]. The review of mobile probes studies also indicates that the 

method is predominantly used in the consultancy domain as opposed to the research 

domain where it can be focused more on input to practice. For example, one company 

developed a mobile based 'probe pack'. A tool for collecting data, with the purpose of 

reducing development and execution time associated with the use of probes [10]. 

There are two arguments for using digital probe forms: it provides means for get-

ting access to situated information, and users today recognize and are motivated by 

mobile phones in the same way as disposable cameras and post cards was [7].  

The digital based probes are sometimes linked to Experience Sampling, used in a 

form of non-present observation of the everyday life of respondents. Experience sam-

pling was originally described as: “to identify and analyze how patterns in people’s 

subjective experience relate to the wider conditions of their lives. The purpose of 

using this method is to be as “objective” about subjective phenomena as possible 

without compromising the essential personal meaning of experience” [14]. It should 

however be noted, that technology focused data gathering, using handed-out technol-

ogy will not provide a valid technology usage picture. Instead it will most likely give 

insight into the adaptation and acquisition of new technology. While the Experience 

sampling method seeks to minimize this by prompting for in-situ, descriptive data 

Mobile Probes uses a semi structured approach, combined with non-intrusive technol-

ogy. One of the guiding questions for using the method in the mentioned studies could 

therefore be phrased as; if mobile phones are handed out as part of the empirical data 

gathering process, and the data gathering process is about mobile phones: how natural 

would their use be to their everyday lives? 

In the above studies the participants were given new tools (hard-/software), which 

they had to learn to use, before being able to respond on the probe tasks. If such a 

strategy is applied, it may seem extensive and intrusive to the participants, because 

learning a new media and being able to use it actively, is a process that takes time and 

energy. Even if the learning curve over time becomes shorter for some user groups 

(that is the time needed for acquiring the ability to use a new smart phone, may be 

relatively small for some user groups) it is not part of a natural work situation to carry 

several phones; to work on one phone while carrying out the usual digital tasks and 

then shift to a new phone to send data to the research project. 

In the projects, the mobile phone was not only acting as an agent for acquiring em-

pirical data (as the situation in hitherto mobile probe settings as seen above) but was 

also the technological medium for which data should say something about (mobile 

learning and knowledge sharing / management). Consequently, not only the content of 

the data but also the ways in which data was delivered and handled, provided a valua-

ble dimension for investigating mobile use. It would not make sense to give the par-

ticipants a new phone, with different operating systems and apps than they usually 

use, as it would say less about their everyday informal strategies. 

Probes have often been applied by probing people randomly, with pre-designed 

probes and answer-channel (text, picture etc) or by allowing participants to choose 

time and answer-channel [4,5,6]. There are no immediate follow up on the returning 
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data from the participants’ [1]. Boehner et al. argue for probes that work as an open 

conversation with the participants. A conversation, where the researchers’ contribu-

tion is a response to what was expressed in the answers coming in from the partici-

pants’, instead of making representations that delimit the design space [1].  As a re-

sult, a more dialog oriented approach, seem appropriate [2].  

In a semi-structured interview, the interview guide is pre-formulated [8]. The guide 

sets the scene, but enables the interviewer to come with follow-up questions, to guide 

the participants in new directions or to even omit subjects from the pre-formulated 

guide if this is relevant in the context as the interview takes place.  

An important aspect of the cultural probes method is that it does not aim at gener-

ating data, which should go through a traditional qualitative analysis; rather the objec-

tive is to make the researcher sensitive towards the emotions, experiences and causali-

ties of the participating group [4]. The initial focus of the probes has thus newer been 

on the development of products, but on new understandings of users and their use of 

technology [5]. However, in the research and development projects outlined in this 

paper, the objective has been to understand users’ application and utilization of exist-

ing technology in order to make future design decisions or strategies of design. This 

may influence the original method in terms of how the received data from becomes 

sorted and analysed. In “Moving from cultural probes to agent-oriented requirements 

engineering “Anne Boettcher discuss data collection in social environments via cul-

tural probes and uses socially oriented requirements analysis for informed technology 

production [15]. However, mobile propping in these settings does not take place in a 

vacuum, but in projects were a number of other design activities take place. The in-

tention would not be to let the responses to the probes be subjected to a direct transla-

tion into a design, or to see them as “correct answers to a problem”. The idea is rather 

to support the codification and understanding of all data from all methods; to rest on a 

better foundation of users, their opinions and emotions, and their everyday practice. 

In summary and for the outlined contexts, the combination of methods could make 

it possible to expand on the dialogical aspect, as the mobile phone enables a more 

flexible probing process than pre-printed post cards and similar material, using gener-

ic programs familiar to the participants (as sms, mms, mail etc.). Also, where inter-

views and surveys have a more retrospective character and ethnographic or anthropo-

logical research often requires a “researcher to go native”; in this kind of mobile prob-

ing the researcher could ask to the “here and now” of a situation and alongside the 

actual answers, receive valuable metadata pertaining to contextual technology usage. 

The probes are part of a larger set of methods applied in pre-phases and data from the 

probes are analysed and joined with data from the other methods. 

4 First Use – Mobile Learning in Schools 

Through ministerial funds a project partnership was formed between a broadcasting 

corporation and two private companies with the objective to develop a learning appli-

cation for Smartphones. The vision was to combine digital information from archives 

with current information, and thereby support learning in multiple disciplines (as 
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relating historical and current news shown on the phone as the user moves in the city 

spaces). One of the authors of this paper was invited as a research-based consultant 

within IT didactical design and two other authors participated as research assistants, 

where they applied the data in their master studies. IT didactical design refers to the 

theories, models and practices of teaching and learning supported by IT, focusing on 

the process perspectives in educational design, as activities relating to both (re-

)designing, planning, running, adapting and evaluating learning processes and spaces 

for learning. 

The pre-phase began in the spring of 2010. However though the researchers final-

ised the pre-phase, the partnership between the companies dissolved and the project 

itself was newer finalised. Nevertheless, the process and findings were methodologi-

cal relevant.  

The project's primary audience was students at 15-17y. According to the project 

description: in 2009 more than 98% of these Danish students were using mobile 

phones, one third send photos, videos or similar and roughly one in five surf the web 

using their mobile phones. However, in 2010 very little was known about the informal 

strategies, the cognitive and subjective processes, as well as the reasons and motiva-

tions for mobile applications use. A small investigation based on the Cultural and 

Mobile Probe method was seen as an adequate way forward at the same time as work-

shops and low-fi prototypes were designed and evaluated. The research design was 

build on the assumption that the probe data would spread light on what are the posi-

tive and negative user experience elements, and how these components influence the 

students’ choice and learning strategies.  

Access to the potential participants, was gained through the headmaster in order to 

get permission to contact them during school hours. All students in the age group 

were presented to the project and encouraged to contact the researcher if they wished 

to participate. The final participants were chosen from those who replied, based on 

criteria’s related to their access to the technology, and their experience with 

Smartphones. Subsequently four students from the same high school were chosen, 

adopting a homogenous and typical sampling based strategy [2]. 

 The probing took place over a period of seven days in which the participants re-

ceived text messages with various questions about their use of Smartphones, and re-

ceived tasks they should address utilising various media and generic Smartphone 

functions. The participants received three text messages each day. The first question 

was typically sent in the morning, the second at noon, and the third around 6 o'clock 

in the evening. The first two questions were almost always the same for all partici-

pants, whereas the third was often used as a follow-up question to their previous re-

sponses, making it individual. Three questions per day enabled some of the positive 

aspects of semi-structured interviews, where you can make inquiries in to the essence 

of opinions [8].  

During the seven days, 81 tasks were sent and 74 answers were received. The an-

swers were primarily text messages, but also many pictures / screen shots. (table 1 

and figure 1). 
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Table 1. Number and type of responses 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of probe response 

picture 

From an analytical perspective, the Mobile probe method objective was not to 

reach a single unambiguous answer or solution, but rather the responses should let the 

researcher become inspired by the participants [1]. With the aim to support the pro-

ject’s rigidity in the analysis phase, while keeping a user-centric focus, user experi-

ence goals and cognitive process variables were applied to the analysis. The cognitive 

processes were identified as: attention, perception & recognition, memory, learning 

and problem-solving, planning etc. The user experience goals were identified, as: 

satisfying, enjoyable, provocative, boring, etc. (All derived from [9]).  

The multi-modal nature of the responses presented a number of challenges during 

both the collection and analysis process. The primary challenge was to organise the 

data in a way that would give it a uniform structure and expression, in order to com-

pare answers and reveal trends and relations. Data also had to be recorded and stored 

during the collection process, in a way that supported the interview-based probes 

approach. Consequently, the project identified "probe managers", sending tasks to the 

participants and communicating with them when necessary. To facilitate this, an 

online data collection site was used, where answers and thoughts on the ongoing pro-

cess was shared. This site allowed simultaneous work on the data.  

For example a simple text-based table was used to store and organise both the pre-

defined guide and questions, as well as the participants' answers; Day 1, Question A, 

participant 1, 2, 3, 4 - Question B, participant 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Organising data this way 

enabled an ongoing preliminary exploratory analysis during the collection phase [2]. 

This overview helped qualify the follow-up questions, and showed if it was necessary 

to deviate from the original questions. After the probing process had ended, a themat-

ic analysis based on predetermined themes began [2]. The theme-set used was based 

on the reflective Cognitive Processes (CP) found in the participants Smartphone use 

and the Subjective User Experiences (SUE) associated with the actual use [9]. 

Through physical and visual (not online) ordering of the relations in the data, it was 

possible to study and discuss which cognitive categories and subjective user experi-
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ences were dominant in the data, and gain insight into the correlations between these 

and different forms of Smartphone interaction (figure 3).  

 

 

Fig. 2. Each piece of user material was first 

analyzed  

 

Fig. 3. Then all pieces were analyzed as a 

collective 

Example: Dohn and Johnson describe m-learning strategies and the use of the stu-

dents' own Smartphones as an advantage. When the students already know the media, 

they are already competent and can rapidly decode relevant strategies and instead 

focus on the learning content. They found students use small one-player games, they 

suggest including these in formal learning applications [3]. But what happens when 

one adopts the cultures and behaviours of the informal strategies into a formal learn-

ing setting? This may be valuable but can also be disadvantageous in some situations. 

As such this projects mobile probe data also showed use of small one-player games. 

The probe process, however, disclosed that they were played as a fast game “to kill 

time”, or while waiting for something else to happen (during transport etc). If de-

signed into learning software, the culture of “beating the game” fast, rather than learn-

ing about the domain knowledge, may be inherited. 

5 Second Use – Knowledge Sharing in consultancy 

This project was conducted in 2011 and it is noteworthy that the consultancy compa-

ny had not asked in advance for the research to take place, but decided to use a great 

deal of effort and man-hours, once they were introduced to the ideas (of the whole 

prehase). The company was in the midst of reorganizing their knowledge sharing 

platform and had discussed the possibility for mobile support, but had not yet investi-

gated this nor made any decisions regarding this. The total pre-phase was part of the 

master students’ thesis, and the primary research focus was the mobile probing meth-

od and how it worked in a pre-phase. 

Prior to the mobile probing process, the potential participants received an introduc-

tion to the method and to the investigation at hand. It was the employees nearest man-

ager who decided, who participated. 6 people participated of 9000 employed in the 

company, making it a truly small, but still interesting insight in to their everyday prac-

tices and feelings towards knowledge management. For the mobile probing process a 

mobile probe guideline was developed, similar to the idea of an interview guide. The 
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objective was to understand more about these employees everyday knowledge sharing 

practice and to learn about the terms and phrases they themselves used for processes 

related to knowledge sharing. The tables below illustrate this point and summarises 

the number of mobile probes and responses sent. 

 Table 2. Summary 

 
 

Table 3. Example of question and answer  

In retrospect, when analysing the time of probe distribution, it becomes obvious 

that the probes consistently was distributed at 9:00, 12:00 and 16:00. Though not an 

explicit decision, clearly the research team shared a notion on when a probe may be 

more or less intrusive. Already at day 1, one of the respondent expressed that the 

probing was a stress factor, responding with a “I am busy these days, so please make 

it brief”. This adds a layer to the mobile probing process as it took place in this con-

text, where the respondent was more or less chosen by the nearest managers and thus 

not volunteered. (Which also became part of the analytical discussion.) 

To use this insight in the pre-phase project results, the analysis took point of depar-

ture in a set of pre-defined themes, derived from the existing data (meeting, materials 

and observations from the consultancy company). A possible drawback here was an 

increased risk for contamination of the data analysis, by inducing ones pre-

conceptions as they are or have been “build” in the analysis of the other data. The 

incremental, iterative analysis process, where the raw data is revisited and where the 

themes are discussed after each cycle (leading to reformulation or even to a theme 

being discarded), aims at minimize this risk.  

Mobile probing is a method that by explicit choice is digital. Nevertheless the 

analysis process makes use of a physical representation and handling / re-coding pro-

cess; a process that takes place after all mobile probes are collected. Good network 

views are available in digital analysis tools as Atlas.ti and NVivo, but the bodily en-

gagement and collaborative dialog while doing so was prioritized here. Soon, tech-

nologies may support the analyst in an acquiring equally sense of the data, but for 

now this was a very adequate process. 
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Fig. 4. Bodily engagement into the collaborative analysis 

6 Discussion of experiences and conclusions 

As every respondent participate in parallel at a given time period, the method pro-

vides a setting for getting access to people independent of space and time. The prob-

ing aspect gives knowledge about what the person is doing, but at the same time 

makes it possible for the researchers or practitioners to make follow-ups based on 

previous responses. Questions that arose were: what does this mean - which would 

lead to an individual follow-up question, and are other people in similar situations - 

which would lead to a follow-up question to all participants. This mean there is the 

possibility to work with gaining some continuity by asking every participant the same 

question in new ways, or new questions all together. This is different from traditional 

interviews, where the basis of the guide may change over time (as interviews are car-

ried out), though follow-up questions of course can and do take place, it means start-

ing up the relation again. Here, the continuity and changes can happen to every partic-

ipant during the mobile probe period. 

However, it was often difficult to receive in-depth answers. This is likely to be 

linked to choice of medium (though not directly investigated in these two projects). In 

particular SMS, but also when answering mails on a phone, which makes the answers 

somewhat short. There is the same tendency in chat-interviews. 

The mobile probing process as used here, made use of a large analytical phase in 

order to use the incoming data in the design phase, whether for design of products or 

design of processes. The physical sorting of data, provides the team with a very dy-

namic and visual representation, but at the same time this process needs logging with 

pictures or similar, to be preserved. And similar a cloud-based storage solution for the 

mobile probe materials is essential in, making it possible to gain access to all the ma-

terial regardless of time and location. This allowed for everyone in the project team to 

get an overview of all the responses, as they are received, and thereby ensured the 

qualification of the open and ongoing dialog.  

 

In conclusion, the mobile probing method and the mobile probes used, differ from the 

existing and original cultural probes in that: During the information gathering process 

the mobile probes takes use of a qualitative interview-based method, with focus on an 

authentic dialog. This gives the researchers the possibility to get to know the re-

searchers and the participants the researchers. Through this, the probing method can 

allow for facilitating the participants, pursue interesting points etc. 
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Secondly, the mobile probing process used a combined analysis strategy, with pre-

defined themes, allowing the on-going analysis of probes as they were received and 

then later in a physical coding process as well.  

Using mobile probes can be a very rewarding for the projects in term of uncovering 

non-knowledge, but in some situations the mobile probes are seen as intrusive (under-

stood as too time consuming for user to deal with).  
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Abstract. Technologies (IT) Companies’ Frameworks have been one of 

the solutions for the increasing demand for new products and services 

that are more and more complex and need to be delivery on the less 

time possible. This paper presents the work in progress in a master the-

sis. The goal was to evaluate Frameworks used by business enterprises 

and to state the advantages and disadvantages in their use. The chosen 

methodology for data collection and analysis was the Grounded Theory 

Method from which it was possible to obtain some conclusions based 

on given answers. With this research, the intention is to present some 

recommendations for companies that work with this type of products to 

improve their productivity and profit. 
 

Keywords: Company Frameworks, Content Management, Graphical 

User Interface, Information Technologies, Work Analysis  

1 Introduction 

The business market has sought, in last years, to take out advantage of new technolo-

gies as a differentiation factor for better productivity and to reach new customers. 

This increased demand has brought pressure to the suppliers of IT to provide products 

and services of greater complexity on a reduced time. 

The IT companies meet their expectations supported on their customers’ claims, 

and they found solutions thinking in profit incomes. For many companies one of the 

ways to be different and to respond to this challenge has been the Frameworks devel-

opment which allows accumulating knowledge and experience that exist within the 

company. Conversely, it permits to advance faster with their products. 

 According (IBM, 1997) “A Framework is a set of blocks of pre-fabricated soft-

ware that programmers can use to apply, or change specific computing solutions. (…) 

With the Frameworks the software developers do not need to start from beginning 

each time they start building an application. Frameworks are built from a collection of 

objects, so far as the design codes to be reused.” 

In this research we try to analyze the impact of these types of tools inside compa-

nies, and we will try to understand the following concerns: 
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 To understand the segment markets where the Companies Frameworks are 

used furthermost; 

 To identify the advantages of using Frameworks for enterprise businesses as 

well as for the development teams; 

 To understand the decision factors considered for the choice of a framework 

and the customers’ satisfaction; 

 To detect key requirements in the creation of Frameworks; 

 To identify areas of improvement on the Frameworks. 

2 Frameworks  

According Sauvé (2012) frameworks can be classified according two dimensions: 

where the framework is used and how it is used. And they can be regarded in three 

distinct ways: 

 White-Box - where the developer modifies or extends existing functionality 

by defining or overlapping methods. 

 Black-Box – where the developer uses functions already presented in the 

Framework (the internal modules of the Framework cannot be viewed or al-

tered and interfaces already defined must be used).  

 Hybrids – has the same behavior as the White-Box and Black-Box 

 Frameworks are used by companies with different goals. It depends on the type of 

use that the company intends to do, in some cases, they only intend to have a tool that 

helps in a simple project’s development, but in other cases, they intended to develop a 

tool that has a huge amount of data and logic definitions. 

2.1 Framework Wizy 

Wizy is an agile development Framework that we use within the enterprise. It enables 

rapid creation of web applications based on web front ends, figure 1. It was created as 

a platform to allow fast development of multiple application projects. Conversely, it 

offers an entire multi-runtime application with embedded functionality for content 

management and workflow. The dispersed data is aggregated in a standard manner 

allowing content management in a flexible way, providing libraries and components 

that let prompt development for custom applications. 



 
Fig. 1.Wizy Structure Organization 

Typically, a framework is composed for several organizational layers that allow a 

higher abstraction for anyone working with the Framework. 

Figure 2 presents an example of the Framework Wizy structured on 4 layers. The 

first layer, External Systems, is the whole systems that interact with Framework. The 

second layer, Content Provider, provides interfaces to interact with internal and exter-

nal systems. The third layer, the Content Aggregation, is where all contents are ag-

gregated into one default or custom ASPX page. The last layer Content Presentation 

is shared between Server and Client: the server sends the page on XML and applies 

XSLTs and CSS styles. The client browser interprets the whole data and shows the 

page to the user. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Framework Wizy Layers 



3 Research Methodology and Methods 

Grounded Theory Methodology was developed by Glaser & Strauss (1967). It is a 

general methodology for developing theory that is based on data systematically col-

lected and analyzed (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Grounded Theory (GT) is a general 

method to use on any kind or combination of data, and it is particularly useful with 

qualitative data (Glaser 1998).  

The main goal of this approach consists of a set of steps which will “guarantee" a 

good theory as the outcome. It involves two phases in the analysis of qualitative data. 

Data fragments are compared in order to derive concepts and categories which catch 

their analytically relevant properties. The second phase is used to elaborate, refine and 

reduce results of the first phase.  

3.1 Research Methods 

 

This research was prepared for business companies which mission is to invest in 

software development for clients who wants customized applications to manage and 

improve their business. 

This study was conducted through the use of different research methods. Data was 

collected from staff interviews, observations, and surveys. Interviews were conducted 

with staff from 11 Portuguese companies whose core business was IT consultancy 

operating in several target markets with over 5 million euros. 

Interviews were face to face on a private room and with the interviewees’ authori-

zation they were audio recorded. Later, a transcript of the interview was made. Based 

on a script several questions were asked and the researcher took also some notes. 

Finally, an anonymous online survey for IT developers was made through pro-

gramming forums, social networks, e.g. LinkedIn. The forum’s participants were 

about developer’s that work with multiple Frameworks.  

4 Work Analysis Procedures 

The main motivation of this research was the researcher’s concern about several re-

jected projects from customers at the end of an order. The intention was to try to un-

derstand and find out the reasons that led projects to this end. 

This research was carried out through several phases. Initially, we started reading 

literature, namely, Fayad (2006) and technical documentation about object-oriented 

application frameworks. Following Charmaz (2006) when applying GTM precon-

ceived conceptions should not be feared but instead serve as a starting-point for look-

ing at data.  After this initial data collection and analysis phases, we decided to make 

interviews. Interviews permitted to have rich data through a constant comparative 

method which constitutes the core of grounded theory, ideas started to be organized 

but needed to be validated. To validate the analyzed data and to keep the GTM pro-

cess of constant comparison analysis, we decided to do an anonymous online survey. 



Several IT companies were invited to collaborate in completing the survey. Fig. 3. 

presents the several phases for data collection, analysis and comparison.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Research Methodology Phases 

On Phase 1 bibliography search and reading are the main objectives for data col-

lection GTM process; after bibliography chosen we passed on Phase 2 where the in-

terviews were prepared and completed to collect data for the analysis. The data was 

compared with the previous bibliography and the online surveys were prepared for 

data validation one phase 3. Phase 3 also includes the data analysis and data and com-

parison with that of other phases.  

On Phase 4 we start to understand the theories emerged from the data analysis.    

 

Based on the literature, different set of profiles were identified to establish a set of 

questions according to interviewees’ experience. After face-to-face interviews, we did 

memo-writing which has high priority in the process of constructing a grounded theo-

ry. Memo-writing is, according to Charmaz, the pivotal step between data collection 

and the draft. When an idea was got, ‘‘It prompts you to analyze your data and codes 

early in the research process’’ (Charmaz 2006:72).  

Interviews demanded a preparation process before: background information about 

Companies’ Frameworks were collected through books and internet articles which 

permitted to understand, as well as, to describe Frameworks’ components and the way 



they work. The researchers also took in consideration around six years of experience 

in one of this kind of companies.  

The reading and note taking processes about frameworks led to a spreadsheet elab-

oration with some questions that should be asked to interviewees. It was realized that 

their different profiles required different forms of questions. A developer, for exam-

ple, sees the Framework on a different way that a supporter or an architect do. 

Defined the profiles and questions meetings were scheduling with all the persons. 

It was decided to start with some of researcher’s colleagues to get more experience 

and to help in the questions’ redefinition. 

When the interviews were concluded a new phase arose, the data transcription and 

analysis. From that moment, different codes were defined to give rise to several cate-

gories. This analysis process was made with other spreadsheet and from there charts 

and diagrams were constructed. Fig.4 summarizes the work analysis during data col-

lection and analysis phases. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Data Collection and Analysis Process 

 

Fig. 5. presents an example of data analysis for one of the answered questions by 

interviewees. 

 

Question: What are the advantages of using Frameworks by business enterprises? 

 



 
Fig. 5. Grounded Theory Method 

5 Results and Discussion  

After data analysis it was found that business sectors that most use Companies 

Frameworks are those of Telecommunications and Media, High Tech, Financial Ser-

vices and Public Administration as shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Activity Sectors 

 

About 89% of respondents have worked with a Framework and from these 43% 

have between 6 and 10 years of experience. 

The benefits for developers who have worked with the frameworks are among oth-

ers the speed of implementation, structuring, reuse and efficiency. The major identi-

fied drawbacks are the lack of documentation and the costs of introducing new fea-

tures as well as versatility of the Framework in accordance with certain customer 

requirements. 



For companies, the most obvious advantages are the productivity increase associat-

ed with a shorter development time, higher profitability and the creation of standards 

inside the company. 

Some keys factors to the creation of Frameworks were also identified:  formation, 

implementation speed, performance and security. It was interesting to see that the 

average investment by companies on these products is between 10% and 15% of the 

budget. 

From the interviewees’ responses it was considered that the support for multiples 

systems is a challenge for the future, side by side with the versatility and adaptability, 

and also the continuous evolution and the introduction of new features in the frame-

work. 

The companies that are betting on this type of product, a framework, although they 

are achieving great profitability, they need to do some more work concerning new 

solutions to their customers. 

6 Conclusions 

This research was important and it permitted to have some answers to the initial ques-

tions from the interviewees and from the online survey. 

The data analysis showed that there are some activity sectors that invest more in 

this type of products than others, for example, the Telecommunications’ sector. 

Many users highlighted some key attributes on the advantages of using Frame-

works like: time development reduction and the increase of profitability. 

Two of the major evident concerns are the lack of documentation and learning 

courses. On these areas companies need to do some effort to improve the quality of 

utilization of the Framework. 

Answering to the title question of this paper it can be argued that Frameworks are 

useful for companies. They allow to reduce costs and increase productivity, besides 

allowing to offer new and innovative products to its customers.  
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